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{Prologue}

The following events took place
between November 2019 & November
2025, this is the 6th part of the
“Markenstein Legend”…

When “Viktoria” left the “Sentinels”
crew; because she turned 40 in 2019
and it was officially not allowed for
any agent above 40 years old to be a
member in the international crew;
“Frank” & “Ivy” told “Viktoria” that
they would be there for her whenever
she asks for help, but “Viktoria” wasn’t
that kind of people who asks for help
even if she was in a tangle, but what
happened to her and them during
these years forced them to unite once
again…
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{Russia}

In November 2019, “Viktoria”
packed her things in “USA” & “UK”
and went back to her country, “Russia”,
where troubles were waiting her
already…

“Russia” announced the
reincarnation of the mighty “KGB”
and making it manage all the
intelligence operations in the Russian
Federation…“Viktoria” was one of the
first agents to join the new intelligence
division, once she arrived “Moscow”,
the new head of the “KGB” welcomed
her and gave her a file to be her new
mission, a terrorist who was
responsible of many attacks on the
country and several assassinations
happened because of him, the new
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head of the “KGB” was a dangerous
senseless man named “Vasily Sokolov”,
the terrorist’s name was “Black Mask”,
it was the only name they knew for this
guy…

“Black Mask” was preparing
himself and his men for an attack, the
metro network underground was very
wide and used to be crowded always, if
a hit happened there, hundreds of
people will die in a second…The attack
was a coverage on a special deal, the
deal was for a special compound, the
“Green Goo”, the Russians found a way
to make it, no one knew anything
about the deal, but the Mob hired
thugs to do this job as a distraction to
the government, the “FSB’s” special
agents could successfully stop the threat
and diffuse a bomb in the
“Mayakovskaya” station, on the other
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side, the deal was made between
“Black Mask” and the Japanese
“Yakuza” crime family, the “KGB’s”
spies knew the drill, “Viktoria” was
told and she prepared herself to attack
the deal, the info came as a footage of
“Black Mask”, “Viktoria” attacked
alone and her input was devastating
and destructive, but “Black Mask”
escaped and the compound
vanished…Whoever was caught by
“Viktoria” had nothing much to say
about anyone or anything, the thugs
who she caught were Russians and
Japanese, the “Yakuzas” had men in
“Moscow” and they didn’t like the
government’s move, so the “Yakuzas”
sent some men to take down the police
cars transporting the thugs from the
crime scene to the “KGB’s”
headquarters, their attack was exact
and caused damage, one of them was
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very dangerous and he was leading the
attack, the trick wasn’t to save their
men but to kill them, to prevent them
from testifying about the deal or the
compound, the Japanese guy was
wanted in many countries, thugs and
“Yakuzas” used to call him
“Rogue”…“Viktoria” was very strong
and tough enough to attract attention to
her again…

“Russia” fall in corruption troubles,
since the presidential elections in
2018, the new president was weak and
his ministers were corrupted, that time
“USA” was discussing the usage of a
new weapon in the Congress with a
scientist named “Allan Boyle”, this
project was a point of conflict between
both countries “USA” & “Russia”,
because “Russia” saw that this might
threaten their national security and
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“USA” replied with aggression
mentioning the chemical weapons and
secret experiments in “Russia”, besides
to the fact of selling weapons of mass
destruction to “Iran” & “Syria”…The
“Dmitry” brothers were members in the
“KGB” that time…

“Viktoria” decided to look for the
responsible of the attack on the escort
taking those thugs she caught to the
“KGB’s” headquarters, in 2 days, she
was ordered by “Vasily” to keep digging
behind “Black Mask” and forget the
“Yakuza” gang, but no one was
powerful enough to stop
“Viktoria”…“Viktoria” knew that
“Black Mask” was a member in the
“Dark Shadows”, but when the
organization fall on the hands of
“Frankenstein”, a lot of the
organization’s members disappeared,
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some of them joined the Mob, others
joined the Cartels in “Mexico”, the rest
joined several terrorist organizations
around the globe using their skills and
gifts…In early 2019, the Chinese Triad
were limited and whoever managing
their operations had to move to “USA”
& “Russia”, somehow the new
government knew that they were posing
a threat to the country and their
president, so the hunt started in
February and for months till late
November of the same year when things
got colder and safer in “China”, the
war against the triads costed the
country too much…In “Japan”, the
country was split between 2 mighty
crime families, they controlled
everything in industry and technology
in “Tokyo”, the “Goto” family & the
“Yakuza” family, the “Yakuza” family
were more powerful and wildly
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expanded their operations to many
places around the world even “Russia”
& “USA”, “Rogue” wasn’t a member of
any family, but he was used by the
“Yakuza” gang to do special jobs, he
was more like a private assassin, the
“Yakuza” family member and boss in
“Russia”, “Takada”, ordered “Rogue”
to kill “Viktoria” as a payback for
what she did to his men…

“Viktoria” wasn’t easy to be found,
but easy to attract her attention using
her mother and brother, her brother
was a cop and he was younger than her,
had a wife and 2 kids, “Rogue” knew
all these info about “Viktoria” and
decided to hunt her starting from that
weak spot…“Black Mask” had a contact
inside the “FSB” and used to know all
the agency’s moves and all the needed
info about any agent in any agency,
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but he couldn’t know the info “Rogue”
knew about “Viktoria”; but he didn’t
care much for her, he was hired for a
big job, a seriously dangerous one…
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{Voyna #1}

In “Samara” city, there was a
military base with a special lab, there
was a project to create a microchip able
to disturb all external signals, even
military and intelligence
communication signals, meaning if at
any moment during a warfare signals
went off, soldiers will be easy targets to
their enemies, specially that “Russia”
got troops and army forces in many
areas around the world, besides to the
fact that even if this thing was used to
hack civilian communications and
internet; troubles won’t be containable,
hacking military and intelligence
communications was the most
dangerous thing “Russia” will ever
face, specially the nuclear codes which
could be overridden causing a
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disaster…“Black Mask” and his men
stole a military car and killed its
soldiers, then 2 men changed into
military uniforms and took the car
and went to that base in “Samara”, the
chip was inside and secured too well,
the 2 thugs tried to steal the chip and
managed getting in using swipe cards
stolen from the soldiers they killed
earlier, but it looks like they didn’t
notice the CCTV cameras in the base,
they got caught easily and they didn’t
fight back, when they said that they
were working for “Black Mask”, the
base sent a detailed report to the “KGB”
about what happened and “Vasily”
ordered “Anton” & “Makar” to pick up
these thugs, once they arrived, the
General who was responsible of the
base spoke to “Anton” asking “What are
we gonna do? These guys were gonna
steal the chip, the info is leaked and
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who knows when will these thugs try
again!” “Anton” replied “You follow
the protocol, move the chip with
special trusted security to a safe
location, check your men well and
make sure your security systems aren’t
compromised” then they took the thugs
and left the base, the General did what
he was told, the protocol here was to
transport anything highly sensitive in
a TANK with a convoy to the closest
secret base, in 1 hour the convoy was
ready to move, but the tank was held in
a transporting truck, in order not to
cause disturbance to civilians, the
“Dmitry” brothers were in “Samara”
waiting a private jet to pick them up
back to “Moscow”, they were all there;
not only “Anton” & “Makar”…
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The convoy moved in the morning,
weather wasn’t good, 4 Jeep army cars
were securing the truck, 2 in the front
and 2 behind it, suddenly 4 modified
Jeeps appeared from nowhere and a
thug came out of the roof of one of them
and shot one of the army Jeeps with an
“RPG” and blew it off, the others
reported that they were under attack,
then a modified Jeep hit the other
army jeep and took it off the road and
made it roll over, then 2 modified
Jeeps drove in a line directly behind
the truck, then “Black Mask” came out
of one of the Jeeps and jumped on the
truck getting on board with 3 other
men, then he opened the container’s
roof and jumped inside with his men,
the front army Jeeps tried to engage
with the assailants, but not for long,
the tank reversed and broke down the
truck’s back, when it touched ground,
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the tank drove forward, “Black Mask”
was driving the tank and seemed to
know how to drive it…The “Dmitry”
brothers were told what was happening,
they took their cars and went after the
convoy after sending the thugs to base to
be secured, the “Dmitry” brothers had
5 cars, a car for each one of them, they
were [Anton, Makar, Pavel, Vald &
Dominika] on their way, “Anton”
called “Viktoria” in case she could
help or send some help but she
confirmed her presence in “Samara”
and she joined the fight later than the
“Dmitry” brothers, once the brothers
saw that the tank was seized by “Black
Mask”, they decided to keep their
distance from it and this was wise but
it had to be stopped, then without any
expectations, “Black Mask” said “Let’s
have some fun, get the weapons hot,
we’ll use them soon” then he took the
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tank to the other side of the road, where
civilian cars were facing the tank and
had nowhere to avoid it, streets were
narrow and couldn’t take much car
chasing, the “Dmitry” brothers took
down the assailant Jeeps, but the army
Jeeps weren’t so lucky to survive all
that time, “Makar’s” car got broken and
stopped, “Black Mask” tried to get rid of
the others then out of the blue,
“Viktoria” was in front of the tank on
foot with her M203 grenade launcher
and a “SAM” rocket launcher on her
shoulder then she pointed it at the
tank, “Black Mask” prepared himself
and shot her but for his shock, it was a
huge mirror, this move made him lose
his focus for a second, then the tank
was shot with a special device from
another side, its job was to stop the
tank’s control unit and as a result the
engine and the weapons will stop
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operating in seconds, “Viktoria” shot
that device from the “SAM” rocket
launcher she had, it was her weapon
and she made some modifications on it,
she was talented in modifying and
assembling weapons and tools, the
device was her project too, in 5 seconds
the tank stopped and “Black Mask”
didn’t know why, “Viktoria” and the
others caught him too easily, after 25
minutes of terror…When “Black Mask”
and his men were caught, they were
sent to the base and got locked there
with special security from the “KGB’s”
agents, they were kept in a room locked
by a voiceprint, the base’s General
voice, the 5 thugs were kept close to
each other in nearby rooms, but “Black
Mask” was kept in a safe room alone,
weather got worse and it started
snowing, “Viktoria” & the “Dmitry”
brothers had to wait for one night in
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“Samara” and travel back to “Moscow”
the next morning, one of the thugs was
more dangerous than he looked, he
stood close to the door and close to the
voice recognition device next to the
door, although it was from the outside
and a soldier was standing, but the
thug somehow imitated the General’s
voice from the inside, the soldier
laughed at him, then suddenly the
door was opened, the soldier tried to
beat the thug but he couldn’t, the thug
took the soldier inside the room-which
had no cameras-and changed clothes
with him after killing him, then the
thug went to the chip as if he was one
of the soldiers and could acquire it
telling the securing soldiers that the
“KGB” agents demanded delivering it
and the General agreed, they didn’t
check on his words and let him take it,
it wasn’t too long till someone knew
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that one of the thugs was free, “Black
Mask” kept his mask on, because once
they took it off, everyone saw how was
his face maimed, it was too ugly to be
looked at without the mask, he was
cuffed and tied well in a metal chair,
one of the other thugs had steel jaw
with metal teeth, he convinced
everyone that he was mute, he was
cuffed too but his hands were in front
of him not behind his back, he bit the
cuffs chain and broke it, he knocked
on the door hardly as if he was dying,
the soldier securing him took his gun
and got in to him, but the soldier
wasn’t so lucky too and the thug killed
him and changed clothes with him too,
the first thug made it to the outside
with the chip and disappeared, the
second thug was found but after some
chase he gave up, “Black Mask” had 2
agents watching him inside his room
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and “Black Mask” was cuffed with his
hands behind his back, even his legs
were cuffed too, the place was in red
alert and they realized that the chip
disappeared, “Viktoria” was on her
way to the base, “Black Mask” said
“You wanna see some magic?” to the
agents, they didn’t reply, then he said
“Ok, I’ll show you…” the agents pulled
their pistols out and stood up then
“Black Mask” suddenly turned to black
smoke as if a chimney exploded in the
place, they coughed very hard and fall
down, “Black Mask” was nowhere on
sight, “Viktoria” arrived and she was
told what happened, the room where
“Black Mask” was kept in had a
camera, they saw what happened, no
one understood what happened,
“Anton” was there with “Viktoria”, he
whispered in her ear “You think it’s
HIM?” “Viktoria” didn’t reply, “Anton”
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was referring to “Rumple”, “Viktoria”
knew that he wasn’t in the
“Frankenstein” prison since 2017 but
he wasn’t seen anywhere, she doubted
that he was behind all this, but she
knew that “Black Mask” wasn’t him,
“Rumple” was a wizard, he could use
“Black Mask” but won’t do such acts,
“Rumple” never wastes his time and
element of surprise in thugs work, but
maybe he used “Black Mask’s” identity
to get to that chip…The whole attack on
“Samara” city was a diversion to get
“Black Mask” and his men in the base
instead of sneaking in, but why would
“Rumple” need such a chip, unless he
was gonna sell it to someone else…

“Viktoria” was terribly wrong about
this, “Rumple” was dead that time, but
it was magic for real, “Victor” was
“Rumple’s” student, but no one was
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better than “Rumple”, years ago;
“Undertaker” & “Victor” built the
“Dark Shadows” and in a short time
they became a powerful gang, till
“Frank” killed “Victor” & “Undertaker”
in 2 separate wars, “Victor” taught
some men how to use and perform
magical tricks to help them in
operations, he taught his close friends,
“Black Mask” was one of them and was
one of few who weren’t caught after the
“Undertaker’s” death…

“Viktoria” created a new truck for
herself, it was armored with tricks, she
decided to use another technique, she
decided to use magic, but this was a
mistake…In “Iraq”, there was an
ancient place where “Babylon” was,
there was an old temple there where
the Babylonians used to avoid and fear,
this was the place where 4 seals of the
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7 known seals were in, the 4 seals were
the 4 horsemen of the apocalypse, no
man on Earth ever knew about this, the
Babylonians didn’t know too, but they
just knew that this place was the place
where their civilization would fall if
they disrespected it…One of “Viktoria’s”
old friends was in “Iraq” in a secret
mission, some Arab terrorists killed
some civilians and burnt their homes
there, after hours of continuous
destruction, one of the terrorists found
an old secret door by chance, he told
his fellow terrorists and they broke in,
thinking that there might be anything
useful for them to steal, this was the
lair to the ancient destructive
horsemen, it wasn’t too long till they
met 4 weird caskets with a stable on the
right, but the stable was empty, or so
they thought, there were 4 things near
every casket [bow, sword, balance
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scales & spear] when one of the Arabs
touched one of the caskets he got
infected with plague and within
seconds it took allover his body and
another one was infected, there were 4
more left, one of them saw something
moving in the shades, he shot the thing
but didn’t see anything dying or
anyone afraid, the others told him that
they should run but he took 2 steps
toward the darkness then he was
pulled strongly to the inside, the others
rushed to the outside but they were hit
by a weird spell, then suddenly they
shot each other dead, then a weird evil
voice said “Welcome to the apocalypse”
in the old language of “Babylon”,
somehow the “KGB’s” agent saw and
heard everything from the outside, but
he had to run when he noticed more
men coming to the site, in 4 days, he
finished whatever he was doing in
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“Iraq” and traveled back home, once he
arrived “Moscow”, he called “Viktoria”
and asked to meet her, the agent’s name
was “Boris”…
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{The 4 Horsemen of The
Apocalypse}

“Boris” knew that “Viktoria” got a
wizard friend, but he had no idea
about what happened 2 years
earlier…When the Arabs were dead, the
hidden place got bright then the stable
had 4 horses glowing and looking evil,
the caskets were opened and 4 members
got out of it, they weren’t the same and
not all of them had human looks, they
had symbolic names [Conquest, War,
Famine & Death], “Conquest” looked
like humans, he was a guy with a
crown and acquired the bow, which
was near his casket, “War” had red
skin and a looked like demons from
Hell then his eyes and hair glowed
with red fire and grabbed his fire
sword, “Famine” was thin and tanned,
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he took his balance and looked amazed
all the time, “Death” was a pale
skeleton with a skull head, he grabbed
his spear hardly as if it was the first
time to move in centuries, then a shade
appeared and turned to a human look
on the ground and said to them “It’s
time of judgment” in a very old
unknown language, they took their
horses and got out to the world,
thinking of the best way to destroy it,
waiting for the “Lamb”[1] to come and
judge the world…When “Boris” told
“Viktoria”; she knew that she needed
help this time, an extraordinary help,
she took a private jet and traveled to
“Wales” to tell the “Sentinels”, they just
finished a job against some Mexican
Cartels in “USA”, “Ivy” didn’t expect
her to call them out again so soon
which made her worried, “Viktoria”
arrived and the “Sentinels” family
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were having a party because it was
“Frank’s” birthday, January 3rd 2020,
“Viktoria” told “Ivy” what happened
in “Iraq” and asked her about
“Rumple” & “Victor”, “Ivy” said
“Victor is nowhere we know since 2017,
he told us that he killed Rumple in the
prison, anyway, why would any of
them raise the 4 horsemen?!! There’s
more to this” “Frank” came and
welcomed “Viktoria” then both women
told “Frank” what was happening,
“Frank” said “Victor helped us in
2017, but that doesn’t make him a
crusader for good, he must be involved
somehow, did you check his place in
Moscow” “Viktoria” denied knowing
the place, “Frank” told the crew and
told them to get ready for a fly, but “Ivy”
told him that this was too dangerous
for the crew, so she told them to wait for
her orders from “Moscow”, “Frank”
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took his suit with him and “Floyd”
went with them and they used the jet
and flew back to “Moscow” where a
huge surprise was waiting “Viktoria”…

Once “Viktoria” traveled away,
“Rogue” made his move, “Viktoria”
was divorced and her husband was a
corrupted agent in the former “SVR”
and she was the one who arrested him
and sent him to jail, the “Yakuza” gang
had prisoners inside and bribed some
guards to let them talk to “Viktoria’s”
ex-husband, it happened and
“Viktoria’s” ex hated her too much and
told them all the info they needed to
know about her, when “Rogue” knew
more about her, he saw that he was
dealing with a monster, an Iron
Woman, the “Yakuzas” in the prison
killed “Viktoria’s” ex-husband and
“Rogue” killed “Viktoria’s” brother
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and burnt his house while his wife
and kids were tied and alive inside,
these info fall like thunder on
“Viktoria”, for the first time “Ivy” saw
“Viktoria” crying, “Frank” was
touched and he said “The horsemen
can wait, that guy needs to be punished”
“Floyd” & “Ivy” confirmed, later the
“Dmitry” brothers were filled in too…

After days of search, “Viktoria’s”
contacts in “Tokyo” told her that
“Rogue” was with the “Yakuza”
members preparing for a hit on the
“Goto” family’s warehouse in 2 days,
in 7 hours, the “Sentinels” arrived
“Tokyo” secretly, based on the info
“Viktoria” had, the “Sentinels”
arrived to that warehouse early, the
“Goto” gang family were waiting for
someone with guns, like there was a
deal to be made, “Frank” said “The
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Yakuza gang will screw the deal once
the other party arrives, it will be a
slaughter”, he was right, but the other
party was a surprise to “Viktoria”, it
was “Black Mask”, the “Sentinels”
didn’t know him, “Black Mask” was
stealing the chip from “Russia” to
deliver it to the “Goto” gang family, but
why?…

Minutes later, fire started, several
“Yakuza” members ambushed the deal
with heavy weapons, “Black Mask”
and his men disappeared in smoke,
“Viktoria” could get him and his men
with her vehicle, the chip was still
with him, “Anton” & “Pavel” followed
her in their car, the “Sentinels” had to
find “Rogue”, during the shooting
“Frank” told “Floyd” and the rest of the
“Dmitry” brothers to shoot down their
cars tires and he went to take them
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down, they weren’t ready to fight with
someone like “Frankenstein”, when
both sides saw him, they shot him first
then they tried to run but their cars
were broken and “Ivy” already
reported what was happening to the
authorities, “Frank” didn’t kill
anyone but he saw one of them
running, he knew that he was “Rogue”,
he went after him and soon “Frank”
caught him, “Viktoria” & “Anton”
caught “Black Mask” again, but this
time it wasn’t expected by him to be
caught, unlike what happened in
“Russia”…The chip was back, “Black
Mask” & “Rogue” were caught, but
“Rogue” was more dangerous than he
looked, he was transported in a police
car to the Russian embassy, he was
cuffed of course, he freed himself and
attacked the cops in the car making
them crash, then he escaped, this made
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“Viktoria” mad…“Rogue” had his own
plan from the beginning of this
operation, he wanted to acquire this
chip and kill “Black Mask” &
“Takada”, he didn’t waste much time,
he went to the “Yakuza” gang
nightclub and got in like usual
without anyone stopping him, when he
was close enough to his office, “Takada”
was with a whore, “Rogue” tied a bomb
to one of “Takada’s” dogs and let the
dog in to them, then he got out fast from
the back door and a massive explosion
happened killing most of those who
were inside the club, “Takada’s” death
made the “Yakuzas” sure that it was
the “Goto” family who did this, “Rogue”
knew where were the “Goto” family
keeping their taboo and knew that they
were kidnapping poor girls [in between
15 years old and 21 years old] and
used to sell them to the Chinese Triad
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as whores and the Triad used to send
them to “USA” or “Russia” as
Philippine maids, “Rogue” sent the
info he had to “Viktoria” in a flash
drive, then she was surprised with a
call from him, he used a voice changer
while talking “Agent Nikolay, you are
looking for me and I think I know why”
“Viktoria” waved to “Ivy” & “Frank” to
come close then she replied “You
murdered my brother, besides to the
fact that you are a bloody terrorist, but
it’s far away from being official, it’s
personal now and believe me, you
didn’t wanna put yourself in a
personal fight with me” “Rogue” said
“Check the data I sent you in the flash
drive, only then you’ll know who’s
your friend and who’s your foe” then
he broke the phone to avoid being
tracked, “Viktoria” checked the flash
drive in a laptop and it had a lot of
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documents, pictures and videos about
“Black Mask” and the “Goto” family
and many other officials from “Japan”,
“Russia”, “USA” and other countries,
one of those who were in relation with
“Black Mask” and the gangs was
“Viktoria’s” brother, he used to leak
info about cops and used to cover on
their dirty work in “Russia”, this was
a HUGE shock to “Viktoria” enough to
make her cry again, but she had
nothing to do but to hand a copy of the
flash drive to the Japanese authority
and to every involved country in this
huge corruption circle, including her
country, “Russia”…

This opened a lot of corruption files
in many countries in Asia, even some
ministers were sent to inquiries
because of these secrets, others were sent
to death, “Frank” told “Viktoria” to
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keep it together and focus on the main
trouble they were there for…The
horsemen took their way to “Baghdad”
using their horses, the devil behind
“Death”, “Hades”, saw people in the
modern civilization and how they
looked, so he used magic and made the
horsemen look like civilized
humans…Centuries ago, the old
pharaohs knew about the horsemen
and how mighty they were, these
creatures were there since the
beginning of time, “Amun” warned the
Gods from the evil power coming from
“Babel”, that time there was no need to
worry because the Gods could do
anything, the God of
War-“Anhur”-assured to “Amun” that
the horsemen were locked by “Marduk”
God of “Babylon”, but when the Gods
were murdered by the “Gods
Slayer”-“Elohim”-the Egyptian King
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“Seti I” ordered his priests and
engineers to build a temple in
“Abydos”, the priests created a magical
papyrus, its job was to make the
horsemen mortals and weak, the
papyrus was hidden inside the temple
and protected by magic…

To know more info about the
horsemen, the crew had to travel to
“Iraq” and investigate what happened
in that weird place where the Arabs
died, a journey like this was a black op
and that time there were terrorists in
“Iraq” and the country was in mess, the
“Sentinels” had to be very careful
while being there, “Anton” was
expected to go with them but his
brothers refused, they stayed in
“Russia” and persuaded him to stay
but he told them that he owed “Frank”
& “Viktoria” and that he would
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payback his debts, “Dom” insisted on
going with them…“Ivy” called “Silver”
and asked him to join them and to
bring their special weapon with him,
“The Twin”…“Viktoria” saw that going
like this wasn’t safe, they needed
someone who know some magic, she
had no one in mind but “Rumple’s”
favorite student after “Victor”, the
vampire “Jason”…
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{Babel}

In 24 hours, “Silver” arrived with
the “Twin” to “Baghdad”, where
“Frank” and the others welcomed them,
“Silver” was told the whole story but he
mocked them and told them that this
was ridiculous, after some talking,
“Silver” agreed to help just because he
saw that being in “Iraq” needs someone
who was there before, as an American
soldier, he served for years in “Iraq”
and had some contacts, “Jason” arrived
“Iraq” 10 hours later, but of course he
wasn’t like government agents who
could move freely…“Viktoria”
introduced “Jason” to the team, he was
a Vampire, one of “Rumple’s” mutants,
but he wasn’t used by “Rumple” much,
“Jason” was more serious than the
others and “Rumple” saw that using
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“Jason” against “Victor” was gonna be
a risk because both men had an ugly
history together…The “Sentinels”
arrived to the scene, it was in mess, a lot
of dead bodies and guns on the ground
as if there was a battle there, Iraqi
army personnel and terrorists, once
they arrived “Jason” was excited to
blood but he wasn’t used to human
blood, he liked the animals blood
because it was denser and more viscous,
he also felt magic “There’s magic here”
then he took a potion from his pocket
and spread the dust in the air and said
some words in an old language, then a
voice of someone in pain was heard in
the place loudly and shades appeared
and went away fast, the spell pushed
the evil souls away from the place,
these were the evil souls left in the
place by “Hades” to protect their lair,
once the souls left, “Hades” felt it and
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told the other horsemen, “Frank’s”
scanner detected heat and radiation
activities, there was a tablet on the
ground inside, there were weird
writings on it about the apocalypse and
the horsemen’s role in this destruction,
the 4 horsemen were 4 seals of the 7
known seals, “Frank” knew about them,
the seals were mentioned in the Bible,
but he didn’t know about the pharaohs
papyrus, “Jason” told them about it
but not in details, but he knew that
there was a way in “Abydos” temple to
know more, then suddenly weather
changed and it got dark, “Jason” said
“Magic” then the 4 horsemen appeared
as humans on their horses and stood
face to face with the “Sentinels”, the
“Sentinels” were [Frank, Viktoria, Ivy,
Silver, Anton, Dom, Jason & Twin]
against the horsemen, “Hades” wasn’t
with them to fight hand-to-hand but
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he was watching, the “Conquest” had
his bow and could make arrows appear
in his hands all the time, which
means his arrows will never be out of
stock, the arrows were powered and
could conflict a lot of damage to one or
many people, “War” pulled his sword
and it turned to be a sword of fire,
“Death” had his spear which was
poisonous besides to his magic,
“Famine” waved with his hand at the
“Sentinels” andmoved his hand on the
balance then one of the balance’s sides
went down, then he said “No fair fight”
“Frank” said “I noticed, we’re more”
“Famine” replied “I meant, not fair for
YOU”, then the 3 fighting horsemen
attacked the “Sentinels”, “Jason” had
“Death”, “Twin” stopped “War” from
attacking “Viktoria” and fought with
him, “Frank” was hit by one of
“Conquest’s” arrows and flew away,
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“Ivy” shot him with her shotgun but he
didn’t move a muscle and tried to shoot
her with another arrow, but “Silver”
used his jetpack and pulled
“Conquest’s” leg and flew high with
him, then he throw “Conquest” away
for a distance on some wrecked cars,
then he throw 4 grenades at him and
he was blown, but nothing happened
to him, which was impressive, “Twin’s”
claws didn’t hurt “War”, but “War”
noticed that “Twin” wasn’t getting hurt
by his sword or magic, “Jason” wasn’t
getting affected by “Death’s” magic and
spear too, so he decided to make a
distraction, he hit “Anton” with
plague, “Frank” came back to the fight
and shot “Conquest” with an electric
chip, the electric shock made him
shack for minutes but he was aware,
“Frank” was mad of “Famine’s” look so
he tossed his shield on his balance and
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the shield broke it, this made the
horsemen stop for a second and looked
at “Frank” with anger then “Hades”
appeared and said with anger “You
dare to break down one of God’s tools,
now you’re cursed forever” then “Hades”
wanted to attack “Frank” with magic,
but suddenly some people screamed
“My Lord Jesus Christ, save your slaves
from the curse of the 7 seals” this made
a tornado around the horsemen and
“Hades” then they disappeared, the
guys who did this were 4 people on
their knees, they looked very weird to
the “Sentinels”, “Dom” was holding
her brother and “Ivy” was with her,
“Frank” looked at them and said “We
got a hit, can you help us?” one of them
was a woman, she took some dust from
the ground in her hand and throw it
on “Anton” and prayed to “Christ” to
heal him, in seconds, “Anton” started
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to get better and within minutes he was
100% ok, the 4 members who saved the
“Sentinels” were [Colossus, Rayne,
Heat & Light], they used to be called
“The 4 Horsemen of Peace” in the far
future…

The “Sentinels” and the horsemen of
peace had a long talk and what the
horsemen of peace had to say was
shocking to everyone, “Light” said
“We’re the Horsemen of Peace, we were
created by God to stop the apocalyptic
effect of the Horsemen of the Apocalypse
and to close the 7 seals and seal the
innocent from being cursed by the
devil, and to stop special threats, in
fact we’re not from this world, we’re
from the very far future” “Frank” said
“Which year in the future?” “Silver”
interrupted “Why should we believe
any of this?” “Rayne” replied “We’re
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from year 3000, Richard, you have a
huge hole in you, let Jesus get in your
life, you’ll be better if you believe in
Christ” “Silver” got shocked when she
called him by his name and pulled his
gun out, “Light” had light power and
turned the gun to a white pigeon and it
flew away, “Rayne” said “Your lack of
belief will lead to your ending,
Richard, what happened to your
brother should have changed you by
now” “Silver” asked with aggression
“How did you know my name? And
how did you know my brother??”
“Frank” noticed something else “Year
3000!!! Will the world last all this
time?!” “Rayne” replied to “Silver” “I
have the blessing of healing and seeing
history of anyone or anything, besides
to the power of shape-shifting to any
woman of my size, that’s how I knew
your history” then “Light” replied to
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“Frank” “No, the world will fall in the
21st century but God’s interference
saved those who deserved to live with
him, those who kept believing even
when the world lost its way” “Dom”,
“Anton” & “Viktoria” were religious
and used to fear God, so they believed
the horsemen of peace easily, the others
were worried and kept their caution,
“Jason” was afraid because he was a
demon, “Colossus” looked at him and
said “Don’t be afraid creature, we do
not kill unless you cause troubles, but
your fear will prevent you from
messing around” “Jason” didn’t reply
but he looked afraid for real…

The “Sentinels” discussed the
situation with the horsemen of peace,
but the horsemen told the “Sentinels”
that they can’t be killed and the
horsemen of peace don’t kill, but they
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were sent to the far past to cage the 4
horsemen of apocalypse back again
because the time of Earth’s undoing
didn’t come yet…The trouble was in the
way to send them back to their lair,
“Light” told them about the papyrus in
“Abydos” temple, “Frank” said “Wait!
You believe in the pharaohs magic??”
“Light” explained the papyrus and its
work, then he said “We can hold them,
but we can’t kill them or send them
back to their lair on our own, the only
one who can is Lord Jesus, we’re just
God’s slaves”, “Ivy” said “The temple
was explored and most of its precious
contents are in the Louvre now, tell me
anything special in it and I’ll handle
bringing it to you” “Light” told her
about some of its drawings then she
made some calls then she confirmed
the papyrus’s existence in the French
museum, the crew took their way to
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“Paris” and “Ivy” prepared a hideout
for them, then she went with “Floyd”
and met her man who got the papyrus
and returned back…There was
something weird in the papyrus, if it
was read, “Egypt” would be hit with
the 10 plagues God hit it with when
the pharaohs enslaved the Israelis and
wanted to kill them, the papyrus was
linked to the curse somehow, it was
gonna guarantee sending the horsemen
of the apocalypse back to their lair, but
it will also unleash the plagues; not
only on “Egypt” but on the whole
world, the doomsday was gonna
happen if this papyrus’s writings were
read…

Among history and religion, no man
ever heard of the horsemen of peace,
“Jason” could feel their holy powers
but he had to make sure of their words,
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during the waiting in “Paris”, “Jason”
made it away from their sights, but he
was found by the horsemen of
apocalypse, “Hades” spoke to “Jason”
“You’re not like them, you’re like us,
why doom yourself with people like
them?” “Jason” replied “I have my
reasons” “Hades” said “How about
asking for anything you need from me!
I can make you rule this world if you
want” “Jason” replied “I want my
master back from death” “Hades” said
“I thought Rumplestiltskin told you
that magic can’t raise the dead or bring
love” “Jason” was shocked, “Hades”
continued “I know that there’s a way in
the old mountain[2] but it takes a
sacrifice, you won’t do that right!?”
“Jason” said “If you can’t do this then
you have nothing to offer me with”
“Hades” held “Jason” from his throat
and said “Indeed and you’re of no use
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to me, give me a reason not to kill you
now” “Jason” said “Because you don’t
know where they are” he was right,
“Hades” wanted to offer “Jason”
anything in return of this info, “Jason”
told him the info in return of his life
this time, “Hades” accepted the deal
and let him go then they disappeared,
“Jason” used his master’s old trick of
crows, he called a crow and hanged a
paper in its leg and sent it back to
them…“Viktoria” saw the crow and
understood the drill, she warned the
others, but they weren’t fast enough to
move away from their location, on
their way out, the horsemen of
apocalypse were waiting them on their
horses and ready for a fight…
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On the other side, the “Sentinels” in
“Wales” were ordered to go for a
mission against a lunatic in
“Berlin”-“Germany”, a sort of another
clown who hired some thugs to aid him
in his evil plans, the lunatic clown
was named “Der Ferdy”…
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{Germany}

In “Germany”, things were steady
till one of the “Community” families
fell in troubles with an Austrian
family, the “Habsburg” family, it was
one of the greatest families in “Austria”,
they had business in a lot of countries
including “Germany” & “England”,
when “Black Mask” fall in the
Russians hands, the “Habsburg”
family used to have some business with
him and he had some info that mustn’t
be known, there was a hired thug for
issues like these, “Der Ferdy” and his
gang of goons, a “Habsburg” family
member told him what they wanted in
return of 5,000,000 €, “Ferdy”
agreed…“Ferdy” had a lot of friends in
“Russia”, he made some calls and his
men assured him that “Black Mask”
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would be dead in 2 days max…The
“Sentinels” made it to “Berlin”, they
were [Arrow, Rose, Electrocutioner,
Quiet, Mime, Chen & Sonya] and there
was a German “BND” agent who joined
the team to facilitate things for them,
his name was “Berg”…“Arrow” was
leading the team this time, “Berg” gave
the “Sentinels” all the info they need
about “Ferdy”, he was very weird to
them but he wasn’t the worse to be
faced…“Ferdy’s” file was full of
criminal acts, gang wars, drugs and
weapon deals with the Russian Mafia
and other terrorist organizations,
including “The Skeleton’s” clan, the
former “Dark Shadows” and the
Cartels, “Rose” asked “Berg” “Why
nobody caught him before? He’s just a
terrorist!” “Berg” explained “This guy
isn’t like you think he is, he was a
regular thug years ago, then he lost
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sane when his girlfriend was
imprisoned instead of him, we know
this info but we did this to force him to
give up or make a mistake, but this was
very wrong, he changed his look and
hid for years, but when he showed up
again he was different, now he’s
putting a clown makeup and made his
hair green and had some tattoos on his
body, he made a huge gang and could
convince them to follow his steps after
stealing a lot of cash from an
Ukrainian bank, when he became a
gang leader, he used his men and his
genius level intellect to do hundreds of
assassinations and dirty jobs around
the world, ever since he wasn’t caught
and his men became insanely loyal to
him, enough that they commit suicide
whenever they get caught by cops, this
guy is the most dangerous man in
Germany, his men call himWitzbold[3]”
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“Rose” said “The Joker!! How didn’t
anyone notice this guy before?” she was
referring to the German government or
the “BND”, no one replied…

“Ferdy” was planning to free his
girlfriend for years and kept his close
contacts with some important people in
the country, businessmen and
politicians, he got his eyes and ears
among cops too, the “Sentinels”
existence in “Berlin” wasn’t a secret, so
the info was leaked to “Ferdy”, he said
“Oh, the Brits sent their freaks to be
killed by the King” then he gathered
his men and said “Get ready gentlemen,
we’re up for our big party”…

In 2 days, “Black Mask” was
murdered in his cell in “Russia” with
words on the walls “Let the games begin”
and a lot of “HAHAHA”, then a
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triggered-bomb in a bag exploded in
“Leipziger Platz” square, killing and
injuring many people, then in hours,
another bomb was found in a hospital,
but this time cops could diffuse it, the
“Sentinels” went to the hospital and
checked the bomb and found out that
it was in dark purple with a timer,
“Electrocutioner” analyzed that the
bomb was a pressure bomb, like an
airbag only bigger, in minutes, a video
was shared on media by “Ferdy”, he
was in a warehouse wearing a dark
purple coat with a purple cane in his
hand and someone was tied behind
him with a bag on his head, he said
“Good evening Berlin, allow me to
introduce myself, I’m a Joker, I do what
I want to who I want at any time I want,
now to my requests, I want Carey Adolf
to be freed by tomorrow night,
otherwise I’ll terror Berlin FOREVER,
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starting by this man” then he removed
the bag off the man’s head, he was a cop,
“Ferdy” hit him in the head with his
cane several times live on air till the
cop died, this was horrifying and the
city fell in terror and chaos…

“Ferdy’s” only request was his
beloved “Carey”, negotiating wasn’t an
option, the “Sentinels’” hunt started,
“Sonya” could dig behind him and his
men, using her good looks and
introducing herself as a stripper,
“Ferdy’s” men used to go to a nightclub
owned and managed by a Japanese guy,
“Chen” knew him and told the others
that he was a “Yakuza” member,
which means they can’t break in or
cause any troubles inside, otherwise
there would be a warfare, the place was
protected well by armed guards, so
“Sonya” had to get to them as a stripper
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girl, after sending them to sleep by a
drug in their drinks, she took their
cellphones and disappeared, using the
cellphones and checking their recent
calls were all “Electrocutioner” needed
to locate “Ferdy’s” warehouse, but the
calls sent them to many abandoned
places around “Berlin”, an attack on
any place will send a red alert to all
the other places, “Chen” said “If we
stroke any place and Joker isn’t there,
we’ll risk another terrorist attack at
anytime, we gonna need a full scale
attack on all places simultaneously,
which requires strike teams, backup”
to “Berg”, he confirmed her words and
guaranteed her a huge force to attack
all places in the same time…The
“Sentinels” decided to split up and join
the forces attacking these places, they
weren’t enough in number to cover all
place but they went to the most
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important hideouts they saw,
“Electrocutioner” stayed in the
hideout and watched the places using
satellite imaging, “Arrow” wasn’t ok
with the split up, but he agreed when
everyone agreed on this…The next night,
everyone was ready to move and the
attack started, when all units were in
positions, “Berg” had orders to attack,
the attacks on the places were like
attacking enemies camps on a foreign
soil, during the battles, “Ferdy” wasn’t
seen anywhere, then suddenly several
explosions happened in the same time,
then the police announced that the
“Estrel” hotel had a big banner from its
roof to its main gates with “HAHAHA”
on it and several clowns drawings, the
place was seized by “Ferdy’s” clowns
hours ago, this was the largest hotel in
“Berlin” and had a lot of guests, who
became hostages that time, then “Berg”
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told all units to clear out of all
warehouses when he found one of the
hotel’s waiters in the warehouse he was
attacking, the “Sentinels” confirmed
finding more members of the hotel’s
staff in the other warehouses, then they
left their places and rushed to the hotel,
“Ferdy” was on the roof laughing with
a rocket launcher in hand and armed
men around him, banning any
chopper from coming close, during that
time; something very bad happened…
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{The 10 Plagues of Egypt}

In “Paris”, the “Sentinels” members
heard what was happening in
“Berlin”, they were out with “Dom”,
[the horsemen of peace, Anton &
Viktoria] were attacked by the
horsemen of the apocalypse, a fight like
this couldn’t to be ignored, “Anton”
called “Dom” and she told the others,
“Viktoria” was helpful but she had
nothing much to do, “Rayne” said
“Read the papyrus’s codes I broke, it’s
the only way to end this without major
casualties”, sometime earlier, “Rayne”
broke the hieroglyphic writings and
wrote the words they mean on a piece of
paper, reading this paper was said to
send the horsemen of apocalypse back
to their lair and send the horsemen of
peace back to where they came from,
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the future, “Viktoria” had to reach
there first, “Hades” stood in her way,
but for some reason, he couldn’t catch
or destroy the paper or the papyrus so
the best he could do was to prevent
anyone from reading it, the “Sentinels”
arrived, but they didn’t break in
according to “Ivy’s” instructions,
“Frank” saw the situation with
“Viktoria”, using his mask, he could
magnify the words on the paper and
read them, he showed himself to
“Viktoria” and told her to keep “Hades”
distracted by waving, she understood
and tried some moves and shooting,
“Frank” read the paper loudly and he
felt a huge power and an unusual
feeling while reading, when he was
done, no one had a chance to stop him,
the horsemen of apocalypse went to
their lair automatically, but
something else happened, it brought
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the 10 plagues of “Egypt” on the whole
world and also released the “Black
Fairy” from her prison in the
underworld, she was more like an evil
witch, with tattoos, pale skin and long
black hair, she looked to be muddy but
this was her look for real, but for
everyone’s shock, the horsemen of peace
didn’t go to the future as “Light” said
which was shocking, “Heat” said “This
means that it’s not over yet, we’re still
needed here” “Rayne” confirmed…The
plagues started, all rivers turned to
blood suddenly, allover the world,
which caused chaos around the
planet…By this time the “Sentinels” in
“Berlin” were at the “Estrel” hotel and
cops were surrounding the area, the
news came on everyone as a thunder
strike, “Arrow” thought that it was one
of “Ferdy’s” tricks, but “Rose” said “No,
it’s the Christ’s anger on Earth, all
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countries reported that rivers turned to
rivers of blood except the Nile in Egypt”
they never knew why the “Nile” didn’t
turn blood, but someone else knew in
the future…In the hotel, “Ferdy” and
his men made the place look like a
circus, they were wearing like “SWAT”
soldiers, it was the trick to let them in
without troubles with the security;
besides to using the staff’s uniforms and
key codes, when they ruled the place,
they changed their masks to be clowns
and other funnymasks, the hotel had a
lot of precious stuff and money, they
were all taken by the thugs and
delivered to others underground in the
sewers network, they took the cash and
everything valuable and within
minutes they were somewhere far away
from the hotel, “Ferdy” used a speaker
and said “Delivery time, handle me
Carey and I promise you pigs, I will be
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nice, if she’s not at the hotel’s entrance
within 15 minutes, I’ll start throwing
people off the windows, HAHAHA”
then he gave one of his men the rocket
launcher and he went down stairs, the
“Sentinels” had to move fast…“Arrow”
& “Chen” discussed the entering
strategy, “Quiet” took her position with
other government snipers on the
surrounding buildings rooftops, “Mime”
said “He’s expecting us, getting in or
killing any of his men is a huge risk”
“Berg” said “He won’t throw people off
the windows like he said, isn’t he?!”
everyone looked at him without
replying, “Mime” replied “As much as
I know about him, he won’t just throw
them off the windows, he’ll burn them
alive and then throw them to us” “Rose”
said “The hotel is SO wide, his men
can’t be everywhere” then she asked
“Berg” to bring the hotel’s blueprints
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and allow them to check its exits, this
talking and bringing the blueprints
took 15 minutes, suddenly a man was
thrown from one of the windows,
“Quiet” reported what she saw but the
man was in the air already, everyone
on the ground saw him but the shock
prevented anyone from doing anything,
the guy hit the ground so strongly and
died at once, he was tied and had a
tape on his mouth with a smile
drawing on it, but this wasn’t all, he
had a belt with 2 tons of explosives
ready to be blown by a trigger, then a
phone rang in the victim’s pocket,
“Mime” told them to make sure that it
wasn’t wired to the bomb, “Berg” did it
and picked up, it was “Ferdy”, he said
“I think now you will take me seriously”
then he pressed the trigger, but the
bomb was fake, it just blew fireworks
and joker cards, the “Sentinels” were
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in shock, they never saw anything like
this before, the victim’s mouth was torn
apart with no lips; looked like someone
cut his mouth down with scissors,
“Chen” reported what happened to “Ivy”
and she felt that it was dangerous and
needed “Frank’s” input, but “Ivy” and
the family were against the idea of
leading another fight against lunatics,
“Ivy” called “Paige” and asked her to
follow up with the team’s updates till
she returns to “London”…After what
happened in “Paris”, the horsemen of
peace, decided to find out how to break
the curse of the 10 plagues, “Viktoria”
was told what happened to “Black
Mask” and “Ivy” was told what was
going on in “Berlin”, but “Silver”
didn’t trust the horsemen, and they
saw that the “Sentinels” got troubles
outside, “Light” told them to leave and
gave them a way to contact them at any
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time, “Floyd” spoke to “Frank” and
expressed his worries about that thug
in “Germany” and “Frank” confirmed
his worries…

“Viktoria” made it to “Moscow”,
“Jason” was waiting her, he went to
her home and waited her nearby,
when he saw her coming, he appeared
to her and asked to talk to her, she
agreed…What “Jason” had to tell
“Viktoria” was shocking, he told her
that the papyrus they read in “Paris”
had a phrase that shouldn’t be read, a
sentence that brings the “Black Fairy”
to their world, she was a fairy from
another dimension and was banned
from crossing to the this dimension but
after reading this sentence, her
shackles got broken and she could
propagate between the fairies world
and the humans world with no
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troubles, her power couldn’t be
contained by human weapons and
tools, “Viktoria” asked him “Where do
I come in all this?” “Jason” replied
“You brought her to this world when
you trusted those maniacs, now it’s
your responsibility to save what’s left of
your ugly world” then he jumped from
the window and disappeared…

The “Black Fairy” appeared in
“Peru”, exactly in “Machu Picchu”
district, it is an archaeological site
7972 ft above sea level, located in the
“Cusco” region, she was in a horrible
look, due to her imprisonment in the
underworld, she used to have a brother,
he was the “Black Magician of Chaos”,
both of them were feared and
worshiped by the Incas, they were
immortals but someone could beat
them down and imprisoned them in
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the underworld, she was engaged to the
Egyptian papyrus because she used to
teleport allover the world, she went to
“Egypt” and knew about the Egyptian
Gods, she saw that they can beat the
Egyptians and take over their country
and expand their empire, but their
powers didn’t stand a chance against
“Osiris” and he shackled them
underground with “Anubis” guarding
and torturing them…

In “Berlin”, “Berg” brought “Carey”,
she was locked in a mental asylum and
she looked completely insane, “Berg”
used a speaker and said “Ferdy, we got
your girl, release the hostages” after a
while, “Ferdy” came out from the main
gate, wearing a purple shirt and a
silver expensive jacket with 2 pistols in
his hands and laughing slowly “My
dear Carey, I missed you so much
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honey” “Arrow” and everyone were
posting their guns on “Ferdy”, but he
didn’t seem to care, “Berg” told him
that he can’t have “Carey” without
delivering the hostages, “Ferdy” said “I
have nothing for you officer unless
she’s in my arms now” “Berg” didn’t
like that but he told his men to untie
her and let her go to him, she ran to
him and hugged him strongly, then he
took her and intended to get inside,
“Arrow” said “Where are you going
bloody fool?” then he walked slowly
towards both of them, “Ferdy” turned
to “Arrow” quickly and showed them
his interior jacket, there were like 20
hand grenades all connected to one
string, if he pulled that string everyone
around them was gonna die with him
“Let’s not do anything we all gonna
regret in the next life” this forced
“Arrow” and all the forces to retreat
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and leave them, “Ferdy” & “Carey” got
inside and prepared themselves to
leave, they had a very wicked plan…

“Ivy”, “Frank”, “Twin”, “Floyd” &
“Silver” left the horsemen of peace to
fix what they did, “Silver” was against
the idea of leaving them but “Ivy” and
the “Sentinels” were busy, so “Silver”
had someone in mind to follow them,
the “Predator”, he was the best tracker
the “NATO” ever known, “Frank” knew
the situation in “Berlin” but he had
no time to move to “Berlin”, events were
too fast and the rivers disaster left the
world in chaos…
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{Voyna #2}

“Ferdy” and his men worked on the
escaping plan, thugs got to several
windows in several floors and shot
wires to the other buildings, the
building was dark and the wires were
black, no one noticed this, but “Quiet”
noticed, she reported what she saw to
the “Sentinels” and they moved, “Quiet”
saw one wire, they moved to where it
was, then an unexpected thing
happened, bags started sliding from the
hotel to the buildings, which made
them notice that there were more than
one wire, a lot of bags were sliding,
“Berg” reported this to the forces and
told them not to shoot any of them,
when the bags reached the buildings,
they reached to specified floors and
windows, not on their rooftops which
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was weird, 5 minutes later, “Berg” and
the other officers intended to check the
bags they saw on the wire “Quiet”
reported, “Mime” said “It’s a diversion,
he’s up to something, he needs to get out,
this is a part of a plan”, “Arrow” told
the “Sentinels” not to join the cops
forces checking the bags in the other
buildings based on “Mime’s” idea, he
saw that they should keep their focus
on the hotel, then everyone got shocked
by a sudden explosion in a close
building, then another one next to it,
then a third one, all buildings around
the hotel got explosions in certain
floors, then the hotel’s garage got
opened and a “GMC” car came out with
men shooting at the amazed cops and
forces then a dark brown “Audi R8”
rushed out and followed the “GMC”,
then 10 more Jeeps got out after them
and all cars split up, each car had a
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hostage, this prevented cops from
shooting at them, but the “Audi” had
“Ferdy” & “Carey” only, they weren’t
protected by any Jeep car, “Arrow” and
the crew jumped in their cars and a
chase started in the streets of
“Berlin”…The “Audi” car was stolen, it
belonged to one of the hotel’s guests
because the “Sentinels” saw carves on
the car’s body with smile faces, HAHA
and “Joker” word allover the body and
no one reported that they used a sports
car during the attack on the hotel, this
guy was more insane than any other
clown the “Sentinels” ever faced…

The “Sentinels” cars were a
modified Jeep, “Rose’s” “Aston Martin
1977”, the “Fiat 131”, the “Nissan
240 RS” & the “Mitsubishi 2008”,
“Rose” was driving her car, “Arrow”
was driving the “Jeep”, “Chen” joined
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the team in the “Mitsubishi”, “Mime”
jumped in the “Fiat”, “Sonya” was
driving the “Nissan” and the team
chased the thugs in the streets, “Mime”
said “Leave the Audi to me, it’s Ferdy”,
the others’ chases to “Ferdy’s” cars
ended with accidents to the thugs and
the team could save the hostages, but
“Chen’s” car got broken and stopped,
“Arrow” could stop the “GMC” car and
killed the thugs to save the hostage, the
chase between the “Mime” and “Ferdy”
was too dangerous and aggressive,
“Ferdy” & “Carey” were laughing, the
cops input helped, then the driving
took “Ferdy” near the “Spree” river,
then both “Ferdy” & “Carey” looked at
each other and laughed loudly, then
they shocked everyone and jumped in
the blood-water, “Mime” wasn’t
shocked, he stopped and jumped in the
water looking for them, he found them,
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“Ferdy” wasn’t hurt, “Carey” was hurt
but not seriously, “Mime” caught both
of them and the cops cuffed them both
and took them to the police station, the
others captured whoever they could
and killed whoever resisted with the
German police’s input…In the police
station, “Berg” told the chief to pull his
men back and avoid any physical
contacts with the prisoners, he agreed
and asked “Berg” to move those thugs
away as soon as possible to avoid
troubles with other prisoners, the
“Sentinels” arrived with official
documents to take “Der Ferdy” and
consider him a “NATO” prisoner,
which means the he was considered as
an international terrorist not just a
thug or a gang banger, “Berg” refused
and asked to have clearance to
interrogate him first to know if there
were others of his men in the streets, the
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“Sentinels” agreed till the “MI6’s”
special jet arrives…By that time, rivers
were water again, not blood anymore,
no one understood why, later, frogs
started to get out of the rivers, allover
the world, and the frogs started
attacking people, they were SO many
and started attacking people in their
homes and offices, this was very weird
and dangerous, the horsemen’s prayers
didn’t work this time, the plagues were
more powerful than in the pharaohs
era, “Light” could feel the evil power
coming from “South America”, so they
went there and soon they found out
that someone was controlling nature’s
elements using Elemental magic, by
that time, the “Black Fairy” started
building her power and accumulating
it and preparing it to explode, the
explosion she wanted to make was
gonna take down the whole world, her
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brother-“Black Magician”-was there
to protect her and secure her till the
explosion, “Lima’s” cops were reported
hours ago and they tried to deal with
the “Black Magician” but he was very
powerful and killed hundreds of cops
and army soldiers, “Black Fairy”
needed more metals and biological
objects-fresh dead bodies-to be added
to her power in order to accelerate her
power growth and to inflect more
damage, “Brazil” & “Argentina”
offered sending troops to deal with
these ‘terrorists’ as they claimed, the
horsemen used “Light’s” power and
flew on a cloud to “Machu Picchu”
where they saw the fairy but the gen
was fighting the humans, but she
wasn’t alone, she was surrounded by
several persons, they were humans but
she turned them to be her guardian
soldiers, besides to a protection spell,
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the horsemen needed a plan to attack
them…

In “Berlin”, the frogs’ attack on the
police station caused a lot of chaos
inside, the mess gave “Ferdy” & “Carey”
the chance to escape, but he didn’t
intend to escape that way, he already
had an escaping plan from the police
station, he found his stuff and guns,
then he stood in the main hall of the
place and started laughing and looking
around himself with amazement, cops
and agents were gonna shoot him,
“Ferdy” shot at them and hit them,
then he took 2 “MP5s” from 2 dead
cops and started shooting at anyone he
saw and kept laughing, “Mime”
attacked him from behind and kicked
him down, “Ferdy” dropped his guns,
then they started talking “What would
these basters offer you to join their
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forces!!?” “Mime” said “I’m a silent
clown, but I had something to fight for,
I had a target to hit, what are you after
Ferdy? What do you want??” “Ferdy”
replied after a while laughing slowly
“I’m not a guy with a target, I’m more
like a hound chasing cars, I don’t even
know what am I gonna do if I got one, I
am not a guy with an organized plan
or an agent of organized crime like you,
I’m an idea, I execute my will
according to my state of mind and YOU
should be knowing that already” then
he waved with his hand and 2 knives
appeared in his hands, he throw one
on “Mime” and he avoided the knife
hardly, when he looked at “Ferdy”
again, he was gone…The others were
struggling with the frogs and trying to
contain the place and avoid panics in
the streets around the police station,
“Carey” made her way out too…
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“Rose” was afraid and had a bad
feeling about this guy, she saw that
they were gonna need “Frank”, “Ivy”
was against the idea but she had to
send “Frank” for this job, “Ferdy”
could be the most dangerous terrorist
on Earth…Every scientist noted that the
plagues took 24 hours, the blood rivers
took 24 hours and the frogs stopped the
next day, all countries worked together
to handle the free frogs and invented
ways to kill or hunt them, “Frank”
made it to “Berlin” with “Floyd” &
“Twin”, “Floyd” hugged “Rose” who
seemed pale and afraid, “Frank” spoke
with “Arrow” & “Berg” about what
happened and about who was “Ferdy”,
but “Frank” preferred talking to the
“Mime”, “Mime” said “You remember
what I did in 2017?” “Frank” replied
“What’s the relation?” “Mime” said “It
has the whole relation, this guy was
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with me in the asylum I was kept in
when I was in USA, I was there before
him, in 2 days, he was sent to a solitary
room, his room was close to mine, I was
locked alone too, I never talked to him
or even saw his face, but I have never
forgot that way of laughing, that evil
slow laugh, that one that plant fear in
a brave heart, when I spoke to him in
the police station, I knew him, in the
asylum he was known to be German
but no one knew a name for him, so
they tagged his tags with one name,
Witzbold” “Mime” seemed amazed that
there was someone crazier than him,
“Frank” didn’t reply and looked at the
whole team, they took a minute till
they noticed that “Frank” was looking
at them silently, then he said “We have
to find that Joker before he commit
anymore crimes, otherwise you’ll lose
your minds because of him” he was
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right, the team wasn’t the same since
they took this job…

{Ghost Assassins}

In “Russia”, the new head of the
“Yakuza” gang in “Moscow” got killed
in a savage way and his men were
killed, but one of them survived
hardly, “Anton” went to interrogate
him, the “Yakuza” member refused to
speak in Russian or English because he
didn’t know Russian or English,
“Anton” was gonna ask for a translator
but he was shocked to see “Viktoria” in
the hospital, he told her what
happened and she went to speak to the
Japanese thug, she spoke to him in
Japanese, she knew Chinese, Japanese
& Korean, but what the thug said was
useless, he said “Kill me before he
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comes back and finishes the job”
“Viktoria” asked “What job? Who are
you talking about??” he replied
“Killing us ALL” then he died,
“Viktoria” didn’t know who was he
talking about for certain, but she knew
that whoever he was, he was up to more
killing and hunting, she doubted that
the assailant was “Rogue”, she was
right…“Viktoria” started her secret
investigations by going to the “Yakuza”
gang’s hood, they were in mess, she beat
them all down and took one of them
and asked him about their present boss
but he didn’t talk, she shot him in the
head in front of the others, the others
were afraid so they talked, one of them
told her what she needed, when she left,
they killed that thug and prepared
themselves to move from their location,
but they were stopped by someone who
killed them all, “Viktoria” made it to
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the “Yakuza” gang boss, he was an
important businessman in “Japan” &
“China”, he had a lot of companies
allover “Asia”, but no one ever knew
that he was a “Yakuza”, his name was
“Li Akito, late at night, “Viktoria”
went to him unofficially and crashed
the main glass gates with her truck,
then she got out with her “M203” in
hand and shot the gates security, then
his special security appeared with guns,
“Viktoria” dealt with them by her tools
and heavy gun, “Li” saw her in CCTV
but he didn’t know who she was, he
was expecting someone else “Who is this?
I thought the assassin Shaw sent was a
man!” then suddenly he was shot in
the head by a smart bullet, once it hit
his head, it exploded inside his head,
after a lot of effort, “Viktoria” made it
to “Li” but he was dead, this was
shocking to her, but she didn’t analyze
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this as a sniper shot, she saw that this
was another assassin who was just
faster than her, the smart bullet dived
in the air from another building on
another side where there was no shot, a
bullet like this required a very smart
weapon, “Viktoria” thought that it was
“Rouge”, but no man on Earth was
capable of using such a gun with this
high accuracy except one man,
“Deadshot”, “Li” had an info that
“Shaw” sent a hitman to hunt him
earlier…“Shaw” used to hire “Deadshot”
for special assassinations in return of
money and full cover, besides to any
needed resources, “Shaw” had direct
orders from the “NATO” council to
eliminate “Li” because he was
uncovered…During the investigations,
a lot of dangerous papers and
documents were found in “Li’s” office
which linked some famous important
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members in the “Habsburg” family
with the “Yakuza” gang and the
Russian Mob; besides to a lot of
corruption in “Russia” & “Germany”,
this was a huge trouble for the
“Habsburg” family, the “Community”
families liked the idea and decided to
use these info anyway they can to screw
their worldwide business…This all
took place during the 4 hours after the
frogs crisis control, then the 3rd plague
started, lice attacked Earth in a wide
scale, everyone was attacked by lice,
insecticides and chemical compounds
could contain them, a scientist named
“Allan Boyle” warned humanity from
this and told the American Congress
about the plagues of “Egypt” some
didn’t believe him but most of the
Congressmen agreed to set red alert on
the whole country based on knowing
the plagues of “Egypt” from the Bible
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and preparing themselves to face them,
it worked, but lice kept attacking
people, the situation was contained in
“USA” hardly; not in all states too, but
there was a huge mess allover the world,
the horsemen had to move…There was
no time to make a perfect plan, “Light”,
“Heat” & “Colossus” were gonna attack
the “Black Magician”, “Rayne” had to
find a way to stop the “Black Fairy”
using her holy power, “Rayne” &
“Light” took down all the freak guards
the fairy made, then the real fight
began, it wasn’t too long till the fairy
and the gen realized that they were
fighting angels but they didn’t retreat,
the gen called evil gens to aid him but
they were nothing to “Light”, so he
called the strongest gen after him, “The
Dark Magician”, he was too powerful
and his magic wasn’t containable by
angels, he could beat the horsemen but
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before being killed, “Light” used his
power and blinded everyone, clearing
the way for the horsemen to gather and
escape…

After 24 hours of terror by the lice,
the world had its resting hours, during
these hours, “Russia” exposed the
documents they found in “Li’s” office,
this made a huge confusion in
“Germany”, the “Habsburg” family in
“Austria” made a huge meeting and
discussed what happened and what
should they do, the meeting ended
with the agreement to leave their
business in “Germany” & “Russia”,
then they’d look for the one responsible
of this disaster, but this required
someone special to do such thing, so
they called the guy who got enough
resources and men, “Shaw”, the “NATO”
council was managed and members
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were chosen by the families ruling the
world economically, including the
“Community” families, that’s why no
one could accuse them of anything,
because they run the world, no one
thought that killing “Li” wasn’t
enough to cover their corruption…The
“Habsburg” family members in “Berlin”
were wanted for query in front of the
German society, so they made their
men prepare their things and took all
their deposits and turned them to
paper money and took them from the
banks by recommendation of some
corrupted officials and told their men
to move them to “Austria”; this caused
an economical crisis in “Germany”
later on, on the other side, more men
from the family’s guards were there to
welcome them, the money and precious
stuff belonging to the family were
about 14000,000,000 €, one of
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“Ferdy’s” men knew about the secret
move by the family’s thugs, so he spread
the word and “Ferdy” knew about the
issue, “Carey” was with him that time,
his men found her and brought her
back to “Ferdy’s” hideout, “Ferdy”
thought of using this to make a huge
hit and make a lot of money in one hit,
so he led a huge force and ambushed
the convoy, they were driving trucks
towards “Austria’s” boards, “Ferdy’s”
men took control over the convoy
without killing anyone, then “Ferdy”
came with his purple cane stick and
wearing a dark purple coat and went to
them when his men gathered the thugs
in line next to each other, he said “We
live in a cruel world, criminality isn’t
like it used to be in the past, it became
boring with one thing to run after,
money or power, this isn’t fun anymore,
this is corruption; not crime, that’s
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why I’m here, I’m here for you my
fellow criminals, to guide your road
away from the rich who’s using you for
their own purposes, and you’re just
pawns in their hands, but no more
slavery, so who’s gonna join the CHAOS
side against those scumbags?!” no one
replied then one of them said “If we let
you take this shipment and leave,
they’ll kill us” “Ferdy” said “Nobody
mentioned anything about leaving, we
got millions of Euros in these trucks,
why can’t we have fun with them?!!”
they looked at each other and agreed to
join “Ferdy’s” clan and who refused got
killed…This was a massive disaster to
the “Habsburg” family, they thought
that the “Community” were behind
this, so war started between both sides,
the “Community” families thought
that it was “Shaw”, but he denied
knowing anything about this, so he
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sent his man, “Deadshot”, to
investigate about it…

On the other side, there was one
hour left for the 4th plague to hit the
Earth, “Rayne” suggested using
“Jason’s” help, because he was with
“Rumple” for a long time and knew a
lot about dark magic, “Light” was
against the idea, “Colossus” saw that
“Jason” won’t help them because he
was a demon and threatening him
might have worse consequences, “Heat”
said “The plagues were made by God to
make the Egyptians believe in Him and
to release the chosen nation of God”
“Rayne” said “So you wanna say that
the solution comes from Egypt!!?” “Heat”
confirmed, “Light” took them there on
a cloud and they started looking for
anything enchanted or cursed since the
plagues in “Luxor”, they didn’t search
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for too long, they found a small statue
in a bazaar store which was enchanted,
the bazaar owner didn’t know of course,
the horsemen felt its magic and took it
when “Rayne” asked for it from the
shop owner, she had the power to
convince anyone to do what she wants,
they didn’t know how to activate it, but
“Light” was sure that there was a soul
trapped in it, “Colossus” took the statue
and by mistake its head got broken in
his Tin hand, this made a golden dust
get out of the statue and land
horizontally on the ground then a
woman appeared, she was an ancient
pharaoh witch who was trapped in
that statue centuries ago, in minutes
she woke up and was surprised to find
herself free, she didn’t know any other
language but hieroglyphic, “Heat”
could learn her language from her
words and within seconds he could
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talk to her, he had the power of
information and languages absorption,
after some talk, “Heat” told them that
she was immortal and witnessed all the
eras of ancient “Egypt” till the plagues,
fighting the plagues with magic was the
reason why she was trapped in that
statue, she was told the situation and
she admitted that there was a way but
she was punished because she used it,
the horsemen told her that she
wouldn’t be punished again if she
helped in doing something good for
humanity and she’d be free, the witch
was called “Taya”…“Taya” made a
potion and added some sand to it,
turning the potion to a green dust, she
breathed the dust and said some words
in hieroglyphic, Earth was hit with a
moderate magnitude[4] earthquake,
then evil shadows appeared to take
“Taya” but “Light” hit them and they
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escaped away in fear, this stopped the
plagues but didn’t stop the “Black Fairy”
& the “Black Magician”, they were still
working on their destructive weapon,
but this time “USA” proposed help and
it was welcomed by “Peru”, but it
didn’t help, the “Delta” team “USA”
sent there didn’t make it back, this
made the Americans mad and sent
troops and choppers to the site, but
climbing the mountain was gonna take
weeks…“Colossus” said “The fairy turn
humans to demons following her orders,
but this doesn’t give them any
abnormal powers” “Rayne” said “Then
we might need some help with the
army she’s creating” “Taya” replied “I
know someone who can take down
thousands of fighters with his powers
and spear” she was referring to “Victor”,
“Rayne” said “We’re not talking about
demons, we were thinking of those we
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helped in Iraq” “Taya” said “I’m not
talking about demons too, I’m referring
to God Anhur, or the new Horus” the
horsemen looked at each other and
didn’t reply, they knew him, “Taya”
asked to go to the pyramids in “Giza”,
the horsemen discussed this and
refused using a demon’s help in
fighting another evil, so they dropped
her in “Giza” and went to their friends,
the “Sentinels”…The horsemen noticed
that the “Sentinels” were very busy, so
they tried to find the woman who was
with them there, “Viktoria” and the
guy who didn’t believe them, “Silver”,
they were easy to be found, the
horsemen took both of them and told
them what happened and asked for
their help, “Silver” said “I gotta warn
them, USA sent troops and choppers
there, they’ll be butchered there by
these creatures like the Delta team sent
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before” “Colossus” said “The creatures
can be killed by a bullet in the head or
cutting it down, what matters more is if
the fairy decided to turn them to be
like her army, we need some special
fighters to help in holding her army
and we’ll handle the fairy and her
brother” “Light” said “We didn’t
consider the Dark Magician, he’s so
powerful”…“Taya” went to the
pyramid but didn’t find anything
useful there to do, searching where
“Victor” was trapped didn’t help either,
later she realized that the pyramids in
“Giza” weren’t the same pyramids
during the Gods era, the ancient times
had enchanted pyramids exactly in
the same places where the “Giza”
pyramids were, the ancient Egyptian
Kings built these pyramids to make
themselves like Gods; thinking that the
pyramids will guarantee their
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immortality and connection to “Ra”,
although the new pyramids got magic
too; but they weren’t satisfying to her
needs, so “Taya” used a teleportation
spell to travel back to “Luxor”…

When the fight started to be harder
near “Machu Picchu”, the “Black
Magician” decided to take his sister
somewhere where they can find more
metals to accelerate her power growth,
she agreed, so he called the “Dark
Magician”-“Dark”-and asked him
where to go, he advised them to go to
“Egypt”, it was the only country in
between the world where an explosion
was gonna be equally spread in all
directions, so they teleported there, it
was a shock to the Americans and to the
whole world which was following this
issue, in minutes, the world knew their
new location and saw the power and its
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ability, in “Machu Picchu” there were
no buildings or much metals and
humans to be fused with the fairy’s
power, when they arrived, they were in
“Cairo” and “Egypt” had 110,000,000
inhabitants, most of them were living
in “Cairo”, the fairy started gathering
them all to her power, this took the
world’s attention more than before,
“Russia” prepared its fighters and
armies to move, all the neighboring
countries tried to do their best but no
one knew that non of this was gonna
work, in hours, “France”, “Italy”,
“Spain” & “Ireland” announced
moving their armies to destroy this
‘reactor’ as they claimed, “England”
wasn’t ready to get involved, “USA” sent
its ships, the “Sentinels” saw that
“Ferdy” can wait, but this can’t, they
took the jet and flew to “Cairo”, “Taya”
teleported back to “Cairo”, the
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horsemen took “Viktoria” & “Silver” to
“Egypt” when “Light” felt that the
fairy’s power was increasing rapidly,
in hours, the “Sentinels” arrived…This
time, the Americans were going there
with a new weapon prototype, it was
created based on the cryonics science,
the new guns were called ‘Cryoguns’ by
the soldiers, freezing everything was
the only way to destroy everything
without fighting back and more
casualties…
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{Voyna #3}

The horsemen knew that the
“Sentinels” and a lot of armies from
allover the world were near “Cairo”, so
“Light” appeared to the “Sentinels”
and asked them to join the horsemen
and share information to be more
effective, “Frank” & “Arrow” agreed,
“Frank” & “Floyd” knew the horsemen
but the others didn’t, “Frank”
introduced the horsemen to them, the
others were shocked to see “Viktoria” &
“Silver” with the horsemen, “Chen”
told “Frank” that this might be the end
of the world and told him how much
she loved him, “Frank” was worried
about her and the others in “Wales”, he
wanted his kids to live and have a good
life, despite his fears because of their
powers or gifts, “Frank” said to his
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friends “These demons must be stopped
by any means necessary, this might be
our last mission together, believe me
when I tell you this; I love you all and
it was a great honor to fight side by side
with you, my dear brothers in arms”
“Floyd” said “Don’t say that brother,
we won’t fail tonight, we’ll stop these
demons” everyone supported “Floyd’s”
words…

The plan to attack the gens and their
small army of creatures had to be exact,
there was no time for another round,
the world was gonna die if they failed
that night…The horsemen weren’t that
kind of people who move according to
plans, they jumped on the creatures
and attacked them, “Frank” got
shocked then he jumped after them
with the others after him, “Quiet” was
in position, the “Sentinels” weapons
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were helpful and the creatures were
brittle and weak, “Frank’s” input was
important and he was so effective,
“Viktoria” was doing well too, “Taya”
was there watching, then “Dark”
appeared and used his power to catch
everyone of them, “Light” could fight
him but “Dark” was enough powerful
to fight while the others were still
caught, “Taya” interfered and sent
“Dark” to another dimension and
locked him there, then the others were
freed and kept fighting the creatures,
during the fight; no one noticed “Taya”,
“Light” left the fight and tried to pass to
the fairy, but her brother stopped him
and they started fighting, the external
world saw what was happening, “Ivy”
confirmed that the men down there
were hers, this kept the bombers from
blowing the whole area, the American
“Alpha” team arrived with their
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cryoguns but they were ordered to stand
down too, “Mime” left the fight and
went to check on “Light”, but he
realized that this wasn’t his fight, so he
returned to the others and found
“Heat”, he told “Heat” to help “Light”,
“Heat” went to help him and “Mime”
used the huge distraction to the “Black
Magician” and went to the fairy with a
hand grenade, he didn’t show himself
to her, then he throw the grenade on
her and it exploded, but it didn’t affect
her or her power wave she was working
on, she held him from his throat and
intended to kill him, “Rose” rushed to
that side after the grenade’s explosion,
when she saw the situation, she threw
her hammer on the fairy and it hit her
strongly, the hit didn’t kill her but it
knocked her down, when she fall down
her energy stopped and the power
generation stopped, what resulted was
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a short tower of metals, the “Black
Magician” left “Light” & “Heat” and
went to check on his sister, he saw
“Rose” & “Mime” with his sister down,
he got mad and intended to attack
them but “Frank” got between the
“Black Magician” and them and
stopped the gen’s attack on them with
his shield, the gen said “You’re a very
brave mortal!” “Frank” replied “And
you’re another monster I’m gonna send
to Hell” then “Frank” moved and hit
the gen’s leg putting him down on one
knee, then he held the gen’s head with
the shield and “Light” prevented him
from moving using his light power,
“Frank” told “Rose” to smash his head
with the hammer and she did it, the
“Black Fairy” woke up and saw her
brother’s head off his body and
smashed, she was angry and said
“You’re not getting away with this”
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then she hit them with her power but
“Frank” stopped in front of her and
told the others to do something, “Quiet’s”
attempts to shoot the fairy in the head
were in vain, she wasn’t affected by
bullets, “Arrow” took a high position
and shot her with an explosive arrow,
the explosion was enough to tear her
apart, the fairy’s power almost tore
“Frank” apart, “Rose” was trying to
shoot the fairy, when the fairy was
gone; “Frank” fainted and the other
creatures vaporized, when this was
over, the horsemen started to vanish in
lights, before disappearing “Light”
expressed his thanks to the “Sentinels”,
“Rayne” said “Tell your friend that
he’s the bravest mankind we have ever
witnessed, he saved Earth and
humanity, thank you from the future”
then they disappeared returning back
to their time…
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In “Singapore”, the head of the
“Goto” family was there for business,
their business was screwed because of
what was revealed about them earlier;
they were also mentioned in “Li’s”
documents and records, “Rogue” was
there and seemed to have a bad
intention, one night, the “Goto”
family’s boss was getting out of a
restaurant with a girl and his men
around him, he got shot in the head by
a sniper rifle, in the chaos, “Rogue”
could escape easily, this assassination
screwed the whole family and made
them fall within days, “Viktoria”
made her way to “Moscow”, she heard
the news and knew that it was “Rogue”,
she saw that he was responsible of what
happened to “Black Mask”, later she
discovered that she was wrong…
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On the other side, 48 hours after the
“Singapore” assassination, “Ferdy” was
thinking of a way to move to “England”,
someone paid him a visit in his
warehouse, the visitor said “Are we
ready?! We have been waiting for a very
long time for this hit!” “Ferdy” replied
“Indeed we are, you’ve been doing good
in the east side, I hope you are as good
as you claim” the visitor was someone
unexpected…In March 2020, Muslims
in “London” started to arrange protests
and stands to say that the Brits were
abusing them and forcing them to work
severely with low wages, this was far
away from being right, the peaceful
protests lasted for 3 days then things
started to be violent, the British Police
contained the situation in many areas
but it was still messy, the “Sentinels”
were in “London” just in case…On
March 17th 2020, “Ferdy” made it to
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“London” with his men and girl, the
visitor who met him in “Berlin” was in
“London” already and told “Ferdy”
about the protests, maybe they’d need to
use this later, “Ferdy” had an idea
depending on this event…Among the
years, things haven’t been smooth
between the Muslims and the west
countries, Muslims used to practice
terrorism against civilians allover
“Europe” & “USA”, replies have always
been bad and devastating, sometimes
the “NATO’s” hits weren’t known by
media because no official teams were
doing them; like the “Sentinels”,
sometimes the “NATO” used to use their
hidden hitmen like “Deadshot”, or
sometimes they were using missiles
from a weapon in space, used to be
called “Rods from God”…“Ferdy” made
some men attack some shops owned by
Muslims in “London” by torching them
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with molotove cocktails or drive bys,
doing this for a week made things worse,
people thought that they were maniac
Brits who wanted the Muslims to leave
the country and attacking them and
their shops was a way to make them
leave, the Muslims replied back, this
time they were called terrorists and the
British Police and other agencies used
lethal force against them, 2 days later,
“Ferdy” resurfaced and being seen in
“London” was a huge shock to
everyone…
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{Lunatics Revolution}

On April 1st 2020, “Chen” asked for
a temporary vacation, “Ivy” didn’t
know why and she didn’t ask “Chen”
because she trusted her, “Chen” went to
“Frank” and said goodbyes, “Frank”
was against the idea of her leaving, he
saw that they were gonna need her, but
he couldn’t convince her to stay, she
didn’t tell him any obvious reasons
except having troubles in “China”,
“Frank” let her go but he was
mad…That time, “Chen” felt that she
was pregnant, she never made love
with anyone but “Frank”, this wasn’t
gonna be accepted by the family and
specially “Jenny”, so she left and
intended to inform “Ivy” her
retirement from “Beijing”, “Ivy” knew
this secret later but told no one, not
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even “Frank”, till “Rose” knew in the
future from “Chen” herself…

The “Frankenstein” prison was still
operating and secured well, the prison
was attacked by “Ferdy” and his men,
it started by getting rid of CCTV and
motion sensors, “Ferdy” said to someone
next to him “I can’t wait to show you
my new toys” and seemed happy and
excited while talking, then he received
a call from one of his men somewhere
else telling him that everything was
well and ‘the stuff were in place’, then
drones and remotely controlled cars
started moving towards one of the
prison’s fences, the sensors detected
them and started shooting at them, in
return, the automatic-computerized
guns were shot by the thugs from far
away, this hit cleared the way through
this fence to get inside without huge
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troubles, guards didn’t understand
because what they saw in CCTV was
nothing, before attacking; “Ferdy’s”
men manipulated the CCTV remotely
and hacked the radio communication
signals, “Ferdy” had a lot of money
enough to buy anyone and payed very
well, 2 thugs cut down the electric
wired fence and diffused it, then the
men started getting inside, when this
happened, thugs spread in the place
and they were wearing like the guards
andmasks like them, “Ferdy” didn’t get
in with them but the guy he was
talking to got in with the men, then a
video was published on social media
by an anonymous account, he was
using a microphone and there were
speakers behind him, he wanted the
inmates and guards inside to hear him,
he spoke in German and said “Heey,
Joker is here, hear me well people,
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behind me is the symbol of suppression
where thousands of men and women
were languished by the power of that
thing calling himself Frankenstein, HA
HA HA, what a name, what a symbol,
the monster who was held up to you as
a shining example of justice and law
power, oh please, you’ve been supplied
with the false idol, Frankenstein and
his crew of lunatics are actually like
me, they’re dumb clowns with no smile,
they’re criminals with police badges…”
then he started talking about many
Muslim terrorists in the Middle East
“Frank” have killed since late 2017
till late 2019, including “God’s Eye”,
who was seated on a wheelchair and
“Frank” killed him in cold blood, as
“Ferdy” referred, but of course “Ferdy”
didn’t mention that they were terrorists,
he mentioned them all as civilians or
regular people, these info should be
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classified but no one knew who told
him, then he spoke about some dirty
operations supervised by “Shaw”
which put him in a delicate situation,
later they knew how “Ferdy” knew all
this, he continued “I am here tonight
and every night to stop you guys from
screwing things up, to stop you from
tearing yourselves apart, you need me
like a circus in need for a clown, take
a look at my toys” then he moved to
several detonators, the cameraman was
his girlfriend “Carey”, she was
laughing all the time, every detonator
had a sticker on it with a name, a street,
square, facility, hotels, bridges,
undergrounds, churches, hospitals or
anywhere vital in the city, “Ivy” made
calls and set red alert to go to
everywhere mentioned on the stickers
and start evacuation, but this wasn’t
gonna help, “Ferdy” said “Let’s start
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with that one, oh what a sweet thing
here” then he pressed the trigger and a
huge explosion happened in the
“Blackwall” underground station and
the “Blackwall” road tunnel
collapsing them, when he was told in
his earpiece what happened, he
laughed and told “Carey” what
happened and hugged her as if they
were celebrating a victory and they
looked very happy, “Frank”
disappeared and went to his suit and
decided to use the jet to get to the prison
where “Ferdy” was, “Mime” joined him
and told him that going there alone
was insane, “Frank” didn’t listen to
him, “Ivy” told them that “Frank”
would be fine and she needed them in
“London”, “Rose” was mad because of
“Frank’s” action but she had nothing to
do, the prison’s guards were fighting
with “Ferdy’s” thugs but they were
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struggling because of a special guy,
someone with a samurai sword and
looked Asian, it was “Rogue”, he was
the visitor to “Ferdy” in “Berlin” and
he was the one who helped him with
going to “London” secretly with his
men and ‘toys’, although they had help
from the inside…“Frank” & “Mime”
arrived but he got a lot of men around
him, “Mime” said “You can take them
all down, but this distraction will give
him time to escape, I can get him when
he starts running” “Frank” agreed,
“Frank” started by shooting at the thugs
on the entrance, they already cut the
power off the prison and the guards
inside weren’t ready for such a fight,
“Ferdy’s” men were armed and
prepared well, then they started freeing
the prisoners and giving them weapons
to aid the clowns inside, others were
enhanced criminals like “Cobra”,
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“Pinocchio”, “Black Skin” and other
dangerous criminals, the prison was
prepared with explosives to be used by
the authorities whenever they needed
to destroy the place when it’s out of
control, “Frank” told “Ivy” to blow the
prison, but she didn’t want to do so
while he & “Mime” were there, “Ferdy”
didn’t run, he jumped on a truck’s back
where a mini-gun was and started
shooting at “Frank” but “Frank’s” suit
saved him, “Frank” stood without
moving and bullets didn’t affect his
suit, then he said “Give up now, you
can’t beat me” “Carey” appeared with a
trigger behind “Ferdy” and pressed the
trigger, this caused another explosion
at the “Westminster” bridge, taking it
down, “Frank” pulled his gun and
tried to shoot “Carey” & “Ferdy”, but he
didn’t because someone hit “Frank”
with a car from his side, “Frank”
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wasn’t hurt, but who hit him was a
surprise, but “Frank” wasn’t shocked
for too long, it was the “Mime”, he was
“Ferdy’s” eye in the government for a
long time, “Rogue” was inside the
prison and found who he was looking
for, “Adrian”-“The Savagery”-was
locked up inside a highly secured
solitary cell, but of course nowhere
inside was secured anymore, when
“Frank” saw this, he blew a flash bomb
and disappeared, “Ferdy” was mad
because of that, the plan was to attract
“Frank” and catch him then putting
him in the prison and sealing it,
besides to the chaos they caused in the
city, “Mime” told “Ferdy” that this
won’t affect the plan, “Rogue” brought
“Adrian” to them and “Adrian” knew
them both, “What took you so long,
pigs?” “Ferdy” said “Well, we were
preparing things for a welcoming party
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for our Savagery, join the team of
lunatics to tear the world apart and to
establish a new world order, welcome
back old friend, let’s get to work”, they
didn’t know about the bombs inside
the prison, “Frank” told “Ivy” that the
place was out of control and gave her
the green light to blow it, she did it and
the explosion was massive, all
prisoners, guards & thugs died except
those who were outside, the 3 clowns
were outside and had some injuries but
they could move, cars came and
everyone moved, to make things worse,
“Ferdy” told “Carey” to blow another
trigger, she pressed another one, but it
didn’t explode, because experts
diffused that bomb, it was in “St.
Paul’s” Cathedral, other bombs were
diffused in some places but other places
weren’t known yet…A war against those
3 clowns together was the worst war the
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“Sentinels” could face, “Silver” arrived
there with “Predator” and had a
terrible news to tell everyone “Shaw
wasn’t left to live for too long after what
the clown said, it looks like a suicide,
but I know Shaw well, he’s murdered”
“Predator” said to the “Sentinels”;
“Silver” confirmed his words, “Ivy”
and the others were in shock, they
didn’t believe what “Ferdy” said, but
“Shaw’s” death in the same night
proves everything, then a trigger the
police and the “MI5” didn’t know
about and couldn’t cover if they knew,
the sewer tunnels and the underground
rails, they were all full of C4 explosives,
“Ferdy” used it and suddenly every
sink and underground metro and
station started to explode causing a
huge destruction to “London’s”
infrastructure…
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{3 Clowns}

“Ferdy” sent a new video to media,
he was threatening the government of
making any step to attack him or his
men, otherwise he was gonna attack the
Kingdom’s palace with “RPGs” and
showed them how close his men were
from the palace, as if he didn’t care to
make cops and agents know his thug’s
positions around the palace, this made
things more complicated to the
“MI6”…The prison’s guards, inmates
and assailants were all dead during
the explosion except 2 inmates could
escape the blast, both of them were
mutants, one of them was “Black Skin”
and the other was a powerhouse named
“Brass”…
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The “Sentinels” started working on
street thugs, interrogations lead the
“Sentinels” to the “Clowns’” next target,
they were after destroying everything
governmental in “London”, the police
station was attacked but cops could
hold them till army forces were spread
in the streets and aided the poor police
officers, in minutes; “London” became
a war zone, “Ferdy’s” men were so
many, nearly every thug in “London”
was “Ferdy’s” thug, from all
nationalities and he was good with
convincing people to join his clan,
“Frank” had an idea but it needed
time and a lot of effort, he planned to
attack “Ferdy’s” men everywhere in the
city as a way to plant fear in them, “Ivy”
and the others were against the idea
but they had no other plan…The
“Sentinels” agreed to “Frank’s” plan
but they insisted to join him, they
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weren’t gonna attack together as a team,
everyone was gonna check any soft
targets or anywhere with no heavy
security, “Ferdy’s” men were wearing
clowns masks and other mime masks…

Everyone spread up in “London”
hunting clowns, “Frank’s” hunt was
more destructive and more obvious, the
others were killing and destroying
without much noise like “Frank”,
every time “Frank” caused damage, he
used to create his logo using fire to
make everyone see that he’s after the “3
Clowns” and that he wasn’t messing
around…It wasn’t too long till it was
known to everyone that a wanted
Pakistani terrorist named “Abd Al
Rahman” was in “London” and met
the clowns, his existence in “London”
was a shock and meeting the clowns
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revealed that there’s more to this,
“Sonya” was the one who got the info…

The terrorist had his men in the
field, he had his plan of destroying
“London”, he had special chemical
weapons, their effects were destructive
but not as usual weapons, the chemical
compound was corrosive and one
round of its rounds was enough to
destroy a huge building, the compound
turns to something very powerful and
starts eating the building till the
building disappears in seconds
without a chance to do anything to stop
the building’s corrosion or whatever
else is shot with that compound, it was
something called “Nanomites”…“Abd
Al Rahman” was like all Muslim
terrorists, had nothing to run after but
killing Christians, according to the
“Clowns’” opinion; “Ferdy” thought of
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using him and buying these weapons,
“Adrian” tried to make contacts with
the “Community” families, he could
have their blessings in return the
clowns had to avoid destroying their
business and companies or banks,
“Adrian” agreed temporary, “Ferdy”
asked for “Abd Al Rahman”, “Mime”
knew about “Abd Al Rahman’s”
weapons earlier using the “Sentinel’s”
resources, “Electrocutioner” told the
others about that terrorist and his
weapons, the compound and its
projectiles were Russian, “Russia” used
to have chemical weapons but no one
knew how these weapons fall in the
hands of terrorists, “Viktoria” knew
later…
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“Abd Al Rahman” used to be an
arms dealer and used to sell heavy
weapons to “Isis”, “Al Qaeda” and
other organizations in “Afghanistan”
and the “Middle East”, in late 2017,
he had a family who died during one
of the “NATO’s” attacks, “Frank” & the
“Sentinels” were there and so many
people died during this attack, “Abd
Al Rahman’s” sources led him to
“England” & “USA” but he never knew
how to attack any of the 2 world’s most
powerful capitals in the world, but he
has always been seeking vengeance
from the western countries, he was
behind many terrorist attacks on many
countries in “Europe” between 2017 &
2020 and he used to announce his
responsibility of any attack ever since,
when he knew about what was
happening in “Berlin”, he found a
way to contact “Ferdy” and they made
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a deal together, “Rogue” helped “Ferdy”
& “Abd Al Rahman” to get into
“England”…When “Rogue” was known
to be with the “Clowns”, “Viktoria”
was sent to “London” by “Vasily” to get
him, “Vasily” knew that any
dangerous info like the ones said by
“Ferdy” earlier could not be known by
anyone but “Rogue”, he was afraid of
what else he might know, “Viktoria”
knew that “Vasily” wasn’t clean but
she had unfinished business with
“Rogue”…

“Brass” & “Black Skin” made it
somewhere where they can have some
food and shelter for some time till they
decide what to do or where to go,
“Black Skin” heard that “Rumple”
was dead but she had a friend in mind,
“Jason”, but she thought he was in
“Russia” which needed special
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preparations for traveling, “Brass”
knew no one in “England”, he was one
of those who were transported from the
“Cave” prison in “Siberia” to the
“Frankenstein” prison, he was a
teenager when he was imprisoned in
the “Cave”, so he has been in prison for
too long to know anyone, they just had
to keep moving…

“Viktoria” arrived “London”
secretly, she was there officially to
catch or kill “Abd Al Rahman” and
“Rogue”, many other countries sent
agents secretly to “London”, the “KGB”,
“DGSE”[5] and the “CIA” were the most
obvious agents in the field but the Brits
had no time to check their intentions,
the “Sentinels’” attacks on the clowns
had the outcome “Frank” was
expecting, fear made some men hide
and leave their positions and others
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who were captured said a lot of info
about “Abd Al Rahman’s” weapons
and “Ferdy’s” role in this, “Viktoria”
knew that her chances weren’t that big
during the chaos, so she kept her eye on
the “Sentinels”, the “Sentinels” knew
the “Clowns’” location, a huge force
from the “SAS” and the “Sentinels”
went to that location and started a
tactical attack on the guards,
“Electrocutioner” was there and
“Viktoria” went after them…
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{Voyna #4}

The “Sentinels’” attack was known
by the “Mime”, he noticed the agents
moves and told his friends, “Adrian”
said “Prepare your men for a fight” to
“Abd Al Rahman” and he ordered his
men to get ready, “Arrow” told the
others that “Abd Al Rahman’s” men
were around, “Quiet” was in position
and confirmed the 3 Clowns’ existence
inside, it was a warehouse near
“London’s” limits, the place was close
to where “Brass” & “Black Skin” were
hiding, “Ferdy” used the radio and
said “Hey guys, we got intruders and
cops are trying to screw our party, let’s
have some fun” then he blew a nearby
building which was under
construction causing some distraction,
“Viktoria” made it inside the
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warehouse, but the others outside were
surprised by drones and toy boxes
coming out of the place towards all
units outside, the drones stopped
around the place creating a perimeter
but the boxes moved forward, the
agents were told to hold their fire then
suddenly the boxes were opened and
many tricks came out, fireworks,
explosives, small flamethrowers, small
mini-guns or decoys hitting the agents
and soldiers, this made a huge
disturbance and it changed the
attacking plan, “Frank” knew that this
was a diversion to allow them to escape,
“Frank” attacked the place trying to
pass the drones but one of the drones
shot “Frank” with amissile, the missile
didn’t affect “Frank” but it threw him
away for a distance, when the boxes
were all opened or destroyed, the
drones started shooting at the agents,
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nearly all of them died, the “Sentinels”
were told to pullback by “Arrow” when
the boxes started exploding, when
“Frank” was shot, “Rose” & “Floyd”
took him away and “Quiet” covered
them shooting the drones, but she
wasn’t the only one shooting at them,
someone else was, they thought that it
was the “SAS” snipers, but in fact it
was “Deadshot”, they were [the Clowns,
Rogue, Abd Al Rahman & a weird guy
wearing an armored suit with 2 special
handguns and a rifle on his back]
besides to other thugs, “Ferdy” was
laughing loudly with “Carey” in his
arms, the weird guy was wearing a
mask covering all his head and was
using a voice changer, he screamed
loudly in a very evil voice “You all
think that we’re surrounded by you
and your bloody troops, wake up, you
are locked up in this city with US”
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“Frank” tossed his shield towards him
but everyone was shocked to see him
catching the shield then he tossed it
back towards “Frank”, it hit “Frank” so
strongly enough to cause a crack in the
mask, this was shocking, during their
shock, the villains moved in trucks
and started moving, they weren’t
escaping they were driving with
normal speed, cops tried to do
something heroic but they faced the
guy in the armored suit and he killed
them all and blew their cars with
grenades he had, “Viktoria” knew this
guy, she saw him from the inside, his
existence prevented her from engaging
with them while she was in, “Deadshot”
knew him too, he was a retired “MI”[6]

soldier, he was called “The
Knight”…The “Sentinels” refused
leaving them, they jumped in their
cars and started chasing them, the
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‘Beast’ truck was with the crew, “Frank”
jumped in the truck with
“Electrocutioner”, “Floyd” had his
bike, “Rose” rode her “Aston Martin”,
“Arrow” & “Twin” rode a modified
Jeep, “Sonya” followed them later with
“Quiet” in the “Fiat 131”, it wasn’t too
long till they found the convoy, “Frank”
used the truck’s weapons and destroyed
most cars of the villains’ convoy, then
thugs came out with “Nanomites” guns
“Electrocutioner” said “Oh my God,
that’s Nanomite, all units pullover now”
then he stopped the truck because he
knew that “Frank” wasn’t gonna stop,
this made “Frank” mad but he was
convinced later when he knew about
the compound and what it could
do…This left the British capital facing
the threat of those lunatics without a
chance for anyone to engage with them,
they got the “Clown’s” toys, the
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“Knight’s” drones, “Abd Al Rahman’s”
chemical weapons and 100s of thugs,
this was the worse threat “England”
has ever faced, “Ivy” had an idea,
“There’s still a weapon we can use, a
weapon that’s not scheduled in the
NATO’s database yet and could be a
surprise to them” she said, “Silver”
said “The Cryogenic weapons!” she
confirmed and no one could say
anything, “Frank” was more interested
in the “Knight” and his power…The
“SAS” agents found “Brass” & “Black
Skin” and they knew that they were
inmates in the “Frankenstein” prison,
catching them wasn’t easy too but they
could handle them and delivered them
to the “MI6’s” secret hideout, the
agency’s headquarters was attacked
earlier by thugs and keeping those 2
dangerous mutants there wasn’t right,
“Frank” knew and told “Ivy” to be
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careful and put trusted security on
them “Make sure their security are
trusted this time” he was referring to
“Mime”, it was “Ivy’s” idea to add him
to the team despite “Frank’s” refusals
in the past, this made an argument but
“Rose” contained the situation and
told them that they shouldn’t fight in
this delicate situation…

In 3 days, “Silver” & “Predator”
found a way to get the Cryoguns in
“London” without being noticed,
“Frank” and every member of the
“Sentinels” was given a gun, “Dr.
Boyle”-the weapons inventor-was
there too to guarantee that the guns
were working properly and to apply
any settings needed before usage…The
“Buckingham” palace was the villains’
hideout, they camped there obviously
with banners having clowns faces and
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HAHA, the “Sentinels” had to prepare a
good plan to attack and avoid the
“Nanomite” weapons, “Abd Al
Rahman” didn’t have a lot of
“Nanomites”, only 7 shots, but every
shot was more destructive than a
nuclear head, “Frank” thought of
making a decoy attack till the
“Nanomite” gunners appear then they
shoot them with the Cryoguns,
“Viktoria” appeared to them and told
them that this won’t work “This will be
useless, there’s a better way” then she
told them that she know someone who
can do this job next to her and “Frank”,
she was referring to “Brass”, they didn’t
know his mutation but she knew him
when he was caught, “Ivy” said “He
won’t help us without something in
return; like his freedom, we won’t
commit that mistake again” “Frank”
saw that releasing him was gonna be a
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trouble but he saw that he could be
handled, “Ivy” agreed…

“Brass” was told but what he asked
for was very weird, he demanded
freedom for “Black Skin” and all
facilitates for curing her, about him;
he asked to be locked up in the “Cave”
prison again, this was very weird,
“Viktoria” went to talk to him, she
spoke to him in Russian because he
didn’t speak English, she said “I heard
that you asked freedom for her and
imprisonment for yourself, why?”
“Brass” replied “Because I have
nowhere else to go, she has a better
chance than I can ever have” “Viktoria”
said “Don’t you wanna have a regular
life with her?!” “Brass” said “A regular
life is a weak spot, as long as I am alone,
no one canmake me do anything I don’t
wanna do” “Viktoria” said “You’re not
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forced to do anything, but we need your
help” “Brass” said “Ok I’ll join you
only when you promise me to do what
I asked” “Viktoria” promised him but
she knew that the Brits won’t leave
“Black Skin”, but she had to promise
him that…The next day, “Viktoria”
arrived with “Brass”, more agents from
the “SAS” and the “NATO” arrived and
asked the “Sentinels” to join the fight,
“Arrow” welcomed them and started
studying the palace with them, “Frank”
went close to “Brass” and warned him
of betraying them “Listen fool, I don’t
trust you and I won’t, if you thought of
betraying us, I’ll make you beg me for
death and I won’t kill you, I’ll enjoy
torturing you” “Brass” didn’t
understand English but he could
notice “Frank’s” aggressive tone, “Frank”
added “Twin” to the team, this made
them 4 members sneaking in [Frank,
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Viktoria, Twin & Brass], “Brass” was
the only one who wasn’t given any
weapons, he didn’t need them, and
“Abd Al Rahman” won’t use the
“Nanomites” against 4 members, the
plan was to find the “Nanomites”
weapons and destroy them, then the
others outside will launch a full scale
attack, “Electrocutioner” used infrared
scans and could locate the “Nanomites”
weapons and sent the location to
“Frank” & “Twin”, all they had to do
was to find the easiest way to reach
them and destroy them, it wasn’t too
long till they reached the weapons, but
there were several thugs with heavy
guns, “Mime” knew that they were
inside and told “Ferdy” & “Adrian”,
“Adrian” said “I know what they’re
after, they’ll try to destroy the
Nanomites and sabotage our adventure
by a huge attack” “Mime” said “I’ll
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handle exchanging the real ones with
the decoys” “Ferdy” said to some men
“Get the fireworks ready, once we catch
them, I want a wonderful welcoming
party for the Monster”, the “Sentinels”
went to where the weapons were kept,
“Frank” took down the guarding thugs
and waved to the others to move, they
got in and suddenly lights went on and
10s of thugs surrounded the “Sentinels”
with guns, “Rogue” & “Mime” were
there, “Mime” said “Welcome old
friend, we’ve been expecting you”
“Frank” looked at him without
replying, “Twin” analyzed that the
liquid in the obvious weapons was fake
“The weapons are fake” he said to the
others, “Viktoria” said “They were
expecting us!” “Frank” looked at “Brass”
as if he wanted to tell him “Go ahead,
prove yourself” then both men started
attacking the thugs, “Viktoria” took
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cover behind the table where the
weapons were placed and started
shooting back, “Twin” helped her, it
wasn’t too long till all thugs were killed,
“Brass” did well, “Knight” appeared in
front of “Frank”, they didn’t waste time
and stated fighting hand-to-hand,
“Rogue” fought with “Viktoria” and he
had a samurai sword in hand, “Mime”
told his men to shoot “Twin” with
electric shocks, “Brass” was a surprise
to everyone, his strength was
unstoppable by any thug,
“Electrocutioner” could find the real
weapons and reported what he found
out to “Ivy”, she told “Arrow” & “Sonya”
to sneak inside and plant small
explosives near them, “Silver”
suggested watching over them, it
happened, but getting in wasn’t a
trouble like before, everyone was busy
with “Frank” and the others, in
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minutes, “Arrow” & “Sonya” made it
outside and blew the real weapons,
once this happened, “Adrian” said
“Oh no, they screwed us” then “Ivy” &
“Silver” ordered all forces to attack the
place with full force, it happened and
it was a huge war that lasted for
minutes because of the cryoguns,
which was very helpful, “Knight” tried
to escape but “Frank” didn’t leave him,
“Rogue” could escape from “Viktoria”,
“Twin” was ok and kept killing thugs
violently, “Predator” met “Mime” and
without talking they attacked each
other, “Rose” found “Carey” and tried
to catch her, but “Carey” had tricks
and could escape from “Rose”, but not
for a long time, “Rose” threw her
hammer and it hit “Carey” taking her
down, “Floyd” had “Ferdy” and he
didn’t give “Ferdy” any chance to resist
but something unexpected happened,
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the place became dark, lights went off
and within seconds the “Clowns”,
“Knight”, “Rogue” & “Abd Al Rahman”
disappeared, all their men fall, then
all the thugs cars exploded one after
the other causing disturbance to
everyone, this gave the villains enough
time to escape without being seen…The
villains used the sewers to escape, it
was an escaping way prepared by “Abd
Al Rahman’s” men for situations like
this, on their way, they met something
very weird, “Rogue” said “Wait, we’re
not alone, someone is here” they got
alerted then one of “Ferdy’s” men got
pulled in the water suddenly, another
one disappeared and blood spread in
the water, “Abd Al Rahman” and his
men started shooting the water with
fear, “Adrian” looked ahead and saw
something standing in their way with
big teeth, heavy scales, crocodile’s eyes
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and huge in size, “Ferdy” & “Mime”
saw it too, the 3 “Clowns” stood in front
of the creature with amazement, “Abd
Al Rahman” and his men started
shooting at the creature and “Knight”
joined them, but its heavy scales
prevented bullets from hurting it, then
the creature attacked “Abd Al Rahman”
and his men and killed them all,
“Knight” & “Rogue” disappeared, then
the creature looked at the “Clowns”
and got close to them, after a long
gazing, “Ferdy” said “Hi there, we’re
the 3 Clowns, you are…” the creature
replied hardly “I have no name”
“Adrian” said “That’s not a problem
friend, you’re the Lizard”, “Ferdy” had
a tattoo on his hand with a big smile,
he put his hand on his mouth and
laughed slowly, “Mime” kept gazing at
the “Lizard” with a smile on his face…
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After the attack on the
“Buckingham” palace, “Silver”
admired the cryoguns and their effect,
their input was very helpful during
the battle, many thugs were frozen and
died out of coldness…“Dr. Boyle” had a
visit by a young British engineer, he
was a student in the “Oxford”
university and later he became a
teacher there, he knew about “Boyle”
and his cryogenic project, the engineer
had clearance to meet “Boyle” hardly
and their meeting was long and
profitable for both sides, the engineer’s
name was “Alex Landon”…
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{Shades From The Future}

In the far future, 2050, things were
bad again, but this time things were
more painful than bad…“Magnet” &
“Grace” had a child in late 2041, a
little girl, during these years, the world
built itself and technology started to
rise again…For some reason, after
neutralizing a threat in 2049,
humans started to demonstrate and
protest being protected by mutants
specially in “USA”, referring to the
“Mark V” division, during this crisis
in 2049; they got responsible of killing
10s of civilians by mistake; that’s why
people started rejecting them, “Ivy” was
dead that time and “Henley” was
handling their operations and
speaking for them officially in media,
“Jenny” was sent to a hospital after a
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diabetic coma in 2043, she wasn’t
expected to live for long, “Frank” was
completely away from the scene, that
time there was no “NATO” anymore,
“Frank” got married to “Rose”
officially in a Church in 2044 and
had a baby boy from her the same year,
they called him “Konrad”, “Rose”
loved “Frank” very much; despite
everything between them…In 2049,
“Magnet” decided to retire and live
with his family and raise his child, he
was living with his wife and girl in a
house they bought in “Liverpool”,
“Magnet” & “Achilles” had a lot of
misunderstandings among the years
about many things; including if they
were doing the right thing by protecting
humans or not, so “Magnet” decided to
leave the mansion because of him and
“Wolf”, in 2050, when troubles with
mutants started again, “Magnet” was at
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work, a gentleman went to “Grace” and
her girl and could easily and violently
kill “Grace” & her little girl, this guy
was a demon, the worse one of them all,
then he wrote on the wall with “Grace’s”
blood “No more mutants, freedom for
humans, death for mutants” when
“Magnet” came back home and saw
this he knew that this was the act of
humans rejecting mutants, although
he never showed anyone what he could
do and told no man about his mutation,
this was weird but he was blinded by
anger and couldn’t think clearly, “Eve”
felt that something was wrong with
“Magnet”, she tried to call him many
times but he didn’t reply…The 4
horsemen of peace left the “Sentinels”
in 2020 and appeared in 2050, not in
3000, this was weird but they didn’t
feel that it was weird, they were
recruited by an angel of God and he
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told them that they’ll face 7 dangers
from 7 different eras around the planet,
the 4 of them were chosen from
different dimensions of time, which
means that they weren’t all from the
same time but they didn’t share this
info with the “Sentinels”, when they
appeared in 2050, the angel appeared
to them and told them that an evil
demon was loose and had to be stopped,
but the demon wasn’t the problem, the
trouble was bigger than this, the Greek
Gods were real wizards too, like the
Egyptian Gods, one of the 3 major ones
of the “Olympians” was “Hades”, he
was loose when the horsemen of
apocalypse were raised and when they
were sent back to their long sleep,
“Hades” was still loose, regardless to
what happened to him in the past; but
he kept corrupting humans’ minds and
fed their souls with hate and anger by
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pushing the world to continuous wars
and slaughters allover the world, the
last thing he did was to give people
reasons to hate mutants and start
attacking them, he found out that the
only obstacles he had to control Earth
were mutants, God sent the horsemen of
peace to stop the “Hades” and his
demons on Earth and to unite humans
and mutants against evil, the angel
told them something else “There’s
something else that must be stopped
before the time disturbance happen,
someone will go back by time too far to
change an event, if this event changes,
the planet will be doomed in 2020”
“Rayne” asked “How?” the angel said
“Frankenstein, he’ll work on changing
time, Hades will corrupt his mind and
give him a way to go back by time and
change this delicate event” “Light”
said “Frankenstein, this guy caused
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enough damage to the world among the
years” they knew the info but they
didn’t know how will “Frank” meet
“Hades” or what was he gonna change
in the past…

“Magnet” had an idea about
somehow to return back by time
without the need for technology, an
ancient legend about a small sand
clock that has a jewel which could be
pressed, if it was pressed and the user
thought of a specified moment in the
past, the clock sends him to that
moment, but only as far as the clock
had sand, if the clock was emptied of
sand and the user didn’t reach his
destination yet, he’ll be lost between
the past and the future forever, which
means going too far in the past requires
a lot of sand of the same kind, this kind
of sand could only be found in “India”;
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as much as he knew, later he
discovered that he was wrong…The
clock was in “Italy” with a treasures
thief, he risked a lot to acquire this
clock and sell it, “Magnet” read about
the clock and knew that it had relation
with the Indian civilization, so he
decided to travel there and look for it,
he wanted to return back by time to
this day when “Grace” and his
daughter died and stop the
assassination, the next day, “Cezar”
knew what happened with “Magnet”
and told the others, “Achilles” & “Wolf”
didn’t care, “Eve”, “Ercole”, “Ai” &
“Angela” cared and told “Cezar” to
prepare their jet to go to him but they
were late, “Magnet” left already…
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In 2020, “USA” knew what
happened in “England” and saw that
guy “Brass”, this made the Americans
admit the existence of mutants and
welcomed them in the American
society, days later, the whole world did
the same as “USA” and mutants became
declared and had their rights…In
“London”, “Frank” was tired of the
“Clowns”, whoever was captured from
“Abd Al Rahman’s” men or the clowns’
thugs were interrogated by “Frank”, he
was nervous enough to kill those who
didn’t cooperate, in hours of squeezing
the thugs, they spoke and told “Frank”
all possible safe houses, warehouses
and hideouts that the villains could
use, “Silver” & “Ivy” gave orders to
check these places and kill whoever
stand in their way, “Carey” was
completely useless to know anything
valuable from her…One of the hideouts
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had plans and blueprints of the secret
“MI6’s” hideout, the place where
everyone was in with a paper stuck to it
had nothing written on it but “HAHA”,
this indicated the next target for the
villains, “Ivy” announced this news
and told everyone to stay alert, “Frank”
saw that they should look for them fast
and attack them; not to wait for them,
“Floyd” & “Rose” agreed to his opinion
but “Silver” told them that they should
barricade this place first because there
were documents and stuff that
shouldn’t fall in the wrong hands, he
was right, once he was done talking,
alarms rang and soldiers reported that
some kind of a human shaped
crocodile was attacking them violently
and wasn’t affected by bullets, the
“Clowns” were behind it with a lot of
men holding flamethrowers and
“RPGs”, “Ferdy” had a speaker in
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hand and kept saying “C’mon
Frankenstein, do it, lock me up and I
dare you, pull the plug, end this once
and for ALL”…After hours of fighting,
“Frank” fall in one-on-one fight with
the “Lizard”, the fight was massive and
both of them fought strongly, “Frank”
was too tired with it and got damages in
his suit, but at some point,
“Electrocutioner” used the beast truck
and used its weapons to shoot the
“Lizard” but everyone was shocked to
see that it wasn’t affected much, it was
injured but not badly, “Lizard” tried
to attack the truck, “Frank” had the
explosive gel, he jumped on the
“Lizard’s” back and sprayed it on its
head, the “Lizard” didn’t know what
this was and threw “Frank” away,
when “Frank” was off its back, he blew
the gel and the “Lizard’s” head
exploded to pieces, this was shocking to
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the thugs and the “Clowns”, “Adrian”
said “You never seize to amaze me
Frankie”, most thugs gave up, “Mime”
tried to escape, “Viktoria” saw him and
caught him, “Frank” was completely
exhausted but when he saw “Mime”
cuffed, he went to speak to him, “Frank”
asked “Mime” “Why?! Why did you
betray us??” he didn’t reply, “Frank”
said “You were my friend Ethan, what
were you thinking when you were
leaking our secret info to Ferdy and his
fiends?” “Mime” was smiling and
laughing from the inside then he said
“Interested, I’ve never faced anyone
more foolish than you” “Viktoria” told
“Frank” to go get some rest, “Frank’s”
weapons were out of bullets, he looked
at her and said “I can’t endure betrayal”
then he pulled “Viktoria’s” revolver
from her waist and shot “Mime” in the
head blowing it off, this was shocking
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to everyone but no one could say or do
anything to “Frankenstein”, he had a
license to kill any terrorist posing a
threat to any country…

“Hades” changed his form to look
like humans, he saw what happened
in “London” and appeared there, he
stood in the middle of destruction and
said “That’s what I am here for” a
police officer saw him and said “Sir!
Can I help you?” he looked back at the
officer and waved with his hand, then
the officer turned to ashes and he
disappeared looking for the one he
could use as his slave…
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{Gods Of Greece}

“Zeus”, “Poseidon” & “Hades” are
the 3 mythical major Gods of “Greece”
and members of the 12 “Olympians”,
they were thought to be myths but they
were actually real like the Egyptian
Gods, but both civilizations didn’t
collide except once and they almost
ended the world, it was the time when
“Taya” raised “Victor” and gave him
the way to use “Horus’s” eyes, since that
war, both major Gods-“Amun” &
“Poseidon”-made a deal not to fight in
wars again, when the Gods of “Egypt”
were killed by “Elohim”, the Gods of
“Greece” were alerted and they
discussed helping the Gods of “Egypt”
but they agreed on letting them die,
when “Hades” appeared on Earth
again, the “Olympians” gathered in a
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meeting and decided to do something to
send him back to the underworld, the
“Olympians” weren’t Gods on Earth
only, but they were deities on other
planets around the universe, humans
stopped worshiping the “Olympians”
but still they were Gods and didn’t
wanna see any living planet suffering,
“Hades” had a magical effect on
humans making them do extremely
bad things without thinking…

After catching “Ferdy” & “Adrian”,
the world shifted its sight on
technology and “Alex Landon”
supported the idea by introducing his
project of guardian robots, the
“Hammer Drones” project, later on it
was a destructive project to the world
but that time no one knew…The
“Knight” was still loose, “Hades”
appeared to him and told him that
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he’d need his help in return of making
him immortal, “Knight” agreed and
“Hades” cursed him with powers
beyond humans and beyond “Frank’s”
abilities, “Brass” was locked up again
and “Black Skin” was sent free in
“Poland” with special surveillance
hired by “Viktoria”, “Frank” saw that
this was a wrong move but “Viktoria”
did it, in 2 days, the army, “SAS” &
cops were in control of “London’s”
streets…

In 2050, the horsemen of peace
started looking for “Frank” to tell him
what they knew to make him stop
whatever he was planning, in 2020,
they met “Frank”-the father-but in
the future he was “Frank”-the
twin-which was gonna be harder to
deal with, the father told the twin
about them, but the twin never met
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them and forgot about them by
time…By that time, “Frank” had no one
around but “Rose”, “Konrad”,
“Ronda”; who was always lovely; and
“Cathy”-“Frank’s” artificial
intelligence-besides to a Husky dog he
bought 5 years ago, he called the dog
after “Victor’s” old dog which was with
them in “Egypt” during the 90s;
“Max”…The horsemen appeared in the
outer hall of the mansion using
“Light’s” flying cloud, their existence
made “Cathy” launch the alarm and
weapons appeared from walls and
ground, “Cathy” asked for their
identities because she had no database
for them, they told her that they were
“Frank’s” old friends, “Frank” went to
check out the mess, he didn’t know
them and didn’t remember them, once
“Rayne” saw him she said “That’s not
him, that’s not the man we met in
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2020! He’s a demon with completely
different soul” “Frank” told “Cathy” to
get them out or kill them, “Light” took
them away and they started feeling
that talking to “Frank” was useless, so
they thought of talking to his kids who
were on a journey to stop their relative
“Magnet”…To know where they went to,
the horsemen needed to ask someone
close to them, “Rose” was the closest one
to them as their former boss and
relative, “Rayne” sneaked to her; but
“Rose” told “Rayne” that all their data
were with “Henley” and she was the
only one who could track them, “Rose”
gave “Rayne” her location and the
horsemen went to “Henley”, “Rayne”
changed her form to be like a female
soldier and got in looking for “Henley”
till she found her, “Henley” didn’t
know her at first but when she turned
to her original form, “Henley” knew
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her because “Rose” told her that
someone was gonna ask her for some
info about the “Mark V” team, and told
her that this one could shape-shift to
anyone, then she said “I knew someone
who could do something like this; but
that was a very long time ago! During
the Global War as I remember” “Rayne”
didn’t waste time and told her what the
angel told them and that they should
stop “Magnet” or “Frank” from using
the ‘Sand of Time’, “Henley” said “I
can’t stop them, Frank isn’t a trouble
because he won’t go anywhere away
from his little boy, but Magnet is out of
control and hunting him will be
official soon, if there’s someone who
can stop a threat like this; it’s gonna be
Horus” “Rayne” didn’t understand,
“Henley” took an ancient horn and
opened a window then she used it,
“Rayne” said “What did you do?!”
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then suddenly
“Horus”-“Victor”-appeared in the
place, his appearance made the
“Rayne” alerted but “Henley” calmed
her down, “Horus” looked at “Rayne”
and knew that she was a holy mutant
“I almost forgot that He[7] got soldiers too,
why are you here??” “Rayne” &
“Henley” told him what happened and
told him that “Magnet” had to be
stopped, “Horus” said “I’ll find him;
but Hades can’t corrupt Frank’s mind,
he can’t beat Frank’s algorithm,
although I doubt that Hades is on Earth;
if he was somewhere I should have
known” “Henley” was astonished
“How’s that?! Frank is still human and
that devil can…” “Horus” interrupted
her “No he cannot, my brother got the
strongest mind on Earth, even Hades &
Zeus can’t bypass him” “Rayne” said
“The Olympians were mythical Gods!”
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“Horus” didn’t reply, he waved with
his hand and sent her out of the place
back to her friends, she told them what
happened and about “Horus”, “Light”
knew that he’d use magic to find
“Magnet” and follow him; so he
suggested following “Horus”…The
demon who killed “Grace” and
“Magnet’s” daughter was the “Knight”…

The “Knight” went to “Frank” at the
mansion, he was a gentleman and
asked to meet him, despite “Frank’s”
refusal to meet anyone, but he agreed to
meet him, “Cathy” appeared in her 3D
illusion form, the “Knight” said “I’d
rather being alone with you!” “Frank”
said “Even if you can’t see her, she’ll be
there, just say whatever you have to say”
“Knight” said “You blame yourself for
everything after all these years of
service, what have you achieved?
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Nothing but sickness and aging with a
lot of kids who’re not appreciating your
hard work” “Frank” replied “Whatever
you know kid; it’s not all, I’ve been
fighting criminality and magic allover
the world even before you were born, I
have nothing to regret” “Frank” knew
by somehow that “Knight” was a
demon, “Knight” said “Oh yes you
have a lot to regret for, I’ll remind you,
the girl you used to call her Harley
Quinn…” “Frank” got alerted and
intense, “Cathy” felt that his vitals
were getting worse and faster heartbeats,
“Knight” continued “Your lovely
Hylaria & Paige, if you agreed to send
them to another location they wouldn’t
have been killed that day” “Frank”
asked “How did you know this?!!”
“Knight” said “It doesn’t matter how,
what matters is what I have to offer”
“Frank” asked about what he has to
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offer, “Knight” told “Frank” about the
‘Sand of Time’ and how to use it,
“Frank” asked about that clock’s
location and “Knight” gave him a map
to the location where the clock could be
used and where the special sand was, it
was in the “Babylon” fortress, a secret
chamber with a cave below it, the cave
had a tower of sand from the chamber’s
floor-the cave’s ceiling-to miles down
to the cave’s bottom, if the clock was
placed in the tower and got activated, it
takes whoever holding it years back to
where he’s thinking, just sending the
user’s conscious to his younger body,
his younger self…“Frank” thought of
going back so far; back to that day
when he shot the 2 thugs who shot at
him in 2011, he wanted to set things
right and take his chances with
“Hylaria” another way, “Magnet”
wanted to use the clock to get back by
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time to that day his family died and
stop the killers…The “Babylon” fortress
was in “Egypt” at the ancient place by
the name of “Coptic Egypt”…“Frank” &
“Knight” had history together but
“Frank” didn’t know him without his
mask, no one in all the past generation
saw his face but “Viktoria”, and he
didn’t actually age a day since he
became a demon…“Frank” wasn’t aging
too, but he could make himself look
older but in fact he was strong like he
used to be, “Jenny” was reported dead;
but in fact someone asked to take her to
be used for medical experiments,
although she was almost 70, but she
was still in good shape and that
experiment required someone who’s
gonna die and have no hope; “Jenny”
was dying slowly, so “Rose” accepted
the proposal of performing that
experiment on her, but she demanded
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the scientists and doctors to keep that a
secret from everyone, the biological
scientist who was supervising the
experiment promised her to keep that
classified, he was a man who changed
the world by his discovery, his work
wasn’t new; but this was the first step to
a new world order…

“Rose” refused going out to the outer
world again, that time “Frank” was 56
years old and wasn’t fit for fighting
anymore; obviously, she was afraid of
losing him, but about being fit; she
wasn’t right at all, that time in the
future, scientists and doctors could
develop medicines and drugs that
made human cells age slowly, meaning
that a 60 year old man was fit like a 40
year old man; average human life
extended to 150 years old for some
people and aging wasn’t a reason for
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death anymore like in the past,
regardless to “Frank’s” nature, but
“Rose” had no power over “Frank’s”
decisions, “Cathy” advised him not to
follow this guy’s words but he saw that
it was a risk he had to take, one last
adventure…“Frank’s” dog-“Max”-
refused to leave him, “Max” felt that
his friend was going for something
dangerous and insisted to go with him,
that time “Frank” had no jet but he
made a small shuttle for situations like
this, although it wasn’t so powerful for
long journeys, but “Frank” had a way
to operate it well, when he’s in the sky,
the engines turn to blue fire and the
shuttle’s performance becomes 100s of
times better, it was very weird but
“Frank” never told “Rose” what he did
to make it so powerful like that, it was
his little secret…Going to “Egypt” wasn’t
easy at all, “Horus” built his army and
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magic was everywhere, “Egypt” was
exactly like it used to be during the
pharaohs era, only a little bit modern,
“Seshafi” was the Goddess of War and
the second person after “Horus” in
“Egypt”, “Horus” had his magic
everywhere in the country even
“Nasir’s” lake, in the lake; there was a
giant crocodile living there but it was
unlike any animal, when it felt
“Horus’s” power, it changed to be in
human shape but its head was still a
crocodile, “Horus” felt him and went to
him, it was “Sobek”, the God of the
“Nile”, army and all crocodiles,
“Horus” brought him to his side in
“Cairo” andmade him the leader of all
the armies, “Horus” had a lot of
children from “Zena” and “Seshafi”
too, they were both his wives, by that
time, “Layla” was dead but her kids
were teenagers, they were humans and
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used to worshiped “Horus”…“Magnet”
made it to “India” in days, he was told
that the clock existed in “India” but
the tower of sand was in the “Babylon”
fortress in “Egypt”, the Indians warned
“Magnet” from using this clock for a
reason they refused to reveal, when
“Magnet” insisted they fought with
him and he killed them all too easily,
the “Mark V” brothers detected
“Magnet’s” power in “India” and
followed the power source, “Horus” felt
“Magnet’s” power too but he was faster,
he teleported himself to him directly,
“Horus’s” disappearance made the
horsemen lose him, “Rose” called
“Henley” and told her what “Frank”
did, “Henley” tried to call “Frank” but
he didn’t respond, “Light” heard what
“Rose” said to “Henley”, using his
power, he told the other horsemen and
they knew where they’ll go to…
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God existed among time, every
civilization had its own God of Gods
and his students and messengers who
spread his message among humans,
major Gods like [Ra, Zeus, Jupiter,
Jesus, Jade Emperor, Inti…] and many
other major Gods were actually
“Christ”, He used to care for humans
and to guide them to his way but
sometimes things weren’t so good for
every civilization and people used to
consider the students and messengers as
Gods to be worshiped till “Christ” came
and told humans that He’s the lone God
of the universe, but the devil was also
immortal like [Set, Hades, Pluto, Satan
Yama…] and many other names for the
devil since the beginning of time…As
long as good exists, evil exists…
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{Hitmen}

In 2020, since the clowns were
caught and “London” was controlled
again, “Ferdy” & “Adrian” were sent to
a highly secured mental facility and
things have been calm for months, but
“Russia” wasn’t so calm…“Frank” had
a new suit that time, it was a new
project by “Rose”, “Electrocutioner” &
“Bee”, flexible plates over a MR fluid
armor layer, with the same abilities,
strength and sensors, this new suit
made “Frank” faster and more agile
than before…

“Anton” called “Viktoria” and told
her that “Rogue” resurfaced in
“Moscow” and started by attacking
members from the Chinese Triad and
screwing their evening in the Chinese
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hood in “Moscow”, “Viktoria” asked
“Anton” “How could you be sure that
it’s him?” “Anton” told her that
“Rogue’s” bullet-casings were found in
the crime scene, he used to use
titanium bullet casings; they were like
his signature in every crime scene, this
made “Viktoria” move to that crime
scene as soon as possible…The triads
were there for business with the
Russian Mob, the Mafia men were
found the next day dead somewhere
near that crime scene, the Mafia had a
lot of money from the “Romanov”
family to be catalysts between
themselves and the Chinese Triad, the
“Romanov” family were not on the
same page with the “Community”
families, just like the “Habsburg”
family in “Germany”…“Ferdy’s”
documents revealed a lot of corruption
involving both families; “Romanov” &
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“Habsburg”; so they intended to find
these documents and destroy them
before more damage occur, the
“Community” families were banned
from getting into “Russia” and their
investments moved outside, this made
them in need to deal with someone
from the inside because “Rogue” was
still free and had a lot of info and
documents about their involvement in
drug dealing and selling weapons to
Pakistanis and Muslims illegally, this
was gonna be too bad for the
“Community’s” business around the
globe; so they had to move, the
“Romanov” family had to use the
Chinese Triad and make them hunt
“Rogue” with the Mafia because the
Mafia refused chasing him for a reason
they refused to reveal, so some Mafia
men agreed to be a link between the
“Romanov” family and the Chinese
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Triad, the triads were hard to find and
too hot to get close to, the “KGB’s” spies
were everywhere…

“Vasily” was the “Community’s”
man in “Russia”, they contacted him
and told him that a hitmamwas on his
way to him to solve this situation, the
hitman’s target was “Rogue”, a hitman
hunting another hitman; which was
gonna be a war of a special taste, the
hitman sent by the “Community” was
“Deadshot”…One night; “Vasily”
wasn’t expecting a visit but someone
was there in his highly secured house,
it was “Deadshot”, he told “Vasily”
that he’s the hitman the “Community”
hired to deal with their problem in
“Moscow”, “Vasily” gave “Deadshot”
all the info they got about “Rogue”;
regardless to the fact that they didn’t
know much about him; but “Deadshot”
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was ordered to kill “Rogue” before the
“KGB” could catch him…

“Viktoria” investigated about the
dead Triads and found out many
relations with a Chinese corporation
which used to cover their dirty
business in “Russia”…“Rogue” called
“Viktoria” from a private number and
told her that one of them was leaking
info to the Mob and the “Community”
families in parallel, “Viktoria” asked
for evidence and he told her to send a
force to check a warehouse belonging to
the “Romanov” family’s companies,
the warehouse was full of
“Californium” element, which was
very expensive and rare, the families
ruling the world were dealing in this
element and other rare stones and
elements bringing them Billions of
Dollars, selling/buying them to/from
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collectors and museums costed a lot of
money and also used to bring a lot of
money, these things also caused a lot of
wars around the world in the
future…The Triads could bring the
materials and stones from several
countries around the world specially
“India”, then they used to sell them to
the Russian Mafia and the ruling
families of the world, “Viktoria” went
to the warehouse “Rogue” told her
about with a huge force with the
“Dmitry” brothers with her, they
found nothing in the place but dead
guards and “Rogue” was standing
inside alone with no weapons, once
they saw him, “Viktoria” and the
agents raised their guns at him then
“Viktoria” went to him slowly and they
had some talking “Viktoria” said in
Japanese “It was you, right? That call
about this warehouse, the reports and
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documents that fall in Der Ferdy’s
hands were actually your hard work,
isn’t it?! A thug like Ferdy can’t get
these info without a professional help,
what are you? A government agent or a
spy of some sort??” “Rogue” was
standing still and she was walking
around him in circle, he didn’t reply
to any of her questions, when they
searched him they found a Japanese
passport with him, checking it out
revealed that it was fake of course,
“Viktoria” continued “Do you have
any idea how many people you killed?”
he didn’t answer, this made “Viktoria”
yell at him saying “ANSWER ME YOU
BLOODY FOOL” he replied calmly
“The only thing you’ll find in the past
is gonna be only your pain, agent” she
looked at him with amazement, he
continued “You made sure of every info
I sent you and you found out that they
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were all true, you think you’re a
crusader for good but no you’re not, I’ve
been cleaning the mess using
everything I had and everyone I
know…You, Frankenstein and the
Sentinels are fooled by war traders like
Shaw & Sokolov, what do you know for
real? Nothing, you just know what they
want you to know, unlike me; I know
what I wanna know and do what I
wanna do, and your laws are too weak
to stop me, you know that better than
anyone” “Viktroia” tried to attack him
but he managed to avoid her, despite
that she was taller and bigger than him
in size, but he was faster, “Anton”
stopped “Viktoria” and told her that
the place was clean and had nothing
but the dead thugs; so they couldn’t
accuse the warehouse’s owners of
trading in anything illegal, but
“Rogue” had to be caught for killing
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these guards; even if there were no
evidence linking him with all what
happened in the past months, without
this false call “Rogue” did, no one was
gonna notice the family’s dirty
business, “Makar” & “Vald” gathered
all possible info about the warehouse’s
renter and after more search and
surveillance, the renter was arrested
and faced smuggling accusations,
“Rogue” passed several days in a cell
inside the police department of
“Moscow”, “Rogue” couldn’t be kept in
that place for too long, it was the
middle of winter and it started snowing,
driving or flying in that weather was
dangerous, the “KGB’s” headquarters
was at the city limits at an abandoned
place; so “Viktoria” had clearance to
lead an escort taking “Rogue” to the
“KGB’s” headquarters, the “Dmity”
brothers were with her…The Chinese
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Triad knew somehow through a weird
phone call that “Rogue” was still in
the police department and was gonna
be transported the next day to the
“KGB’s” headquarters, the Triads
wanted “Rogue’s” head at all costs, the
“Romanov” family had the info and
they sent it to the Triads without
revealing their identities; and they
knew this serious info from “Vasily”
who knew about this from the
beginning because he gave “Viktoria”
clearance to stay for a night in the
police department, so he informed
“Deadshot” and told him that this
night was his only chance to get rid of
“Rogue” before he says anything else to
anyone…The Triads decided to do
something crazy which was attacking
the “Moscow” police department and
breaking in to kill “Rogue”, this was
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completely insane and unexpected by
anyone; not even “Rogue”…

{Voyna #5}

The Russian police department’s
attack started at 3:00 a.m., it started by
cutting down power off the building,
then shooting started from the outside
for a minute, then smoke grenades were
shot inside from the windows and
thugs with oxygen masks and night
vision goggles got in and started
shooting the cops inside then they
made their way to the cells but they
didn’t find “Rogue” inside, then
suddenly those thugs who were
searching the cells got shot dead, it was
“Rogue”, he could free himself and
took a gun from one of the cops and
killed them, the thugs were wearing
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leather jackets, “Rogue” took a jacket
off one of the dead thugs and took his
oxygen mask and goggle too and joined
the thugs as if he’s one of them and told
them that “Rogue” wasn’t inside, this
made them decide to leave and they left
for real, on the way, cops took some cars
and started chasing them and reported
the thug’s cars plates numbers and
descriptions to every patrol cop in the
streets of “Moscow”, the Triad thugs
took off their masks but “Rogue” didn’t,
one of the thugs spoke to him in
Chinese “What’s wrong?! Take off the
mask” “Rogue” didn’t reply or do any
action, the others got alerted, the same
thug repeated his words again with
aggression and tried to hit “Rogue” but
“Rogue” broke his wrist and the van
became a fighting area, after seconds of
fighting, the van got out of control and
rolled over, “Viktoria” & the “Dmitry”
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brothers were informed and they
rushed to the van’s location, cops were
behind them, but there were more
Triads in other cars with heavy guns
stopping anyone from getting close to
the van, 2 other Triads were shooting at
the van with mini-guns, they didn’t
care for their fellow Triads; they just
cared for killing “Rogue”, “Viktoria” &
the “Dmitry” brothers arrived and
dealt with the Triads, by that time,
“Rogue” crawled to a sink and escaped,
“Viktoria” ordered all units to search
for “Rogue” everywhere, she saw blood
around the sink, she thought that he
was injured and she was right but they
didn’t find him…“Rogue” made his
way to safety but he was waited by
someone, it was “Deadshot”, “Rogue”
didn’t know him but he knew that
“Deadshot” was hitman, “Deadshot”
knew that if “Rogue” survived he’d be
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injured and tired, “Deadshot” has
been watching the whole situation
since the police department attack till
he crawled to the sink, following him
for minutes made “Deadshot” know
when was the right moment to attack
him without attracting attention,
“Rogue” hid in an old building’s
backyard to have some rest where he
met “Deadshot”, “Deadshot” said “Wu
Mori, former agent in the Japanese
Intelligence, a unique samurai and a
perfect spy, I was impressed when I
found out that you stood toe to toe with
Viktoria Nikolay and I heard that you
ran in some troubles with the Monster
Frankenstein in Germany & England,
quite impressive” “Rogue” didn’t reply,
“Deadshot” said “I think you know
why am I here, right?!” “Rogue” said
“Impressive, a little bit shocking, but
for a thug who became the government’s
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hitman, I salute you” then he clapped
his hands, after that, “Rogue” tore
parts of his jacket and shirt and tied
his injuries to stop the bleeding, then
he got ready to fight hand-to-hand,
“Deadshot” had a new pair of light
machine guns tied to his forearms and
an AR15 machine gun on his back, he
took them off and got ready to fight
hand-to-hand too, their fight was
tiring but “Rogue” lost because he was
already injured and shot, cops got
involved and this involvement gave
“Rogue” a chance to escape, “Deadshot”
got rid of the cops and vanished,
“Rogue’s” disappearance made
“Viktoria” mad…

The next day, “Russia” announced
tracing the Chinese Triad everywhere
in the country, later the same day,
“Russia” stopped all flights from/to
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“China” to prevent anyone from
escaping besides to catching every
Chinese citizen in “Moscow” for
interrogation and as a way to hunt
anyone who might be undercover,
“Anton” & “Boris” were leading this
move with other agents from the “KGB”,
the Chinese government didn’t like
what was happening but the Russians
convinced them that it was an
important protocol for their national
security…

On the other side, in “England”,
“Knight” was still loose, finding him
became harder specially when he
became a mutant, he found “Black
Skin” who couldn’t move freely
because of her skin color and weird
look, he appeared to her and told her
that he can help her to get her
boyfriend out of prison and also to get
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revenge on the “Sentinels”, she liked
the idea of vengeance and agreed to join
him, when this happened, “Hades”
appeared to them and “Knight” stood
aside, “Hades” told her who he was, she
asked him about “Rumple” and he
told her that he was ok and he’d get
him out of the underworld if she
agreed to help them, she agreed, “Hades”
took them away and to “Brass” to get
him out, he was shocked to see them
with him in his solitary cell, “Black
Skin” calmed him down and told him
that they were there to get him out, he
was against the idea of breaking out
but “Hades” convinced him that the
humans will keep using and abusing
him, soon he was convinced and agreed
to go with them, when “Brass” was
reported missing; the “Sentinels” knew
that the “Knight” was behind this, but
“Frank” saw that “Knight” wasn’t that
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powerful alone, someone was helping
him using magic, he was referring to
“Jason”…

The world started to be concerned by
Artificial Intelligence and robotics,
“Landon” proposed several robotic
projects for all uses, public transport,
home services, security, cooking and
more, one day he found the algorithm
to program a software for a complete
humanoid robot without delays at all,
making all the robot’s actions resemble
a human being’s actions, this wasn’t
complete yet but he was working on it
till one day he discovered that the
Artificial Intelligence itself was
learning and teaching itself how to act
and to solve its own complications to
reach its perfect form, “Landon”
proposed his project to the British army,
the idea was to create humanoid robots
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for patrols and security of vital places
without the need for human security
guards who can be killed or bribed;
and also to work as rescuing tools for
civilians during disasters, the army
wasn’t sure of the need for this project,
so they told him to leave the documents
and files with them to be studied, the
involvement of “Dr. Boyle”-who was
American-made the army think
seriously about the issue, they saw that
they shouldn’t commit the same
mistake they did in the past when they
refused “Leo Szilard’s” atomic project,
he was a physician and he was the one
who conceived the nuclear chain
reaction, when the Germans & the Brits
refused his project, “USA” used it and
hit “Japan” during WWII; the hit that
stopped the war in months, so the
“NATO” asked to adopt the project and
asked “Landon” & “Boyle” to attend a
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press conference in “Oxford” university
to explain their theory and their
project to a lot of ministers and officials
from all countries of the “NATO”
including the British Minister of
defense that time and some other
officials besides to representatives from
“South Korea” & “Japan”, “Ivy” was
there…What was said by the 2 mad
scientists was terrifying to some people,
others saw that this was the safe future
of Earth, the “NATO” asked for a week
to revise what the scientists said and
they’ll reply to them, after 10 days; an
official report was sent to them with
acceptance to the project and demands
to initiate working on that project as
soon as possible, both scientists were
very happy…
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In the old legends, “Zeus” & “Hades”
couldn’t be seen by humans, unlike the
other Gods, but “Poseidon” could go to
Earth whenever he wanted, the Greek
Gods left Earth when
“Zeus”-“God”-ordered them to go to
another planet and spread the message
of “God” in the universe, the Roman
Gods did the same, but “God” knew
that “Hades” was on Earth and was
loose, so “Zeus” sent his brother
“Poseidon” with other Gods to beat
“Hades” down and send him back to
the underworld, the horsemen weren’t
gonna succeed alone in “God’s” point of
view, so “Poseidon” was sent with [Ares,
Heracles, Artemis & Perseus][8] they
were sent by “Zeus” to hunt “Hades”
only, “Hades’s” crew were to be hunted
by the horsemen of peace later, “Black
Skin” proposed adding an additional
member to their clan, “Jason”…“Hades”
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was getting his power through humans’
fears and hatreds, he was getting more
and more powerful when people kill
each other and cause damage, his team
of slaves became [Black Skin, Brass,
Jason & Knight] his NEW horsemen of
apocalypse, he saw that “Zeus” and the
“Olympians” left Earth to face its
destiny; so he saw that it’s time for him
to rule the world by his own way, he
amplified his slaves’ powers, “Black
Skin” became capable of changing her
body color to human as she wish, also
her hair; she became in control of its
color and even length as well as her eye
colors, “Jason” wasn’t getting hurt by
the sun but in the morning; he loses all
his powers and become a regular
human, this wasn’t gonna happen to
him again, “Brass” had no problem
but “Hades” gave him the ability to
learn by touching things, knowledge
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absorption, this gave him the
advantage to speak in English and in
any other language he hears, the
“Knight” was perfect because he passed
by “Hades” before the others, the new
powers gave “Black Skin” & “Jason”
good reasons not to think about
“Rumple” anymore, they got who’s
stronger than him, a God instead of a
Wizard…
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{The Golden Skulls}

In 2050, “Horus” found “Magnet”
and spoke to him but “Magnet” was
aggressive and didn’t seem to change
his mind, “Seshafi” sent to “Horus” a
message with a falcon and told him
that “Frank” was in “Egypt” and asked
to see him, he was astonished “What do
you want now old brother?” then he
teleported himself and “Magnet” back
to “Egypt”, once they disappeared; the
“Mark V” crew noticed “Magnet’s”
disappearance, “Eve” said “You think
he did it?” to the others, “Wolf” said
“Or maybe someone got to him before us,
try another magnetic field scan” to
“Cezar”…“Horus” & “Magnet” met
“Frank” & “Seshafi”, “Frank” hugged
“Magnet” and he cried on “Frank’s”
shoulder, then “Horus” took them to eat
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something and have some talking, food
was so delicious and good, enough to
make “Magnet” comment “I’ve never
eaten that much before, it’s really good”
“Horus” said “You and Frank will be
the only ones who feel how good things
are now” “Frank” asked “How? Why??”
“Horus” replied “Because the 3 of us
are original Egyptians”, he took them
to another hall and they started
talking about the Sand of Time issue,
“You 2 lost a lot, what both of you want
to do will cause more damage than you
think” “Magnet” was surprised and
looked at “Frank” saying “You wanna
go back by time too?!! But why?” “Horus”
interrupted “Frank” saying “It doesn’t
matter why, both of you got your
reasons, what matters is what you’re
gonna do there” “Frank” said “Why do
you care? You’re immortal and will
always be” “Horus” said “Changing
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history isn’t and will never be yours,
there are rules while changing events,
otherwise; chaos won’t be contained;
besides to what you might do or say”
“Frank” said “How did you know
about this Victor? I didn’t tell anyone
and of course he didn’t, unless you
called Rose” “Horus” said “You’re
talking to a God Mark, I know
everything and what you 2 wanna do
isn’t good and will lead to
annihilation, I can’t let you destroy my
kingdom now” “Magnet” said “You got
your wives and kids around you;
secured by armies of enchanted guards
and magic, what do I have! Nothing”
“Horus” said “Wrong my friend, you got
a family, Wolf, Eve, Achilles, Ercole,
Ai, Angela, Rose, Frank, Konrad, they
love you and they’ll all die if you did
this” “Frank” said “What are you so
afraid of? Why don’t you tell us about
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it to avoid” “Horus” said “There’s no ‘us’
only one goes and the other won’t be
there to go after him, Hades want you to
do this mistake to allow himself to
raise his slaves from the underworld
and switch humans and creatures on
surface with those from the
underworld, those who won’t be
switched, they’ll be hunted by the king
with the 3 skulls” “Magnet” said “Wait
wait, I don’t understand, Hades??”
“Horus” said “The gentleman who
came to you and him is Hades’s man,
the closest one to him, he convinced
you 2 to go back by time in the same
time to create a collision between the 3
of us now” “Frank” said “Why will we
collide?” “Horus” replied “Because you
won’t believe me and he will insist on
doing it and I won’t let my kingdom fall,
so we’ll fight and Hades’s man will do
it and change things on his own,
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maybe to save his own master” “Magnet”
said “If you know all this why don’t
you stop it or change it??” by that time,
the “Mark V” team arrived “Egypt” and
“Seshafi” took them to “Horus”, “Frank”
& “Magnet”, “Wolf” said “Oh no, it’s
been a long time since a meeting like
this happened” then the horsemen of
peace arrived on a huge white cloud,
the Egyptian guards got ready to fight
but “Horus” told them to stand down,
they came in and told the team that
they got another problem, the clock
disappeared and the Italian thief and
his gang were killed violently, they
expressed their worries about this,
“Horus” said “Then it’s with Hades’s
slave” then he told “Seshafi” to prepare
the armies and to tell “Sobek” to get
ready for a big war, she went to do that,
“Eve” said “Why would a wizard want
dad or Magnet to go back by time”
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“Horus” said “For the necessary
sacrifice, I gotta go somewhere now” he
was going to “Babylon” fortress; hoping
to find “Knight” before using the clock,
then suddenly the weather got stormy
and foggy, “Horus” said “It looks like
we wasted a lot time talking and things
changed already, I’ve always been
worried that this might happen” then
a huge demon appeared from the fog
with a huge hooded coat and golden
skulls on his belt sitting on board of the
underworld’s guardian; the 3 headed
hound-“Cerberus”-roaring loudly
with fire of its eyes and mouths, it was
the mythical soul-eater and the
strongest creature of the underworld,
the crew heard the roar but couldn’t see
where it came from, “Horus” was the
only one who could see him because of
his sharp Godly sight, he told them
that the demon was a creature from a
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place in the underworld called “The
Waste Ground” where legendary
monsters and mythical creatures used
to live in and the demon was sent there
by the unknown ‘Iconic Twins’, the last
thing humans wanted was to open a
door for these monsters to Earth,
opening a gate for them needs an
immortal to be sacrificed with; by
sending him to the “Waste Ground” in
exchange of releasing these monsters,
“Frank” looked to know something
about that already but he said nothing,
the exchange happened using an
immortal demon who used to make
deals with everyone but this time he
had no role in this evil plan, the
immortal demon was “Rumple”,
“Jason” was there when the “War of
Destiny” was over; watching “Rumple”
and looking for a chance to hunt him,
that time, “Hades” and that legendary
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demon were sent to the “Waste Ground”
somehow in 2022, “Knight” was still
alive with “Jason” and others, “Jason”
told them about this and they agreed to
hunt “Rumple” and use him, in 2045;
“Rumple” was caught by them, it was
too hard to find him and catch him
alive, besides to the hard rituals and
needs that took years to find and finish,
the bargain happened while they were
talking about the Sand of Time,
“Knight” was looking forward to steal
the clock and use it if they failed to
perform the rituals again, he wanted to
use it to save “Hades” and change all
this, “Hades” had the plan to switch
Earth’s surface and humans with the
underworld and its demons, this plan
was stopped by “Frank” & the
“Sentinels” somehow but “Hades’s”
men disappeared for a while and
appeared again, soon aliens started
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appearing on Earth as spies and
explorers then in November 2025 the
“Global War” started, after the war; no
one remembered old cold cases…“Horus”
explained this to them fast; “Frank”
didn’t seem surprised and he saw that
it was time to reveal his tiny secret, to
him, it was ‘The Last Stand’…

In 2020, things were calm till
October, the “MI6” kept looking for
“Brass” everywhere but couldn’t find
him, “Hades” was preparing himself to
turn Earth to be the “Waste Ground”
and send humans to the underworld, a
switch like this needed a lot of
preparations and sacrificing an
immortal, that time, “Rumple” was
dead, “Black Skin” told them that she
used to know someone, a woman who
used to live even before WWI and was
cursed by being immortal, her name
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was “Karen”…“Karen” was American
and used to live in “USA” but she kept
moving to avoid attracting attention to
her…The “Sentinels” were digging
behind “Knight” too, they couldn’t
know his identity, “Frank” started to
doubt that “Deadshot” had a relation
to all this, so he asked to see him, “Ivy”
couldn’t find him where he used to live,
that time he had a wife and a little
daughter, he used to have a girlfriend
in 2016 and had a child from her, he
took her and his little girl and hid
them in a house in
“Lincoln”-“England”, after what
happened in 2017; “Ivy” knew about
them and told “Deadshot” that she’ll
keep her eye on them and that he can
tell everyone about his family and
she’ll guarantee their protection, he
liked the idea, specially that he was
far away from retiring; due to his secret
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work with “Shaw”; “Deadshot’s” little
girl was called “Julia”, she was the girl
“Achilles” & “Magnet” loved and
couldn’t save in 2040…When “Ivy”
didn’t find “Deadshot” in his
apartment in “Lincoln”, she told
“Frank” and the others and “Frank”
said that they should find him, “Floyd”
said “He might be anywhere doing
anything; we don’t have any evidence
that he’s involved in anything” “Frank”
said “If he’s involved, we’ll hunt him,
if he’s not, we’ll use him again” “Ivy”
said “Deadshot is the best hitman on
Earth, if he’s involved in this, he’s
gonna be so hard to find and catch, let’s
hope he’s on our side” “Silver” came in
and had some bad news, the mental
facility where “Ferdy” & “Adrian”
were kept in; went on fire and many
doctors and inmates were hurt and
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both clowns disappeared, this was
dangerous…

“Sonya” could get info about
“Brass’s” location, he was in
“Hamilton”-“Bermuda”, which was
too close to the “Bermuda” triangle and
officially a British territory, the “MI6’s”
men reported “Brass’s” existence in
“Hamilton” with others, “Rose” asked
“How in hell did they travel there
without noticing?!” everyone looked at
each other then “Frank” said “Magic”,
then they prepared themselves and the
jet to travel there as soon as possible
and “Ivy” called her men there to
welcome the “Sentinels” secretly…The
crew went there with some new
weapons and stuff, “Brass” was a
mutant and needed ‘special care’ as
“Frank” used to say, “Frank” had 2
new fixed guns on his forearms with
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heavy cans, used to blow something
huge and heavy like a crane and
enough strong to blow a house, the guns
had 2 cans each arm, besides to 4
pistols, a G36, tools and his shield,
“Floyd” got his motorbike and shocking
sticks, “Rose” got her hammer and her
“MP5KA1”, “Arrow” had new sets of
arrows, more effective and powerful,
“Electrocutioner” went with them and
had “Bee’s” special tool, his explosive
bees and knew how to use them, some of
them were gonna be used as drone
cameras besides to his gloves in case he
fall in a hand-to-hand fight, “Silver”
had his 2 “MP7A1” and jetpack,
“Quiet” had her “Heckler & Koch
HK417” rifle, “Predator” was gonna
use an “AG-C”, “Sonya” used to use
“MP5SD2” and brought her special
shoes with knives heels, the crew was
[Frank, Floyd, Rose, Arrow, Predator,
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Silver, Sonya, Electrocutioner, Quiet &
Twin] “Bee” was following them from
“London” by satellite imaging and
radio, then they were shocked to see
that “Paige” was gonna join the crew,
“Frank” refused in the beginning but
he was convinced to add her in return
of not adding her to the field battle, she
was gonna wait them in the base when
they go which wasn’t ok with her but
she agreed in order to be with them…In
27 hours, the crew arrived, the
distance wasn’t only too far but the
weather was very bad too, “Ivy’s” men
welcomed the “Sentinels” and they
intended to move fast, “Sonya” went to
gather more info about “Brass’s”
location and his friends, she wasn’t
away for long, she came back with
shocking info about “Jason” and 2
unknown persons besides to “Brass” &
“Black Skin”, “Rose” saw that they
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were more in number and could take
care of them with the local police’s
help, “Frank” didn’t intend to use the
police…

“Hades” & “Knight” weren’t known
to the team; “Knight” was using a new
mask made by “Hades” for him, “Hades”
took his men to “Bermuda” for a reason,
inside the triangle, there was an island
where no man could reach, an island
where ancient legendary creatures
used to live in; most of them were
monsters, on the island, there was a
cave where an old demon used to live
in, he was called “The Skull King”, he
used to have slaves of his own creation;
monsters with skull heads, this island
was the place where “Hades” could
switch between both worlds, but getting
to the island was the trouble, the
triangle was a gate of time where it
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takes people to different dimensions of
time randomly and no magic could be
used on the skull island, the “Skull
King” had 3 enchanted golden skulls
with horns which were needed for the
special demonic ritual required for the
switch, the first objective in front of
“Hades’s” eyes was getting to the island,
the “Sentinels” on the other side were
planning to attack “Hades” and his
men…
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{Voyna #6}

“Frank” saw that the 2 unknown
persons must be mutants too and 1 of
them could teleport, so he told the
others that the priority was to hunt
down those 2 persons first…“Hades” felt
that someone was around, not the
“Sentinels”, but someone else; then
suddenly a tornado of water appeared
out of nowhere and destroyed one side
of the warehouse then the 5 members of
the “Olympians” appeared, [Poseidon,
Ares, Heracles, Artemis & Perseus],
“Bee” noticed the existence of more
persons in the place so he warned the
others and they intended to hold and
observe…“Hades” and his men got
alerted and the 2 teams stood facing
each other, [Hades, Knight, Jason,
Brass & Black Skin], both major Gods
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had a moment of silence then
“Poseidon” said “What are you doing
here, Hades? You should be organizing
the chaos down there!” “Hades” replied
“Well, humans called me out, so I
replied their call, you and our brother
aren’t welcomed on this planet
anymore, it’s MINE now” “Poseidon”
said “Hades, you can’t rule here, there
is good among them and you are full of
bad and evil, even if we left this planet
but we won’t let you destroy everything
good here” then he changed his form to
be a huge weird aquatic animal and
attacked “Hades”, in return, “Hades”
changed his form to be a huge demon of
fire with wings and horns and took
“Poseidon” to the outside of the
building, the others inside fought
together, “Ares” & “Knight” had a very
unique fight; which shocked “Ares”,
“Heracles” was attacked by “Brass” and
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he was shocked by “Brass’s” strength,
“Black Skin” & “Artemis” had their
fight, “Perseus” & “Jason” fought
together and “Perseus” was in control,
the “Sentinels” noticed that the
monsters’ fight was going to hurt
civilians and it was too dangerous,
they never saw anything like this
before, when “Poseidon” threw “Hades”
on another building destroying it,
“Frank” told “Paige” to call the cops
and tell them to evacuate the east side
of the city, the others saw that they
should interfere to stop this, “Frank”
said “No interference, just me & Twin
engaging with the beasts, you all keep
watching their men and find the right
time to attack them” then he took the
“Twin” and went to the fighting
monsters, “Frank” & “Twin” looked at
each other and they understood each
other, “Twin” moved and “Frank”
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started shooting at both beasts, they
weren’t affected by bullets, so “Frank”
left his G36 and held his shield,
“Frank” noticed that both of them were
hurting each other, the fire was
affecting “Poseidon” and water was
affecting “Hades”; this was the note
“Frank” & “Twin” had, “Twin” told
“Silver” to use his jetpack and attack
the aquatic monster with a rocket
launcher or a flamethrower, he went to
the jet and brought a huge modified
flamethrower and flew to them, “Hades”
attacked “Frank” with a fire ball and
threw him away for a distance but
“Frank” was ok, “Poseidon” saw that
he was ok, so he hit “Hades” with water
and went to “Frank”, but “Frank”
considered him an enemy, so he tossed
his shield to his face which hurt him
for a moment, “Hades” burnt some
wood next to him and held “Poseidon”
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and thew him on the fire, then turned
to “Frank” but he wasn’t there, he was
on a building next to “Hades” where a
huge tank of water was there, the
building was taller than “Hades” and
he was standing in a position where
the tank can fall on his head, “Frank”
used the explosive gel at the tank’s iron
base and blew it, “Hades” looked up
and was shocked to see the water tank
falling on his head and got no time to
avoid it, the water hurt him enough to
fall down and turn to his human form
without movement, “Poseidon” was
hurt but he could move he saw what
happened to “Hades” and saw “Frank”
on the building’s roof, “Twin” threw 2
electrical chips on “Poseidon”, they
hurt him and took his attention for a
second, then the “Twin” attacked
“Poseidon” and stabbed him with his
claws and took him down, “Frank”
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made it to ground level and looked at
“Twin” and shook his head, “Silver”
arrived, he saw what happened and got
impressed, the others watched the
exciting fight between the “Olympians”
and “Hades’s” men till they exhausted
each other, then “Arrow” shot the
ground with an electromagnetic wave
arrow taking everyone down, the
“Sentinels” tied them with special
cuffs used to cuff mutants, the magnetic
cuffs which were used in the
“Frankenstein” prison with a little
modification…When the “Olympians”
woke up, “Ares” said to the “Sentinels”
“How dare you tie us like slaves, fool
mortals?” “Arrow” said “Who are you?
Why are you here? And who are you
working for??” “Poseidon” said “I am
Poseidon, God of all seas and one of the
major Gods of Greece” the “Sentinels”
looked at each other and smiled then
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“Frank” came in and said “The Greeks
time is gone, you’re all wizards and
mutants now” “Hades” replied calmly
“Well, your smart move made you
think that you are a sort of a God or
something, but believe me kid, pouring
water on me doesn’t give you any
advantage over me, you’re still a mortal”
then he tried to break the cuffs but he
got shocked by electricity, when the
cuffs are almost broken by any means,
it shocks the prisoner and get tighter,
this was shocking to all of them,
“Heracles” tried too and got shocked,
“Perseus” said “We’re not here to hurt
you, we’re here to send him back to
where he belongs” “Silver” said “Oh
yeah, and where’s that? And why
should we believe you? What’s your
proof that you’re not bad?” “Perseus”
said “You can’t be serious!! You saw
him out there, he’s the demon Hades,
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your world won’t stand a chance
against his evil!” “Frank” said “How
are you gonna send him back to the
underworld? By mess and chaos!? On
human’s dead bodies??” “Poseidon”
replied “Of course not, mortal! Your
ancestors used to worship us and you
are as their grand-grandchildren we
must help you when it comes to Hades;
even if you don’t worship us” “Rose”
said “You didn’t reply to his question
yet” “Poseidon” told them about the
skulls and the “Skull” island, after
beating “Hades” and his men, they
were gonna go to the island and
acquire the skulls; using them to open
a door to the underworld and throwing
“Hades” there, afterwards; they’ll close
the door using the skulls and leave
Earth, “Frank” said “How will you get
the skulls without magic? You’re
nothing without it!” “Ares” stood up
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suddenly and said aggressively “Who
you think you are bloody mortal, I can
beat you down with my hands behind
my back” and tried to attack “Frank”,
but “Frank” avoided him and kicked
his knee from the back and put him in
control, when he was down on one
knee to “Frank”, he was mad and the
“Olympians” were surprised as if they
were insulted by “Frank”, “Poseidon”
said “That’s enough, let us finish our
job and leave, about how will we get
the skulls, we’ll find a way in there;
and you will be punished later” to
“Frank”, “Frank” said “I can’t trust you
but I can see that you are enemies, as a
result, I’ll go with you and your friends
will stay here with my men, if we
didn’t come back, my men will kill
your guys” “Paige” took “Frank” aside
“Are you insane? Didn’t you hear what
he said about that island??” he said “I
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can’t trust them and I can’t say that
they’re lying, he looks too confident of
what he’s saying; that’s why I’ll go with
him alone” “Poseidon” said “We can’t
go alone, I’m your only way in and out
of the island, I must be off the island
and you’ll be lost there alone, take
Goddess Artemis with you, she’s a
perfect tracker and the Goddess of Moon
and Archery, she’ll guide you there;
and just in case; take some of your men
with you” “Rose” & “Floyd” said that
they’ll go with them, “Arrow” was
ready to go too, “Frank” had to choose,
he chose [Arrow, Predator, Floyd &
Twin] next to “Artemis” & “Perseus”
according to “Frank’s” will, “Rose” &
“Paige” were very angry with that
decision, they wanted to go with
“Frank”, “Poseidon” told “Frank” to
release his friends and promised him
that “Ares” won’t be a trouble, “Frank”
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refused releasing “Ares” but agreed on
releasing “Heracles” to be a strong
guard to “Hades” and his men,
“Poseidon” used his power and an old
shackle appeared on “Hades’s” fists
instead of the “Sentinels’” cuffs, the
others had shackles like “Hades”, these
shackles were enchanted and used to
hold demons till their judgment time
comes in front of “Zeus”, “Quiet” asked
to join them, “Silver” was the highest
rank among them, he didn’t see any
necessity to add her to the team going to
that island, there was no need for a
sniper, “Frank” saw that “Quiet” was
sad, he went to her and asked her
about the reason why she wanna go
with them, she said “Because I’ve never
been in an important event in my life,
I’ve always been a sniper, called when
needed, always in the shadows, I might
not be an angel but I can fight like a
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monster too” he saw that she could be
useful because she lived for a long time
in mountain terrains in
“Afghanistan”, so he added her to the
crew going to the island, “Silver” saw
that “Frank” was breaking his orders
but he knows that he can’t shackle
anyone to his orders anymore because
he wasn’t a member in the “Sentinels”,
this made the crew [Frank, Poseidon,
Arrow, Floyd, Quiet, Perseus, Artemis,
Predator & Twin]…

“Poseidon” was the one who was
gonna take them from “Bermuda”
island to the “Skull” island and wait
in the ocean for 3 days and come back
to pick them up, he could take them
there without getting lost in time and
covering them to pass the usual storm
near the island’s shores, he told the
crew that there was a continuous storm
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near the island’s shores to prevent
lizards on the “Skull” island from
escaping to the outer world, the island
wasn’t on maps and no comms could be
used there so the crew had to stick
together all the time…“Silver” warned
“Arrow” that this operation was a
black op; so no governmental assistance
was expected if things got worse on the
island, “Arrow” didn’t reply and
seemed worried…
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{The Skull Island}

“Poseidon” stood with the others on
the “Bermuda” island’s shore and
raised his hands, then a huge ship
appeared in the sea, it looked
legendary and too old, “Poseidon” took
the crew on the ship and guided the
ship towards the “Skull” island but he
wasn’t with them on board, it took
them 3 hours from “Bermuda” to the
“Skull” island, the storms were very
strong and weird sea creatures were
seen by the crew but they didn’t hurt
the ship because they knew that the
ship belonged to the God of Seas, seeing
these things made “Floyd” look amazed,
“Perseus” told him that the creatures
were ancient ones used by “Poseidon”
to protect the lost city[9] but now they
are preventing anyone from passing to
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the “Skull” island’s shores, regardless
to the storms that could drown any
ship, but the sea creatures were needed
too, “Artemis” said “That’s just a simple
example of what we’ll see on the island,
be ready for anything” to the crew…

The crew arrived safely and started
to follow “Artemis” to the caves which
was in the center of the island, the trip
had a special road, using the woods
was more dangerous but shorter, the
island was so beautiful and natural
views were impressive to the
“Sentinels”…The first thing they ran
into was a giant spider, they didn’t
notice it in the beginning, but “Frank’s”
vital scans detected the creature
suddenly and warned the others, when
they moved the creature started moving
and attacking them, “Frank” told his
friends to pullback and he stood to face
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the creature with “Artemis” & “Perseus”
this was brave, but the “Olympians”
were traditional fighters, “Frank” was
smarter, he used his shield to break the
spider’s legs, “Arrow” knew the drill; so
he told “Quiet” to shoot the spider’s legs,
she had an M16 and shot 3 legs of the
creature, “Frank” broke 2 others and it
fall down, when this happened, “Floyd”
and the others shot it in the headmany
times till it died…The crew kept moving
and in hours, they felt tired and had
some rest near a lake, “Artemis” told
them to bring water and camp away
from the lake because of huge snakes
and lizards, they did it and camped
away from the lake, this didn’t save
them from troubles, a lizard came out
of the lake and sneaked to their camp,
“Predator” & “Quiet” were the guard
unit, they saw it and told the others,
they woke up, it was thought to be a
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regular lizard or crocodile, but they got
shocked to see its size and look, bullets
didn’t affect it much, “Artemis” shot it
in its head with her arrows and
“Perseus” jumped on it with his sword
and stabbed it in the head killing
it…The next day, the crew kept moving,
after hours of walking in hard terrains
and facing low levels of danger, the
crew reached an area where there were
wooden creatures sleeping, they didn’t
know about them, but “Artemis” knew
them and told the others that they
should use another route and move
slowly, the creatures looked like locusts
but they couldn’t fly, “Frank” couldn’t
find any vitals or heat signatures in
their bodies but he told his friends to
follow the “Olympians”, “Quiet”
stepped on a branch, this made the
locusts wake up and start moving, they
were fast, the “Olympians” told the
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crew to start running, “Frank” saw that
running won’t be effective but he cared
for his human friends, “Quiet”
couldn’t follow up with them, “Frank”
lifted her and ran after the others, till
they reached a special place where the
locusts stopped and went away,
“Artemis” said “Something is wrong,
why did they stop and go away?!”
“Frank” scanned the area and was
shocked to see several heat signatures of
humans around them, he said
“Humans, hold your fire” then the
humans around them pointed their
spears and arrows towards them, the
crew made a circle and a fight was
expected, they were already tired of
running, then a guy came from the
inside and told them to wait, he was a
man who got trapped on the island, for
their shock; he was a naval officer in
Admiral “Horatio Nelson’s” naval fleet,
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“Nelson” died in 1805, which was a
huge shock to them, they asked him if
he knew in what year he was but he
said that he doesn’t care, he looked
young, the same as he was 2 centuries
ago, “Frank” said “This means that
time doesn’t move on here, how will we
meet Poseidon after the 3rd day??” to
the “Olympians”, they looked at each
other and didn’t reply, the British
naval officer asked them which year
they were in and the shock on his face
was unbelievable, the “Predator” said
“We got an objective now; let’s focus on
it”, the naval officer was named
“Howard”, he said “You’re not the only
excavators or pirates who came here,
hundreds of crews arrived decades ago
and I know that no one of them
survived at the caves or the west side of
the island” “Frank” asked “Look at us,
do we look like pirates?” “Howard”
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said “No sir, but you look so naive”
“Predator” said “We want the 3 golden
skulls, how can we get them?” “Howard”
said “How did you know about the
skulls?! No one ever came asking for
them” no one replied, “Howard”
continued “Alright, this village is
sealed against the woods’ monsters and
the King’s skeletons, but the other side
is full of these skeletons, they’re all
slaves for the Skull King, his precious
skulls got a magical power of some sort,
whoever see them feel the greed of
acquiring them for himself and any
crew turn on each other and start
killing each other for them, for fortune,
there’s actually no way for a human to
beat the skulls’ charm, but if these
skulls leave the island, it will be freed
from its curse, the Skull King will die
and the triangle trap will be broken
and probably the legendary Atlantis
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will rise again…” “Perseus”
interrupted him “Bastard Poseidon, he
tapped us, he’s not gonna send Hades
back to the underworld, he want the
skulls so that he can remove the curse
and raise his lost city” “Frank” said
“Damn it, the others on the other side
are in danger now” “Predator” said
“Relax he’ll meet us there in time, he
want the skulls; now we know why and
he doesn’t know that we knew so he got
no reason to leave us here or hurt
anyone on the other side” “Frank” told
“Howard” that someone would meet
them at the north shore behind the
caves to get them off the island and told
him to join them, “Howard” said “Sir;
believe me, no man ever came out of
these caves alive and even if you
avoided the caves and used the
mountain’s way to the north or even
the beach, you won’t make it there”
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“Frank” told him that at least they’d
try to get out, after a while of thinking
he told “Frank” that he’ll join them,
this one was gonna be the best guide for
them, the locals looked like Asian
people but they were centuries older
and had no relation to the civilized
world, as if they were from the ancient
times before “Christ”, “Howard” told
them that these locals were silent and
never speak, mutes of some sort…The
crew had some water and supplies from
the locals and started moving after 45
minutes of rest, on their way they met a
huge dear with thick fur; it didn’t
attack them but it looked very weird to
them, a minute later after passing it,
they heard the dear suffering as if it
was attacked, “Howard” said “Hide
there” and he pointed at a fallen tree,
they jumped there but “Artemis” &
“Perseus” stood to face whatever was
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coming, “Frank” & “Twin” pulled
them away to the tree, then a female
human shaped cheetah lifting the
huge dear and hardly reached
somewhere where she could eat her
prey, “Howard” knew her “That’s
someone I don’t know but I think she
has been here before I came by
centuries, I don’t know if she’s human
or not but the locals used to attack her
whenever she came around because she
hunted some of them years and years
before I arrived, she was clever and
smart enough to avoid being hunted,
then she left them and went to the
woods but as much as I know; she
couldn’t go further than the King’s
limits, she feared the skeletons and the
King, I never heard her talking and I
don’t know if she can talk and
certainly I don’t know if she dies by
shooting at her or not!” “Frank” said
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“Maybe she doesn’t talk but she got
reason” “Floyd” asked “How can you be
so sure?” “Frank” told him that she
wasn’t nude, which meant that she
had humanity in her, if she was just
an animal; she had to be nude like all
animals, “Artemis” told them to wait
and she went suddenly to talk to her,
without former planning, “Artemis”
still saw herself the Goddess of animals,
the cheetah woman felt “Artemis” and
the others already but she was waiting
them to move, when “Artemis” moved,
she left her prey and attacked “Artemis”
faster than she could react, then
“Frank” tossed his shield and hit her
strongly, the hit didn’t kill her but she
fell down unconscious, “Perseus” was
gonna kill her with his sword, but
“Frank” stopped him and told him
that “Artemis” made a wrong move and
warned him of attacking the animal
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woman, “Arrow” told “Frank” that
stopping till she wakes up wasn’t gonna
be right because they were actually
running out of time, “Frank” said “We
won’t wait” then he tied her hands and
legs and lifted her on his shoulder,
“Quiet” didn’t understand why did he
take her with them, he told her that
he’d find a way to heir her to protect
them if things got worse in the caves in
return of taking her with them to the
civilized world, “Floyd” heard what
he said and told “Frank” that this
might be fatal mistake, “Predator”
admired “Frank’s” way of thinking
without commenting, he said to
himself “Everyday you prove to me that
Frankenstein is beyond time; like HIM
and the ones before him” he was
referring to “Victor”, “Dr. Frank” and
the first “Frankenstein” monster;
“Isaac”, “Predator” studied “Frank’s”
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family very well…It wasn’t too long till
the cheetah woman woke up, “Frank”
dropped her and caught her strongly
paralyzing her movement then he said
“Do you speak?” the girl didn’t reply
and kept trying to move, but when she
couldn’t she stopped and kept looking
at “Frank’s” mask, he said “You do
understand me, I can see reason in your
eyes” no one expected that she’d reply,
“Arrow” said “Enough Frank, let her go,
she’s useless without understanding us”
she looked at “Arrow” and looked back
at “Frank” proving that she
understand what she hears, “Frank”
said “You’re afraid, I can understand
that, but we’ll need your help, please”
she replied in Arabic, not like the
Egyptians accent but like old Arabian
language; the accent used by Saudi
Arabians in “KSA”, “Frank” and the
others were surprised and “Frank”
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spoke to her in Arabic, she was
surprised to know that he knew her
language, he freed her and spoke to her
asking about her life, she replied “I was
born like this in the desert, humans
came and attacked us near the sea and
killed those who were like me but I
survived at the oasis, after years of
being lonely in the desert, I was seen by
other humans and they hunted me,
then I was sold to other humans
speaking in different tongues, like the
one you spoke with me earlier, I spent
years in a cage till they found the new
land[10] and they decided to go there,
after months; the ship faced this storm
and sunk…” referring to the “Skull”
island’s storm; she continued “I
survived with 2 sailors, but when
lizards attacked us, they didn’t attack
me, they just attacked them and killed
them, ever since; I became alone here
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like all animals” “Frank” asked her
“How long have you been here?” she
said “I don’t know, but I was here when
people like themwere civilized people”
referring to “Artemis” & “Perseus”,
“Frank” said “She’s from the
Middle-East somewhere, but she’s been
here centuries ago; maybe before Islam;
and it looks like she was born like this
and probably she’s the last of her kind,
but she says that there were Brits who
bought her from the Arabs and at some
point in time; they decided to go to the
new land, what does she mean?”
“Predator” said “America!! The Brits
knew about America for a longer time
than we know!!” “Frank” said “She has
been here when people used to look
like the Greeks, if anyone knew about
this; the history we know will change
forever”, “Floyd” said “You mean we
shouldn’t tell anyone!?”, “Frank”
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confirmed, the cheetah woman had no
name, but “Frank” called her an easy
name, “Cheetah”, her story was
shocking to all of them, she didn’t
know any other language and didn’t
speak for a very long time, her existence
was another proof that time on the
island wasn’t moving forward,
“Cheetah” accepted helping them in
return of helping her out of the island
and the crew moved, she didn’t know
what the world looked like outside the
island since she was trapped there…

The crew arrived at the caves after
witnessing some wonders and weird
things and peaceful animals, “Cheetah”
said “This is the nice part of the island
and it’s not a huge area, from time to
time it gets attacked by dinosaurs but
now is the mating season so they won’t
be in our path, but from now on;
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skeletons will be on our path” this
made “Frank” think of something, he
saw that he won’t need human inputs,
so he thought of splitting up, a team to
move to the caves and face the “Skull
King”, the other team should go north
and meet “Poseidon” and make him
wait if they were late, so he told [Floyd,
Arrow, Quiet & Howard] to go and meet
“Poseidon”, while [Predator, Artemis,
Perseus, Cheetah, Twin & himself]
would keep going toward the caves,
“Floyd” wasn’t ok with this and refused
leaving “Frank” but he promised
“Floyd” that he’d make it to them at the
north coast, “Howard” could take them
to the north coast but they had to pass
some dangers and creatures on their
way, the “Sentinels” had enough
weapons and tech that saved them
several times against Sabre tooth cats,
Mammoths, giant Rhinos, huge wild
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birds and more till they reached there
by the dawn of the 4th day…During the
3rd day when the crew was split,
“Frank” and his team had harder and
more dangerous adventures…
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{The Skull Island 2}

“Frank” and the crew started facing
skeletons, they were taller than usual
and had regular bodies but with skull
heads, they weren’t troubles to the team
but the demonic creatures were hard to
kill but “Cheetah’s” input was very
helpful…One of the monsters was the
symbolic underworld’s guardian
known as the “Cerberus”, it was about
15 ft height and extremely huge in size
and wide, it wasn’t scheduled to
appear where they saw it, because
“Frank” and the others were fighting
with some skeletons and facing some
traps in the first cave, then the
skeletons heard the monster’s roaring
and ran away through the walls, the
monster killed some skeletons and
other monsters and dinosaurs inside
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and went to get the humans, he wanted
to eat them and followed their scent
from the west side of the woods to the
caves, “Cheetah” knew it from its roar
and told them to hide, “Artemis” &
“Perseus” thought that the animal
would stop when it sees them, because
the animal was a mythical creature in
the Greek mythology and they knew it,
it stopped for real and got close to them
by its heads and sat down according to
“Artemis’s” order, then she looked back
to the others and told them that it was
ok, but the creature fooled them and
attacked them suddenly eating both
members of the “Olympians”, “Perseus”
was “Zeus’s” son and he felt his son’s
death, the monster didn’t know the
Goddess and “Perseus” without their
magical effects and ate them, “Frank”,
“Cheetah”, “Predator” & “Twin” were
alone against that mighty beast, they
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ran away and hid in a cliff where the
“Cerberus” couldn’t fit in, it was time
to use some tech, “Frank” threw a net
on one of the heads’ mouth, an electric
chip on another head and a sleeping
gas can on the third head, the net
could be torn easily but the electric
chip was hard to get rid of and it was
paining the animal, the gas didn’t
make the third head sleep but it made
it dizzy, “Cheetah” pulled “Frank’s”
knife; bit it by her teeth then climbed
the cliff fast and jumped on the
awaking head, the one which tore the
net; and started stabbing it with the
knife, “Predator” took another position
and shot at the dizzy head, then the
“Twin” attacked the awakened head
with his claws too, “Frank” threw
another electrical chip on the head
which was hit with the first chip, soon
the 2 electrical chips made this head
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faint, besides to the dizzy one falling
too, this made the middle head can’t
hold the body’s weight alone and fall
down, “Predator” told them to
pullback to threw grenades on it,
“Twin” escaped, but “Cheetah” didn’t
understand, “Frank” jumped and took
her away with his grapnel gun,
“Predator’s” grenades blew the
creature’s heads and killed it; or so
they thought; then they continued
walking, “Cheetah” started looking at
“Frank” as a hero, while they were
starting to move, “Artemis” tore the
creature’s stomach and got out, she was
a Goddess and she was immortal, but
“Perseus” wasn’t a God and wasn’t
immortal like her so he died, she told
them that “Poseidon” wouldn’t be ok
with that because “Zeus” would be
mad…
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In “Bermuda”, things weren’t ok at
all, “Hades” was tied, but he somehow
convinced “Heracles” to untie him and
“Ares” because they were Gods and he
had to follow their orders; specially
that he wasn’t ordered by “Poseidon” to
keep them tied, he untied “Ares” only
but “Ares” wasn’t so good to be trusted
by “Zeus”, he beat “Heracles” down
from behind and sent him to the planet
they ruled outside the galaxy and he
freed “Hades” and told him that he
wanted a higher place in the new
empire on Earth, “Hades” agreed
because he saw that this was the first
spark of the “Olympians’” fall,
“Poseidon” didn’t know what
happened, “Hades” could too easily
beat the “Sentinels” but he kept them
alive to make them witness their ‘Hero’s’
death, referring to “Frank”, he hated
“Frank” the most because he saw that
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“Frank” wasn’t like any other human,
during fighting with “Poseidon”
earlier; “Hades” lost his demonic wings,
but he still had his powers and magic
but he had to wait for “Poseidon” and
the others to arrive, he freed his men to
guard the “Sentinels” and help him
anyway they can when the others
arrive…

“Frank”, “Predator”, “Cheetah”,
“Artemis” & “Twin” took their way
trough more creatures and traps, the
“Twin’s” arm got broken and had some
damages, “Predator” had to care for
him, “Frank” had some damages too
but not serious ones, they kept moving
till they reached the “Skull King’s”
lair and found him, but they didn’t
show themselves to him once they
arrived, “Frank” told them that facing
him needed planning, “Artemis”
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agreed on listening to “Frank”, before
talking to them, the “Skull King”
appeared too close to them and pulled
the rock they were hiding behind and
suddenly they were face-to-face with
him, he was a giant human with a
skull head and had a crown on his
head and a huge sledge hammer in his
hand wearing an old armor like old
warriors; and said “I was waiting for
you” in a language no one of them
understood except “Artemis” who knew
all modern and ancient languages; like
all Gods, then he hit “Frank” with his
sledge but “Frank” was expecting the
hit and stopped him with his shield,
this was impressive to the “King”, he
caught “Frank” from his throat and
throw him away, “Predator” shot at
the “King’s” head but he wasn’t
affected, “Cheetah” jumped on the
“King’s” back and tried to distract him,
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“Artemis” shot the “King’s” body with
her arrows but he wasn’t affected too,
“Frank” realized that he wasn’t gonna
be affected by anything but magic, he
scanned the lair for anything magical
and he found the skulls, he thought of
using the skulls to threaten him, he
broke a wall where the skulls were
hidden behind it, once the “King” saw
him, he yelled “WHAT ARE YOU
DOING MORTAL! LEAVE THESE
HEADS WHERE THEY ARE” and went
to attack “Frank”, but “Cheetah”
attacked the “King” bravely with all
she got, he caught her and tried to
crush her with the sledge but “Frank”
used his weapon on his forearm, 2 cans
took him off balance and gave him
enough time to take the skulls,
“Predator” saw “Frank” holding the
skulls he told him to hand each skull
to one of them to distract the “King”,
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this was a good idea, he gave
“Predator”, “Artemis” & “Twin” the
skulls and he jumped to help “Cheetah”
who was extremely tired and couldn’t
move, the “King” stood up and realized
that the skulls were with the intruders
and they were running out of the lair
with them, so he opened his mouth and
flames came out turning the entrance
to fire, the lair was the last cave of 4
caves to be passed, which means that
even if they finished fighting with the
“King” in his lair, they still got a lot to
face while getting out too, the “King”
went to attack them, “Predator”
showed the “King” one of his skulls in
his hand and showed him his
intention to destroy it, the “King” said
“NO DON’T BREAK IT” “Cheetah” woke
up and said “The skulls are his source
of power, destroy them and he dies” to
“Frank”, by that time, “Hades” could
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hardly bring one of his old dragons
from the underworld to transport him
to the island because “Poseidon” and
the others were late, so he went there
and could pass the time pit and the
storms by his magic and made his
dragon take him to the “Skull King’s”
caves and landed there, “Poseidon”
didn’t know or notice “Hades’s”
existence on the island, there were a lot
of demons there and the “King’s”
existence made evil hard to detect,
“Hades” didn’t face any trouble with
the skeletons or the traps, but he knew
that there was a fight inside, so he got
in carefully, “Artemis” knew that
killing the “King” will end all evil on
the island; and even the time traveling
curse will be broken, when all the
skulls are broken, the skulls had horns
too, if a horn was broken; everything
would be gone, but also if one of them
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got broken; they’d lose their magic and
become useless for them to send “Hades”
to the underworld, so she was confused,
“Frank” wasn’t because he saw that the
island and the people living on it
deserved a second chance, but for the
bad luck, the skulls had the greedy
effect on “Predator” as a human, but it
didn’t affect “Artemis”; because she
was a Goddess; and it didn’t affect
“Twin” because he was a robot, “Frank”
told the “Predator” to break it, but
when he was gonna do so, he stopped
and looked at the skull and dreamed of
fortune and power, “Frank” got
distracted fighting the “King”,
“Artemis” was still confused and tried
to help “Frank” by shooting the “King”
with arrows, “Twin” remembered what
“Howard” told them earlier because he
records everything, so he took his skull
and tried to break it with his claws but
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“Predator” took it from him fast,
“Cheetah” saw this and interfered,
“Twin” told “Predator” not to listen to
the evil voices in his head but he
wasn’t listening to him and shot “Twin”
in the head, it didn’t affect the “Twin”
but “Cheetah” interfered and killed
“Predator” and took the skulls from
him and worked on breaking them, she
wasn’t affected by the skulls’ curse,
“Artemis” saw her and tried to stop her
saying “If you did this we won’t be able
to send Hades back to the underworld”
in Arabic, “Cheetah” replied “I don’t
care what you say, my hero said destroy
it, then destroy it” then she lifted one
with her 2 hands and smashed it on a
rock, it wasn’t broken, she tried
another smash, but “Hades” stopped
her and beat “Artemis” down taking
her skull and took the other 2 skulls
with “Cheetah” and tried to leave, the
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“King” saw this and got mad, specially
that “Hades” was ok with fire, he left
“Frank” and the others and went after
“Hades” fast, it wasn’t too long till both
beasts fall in a fair fight, the skulls fall
from “Hades” to a lower level, “Frank”
got some damages but he could stand,
“Twin” reloaded his matrix and woke
up, but the “Predator” was dead,
“Cheetah” told “Frank” what he did
and what she had to do, “Artemis”
followed “Hades” & the “King” to
where they were fighting, “Frank”,
“Cheetah” & “Twin” followed them,
“Artemis” said “Hades is here, we can
now destroy any of the skulls and he
will be sent directly to the underworld”
she looked up and found a falcon
standing very high, she gave the falcon
orders to tell “Poseidon” what
happened and to go to the others in
“Bermuda”, they must be in trouble,
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while she was doing this, “Frank” went
down to the skulls and took one of them,
“Artemis” thought that he’d be affected
by the skulls charm like “Predator”
but she was surprised that he wasn’t;
he wasn’t affected because he caught
the skulls by his metal hands of the
suit; and broke one of the skull’s horns,
this event made a strong shake in the
cave like an earthquake and suddenly,
“Hades” & the “Skull King” turned to
lava and melted, “Frank” took the
others and escaped before the caves
collapse or the lava hurts them, after a
minute, sun rose clearly and the storm
moved away and the sea became calm
again, evil creatures faced the same
fate like the “Skull King” & “Hades”
and it appeared on map with wireless
communications available, “Floyd”
could get in contact with “Frank” and
he told “Floyd” to hold his position
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and that they were coming to them, it
was very impressive and “Frank” was
very happy that he did something
good…On their way, they met the locals
who used to live in the island, “Frank”
said “I thought you people don’t leave
your camp” then one of them spoke “We
couldn’t move from the camp because of
the King and his creatures, we couldn’t
even talk because we were also cursed,
thanks to you we are all free now” in
ancient Greek language and they
bowed for “Frank” and said their
goodbyes to him and his people,
“Artemis” translated what they said to
“Frank”, later on, these people created
a statue of “Frank” and worshiped him
as their savior God, “Frank” and the
others arrived to “Arrow” and the
others on the shore, but they were
shocked to see their condition and to
know that they lost “Predator” &
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“Perseus”, “Artemis” asked about
“Poseidon” but “Floyd” said that a
falcon came to him and ever since he
didn’t make it back, “Frank” pressed a
button on his arm operating the jet and
making it come to his location, he
knew that “Poseidon” was in danger
too just like the others there in
“Bermuda”…

In “Bermuda”, “Poseidon” saw the
situation and attacked “Ares” who was
surprised to see “Poseidon”, he tried to
fightback but “Poseidon” was more
powerful than him, “Hades’s” men
disappeared from site when they saw
“Poseidon” coming, he freed the
“Sentinels” but didn’t go back to the
others on the “Skull” island, he saw
that they didn’t do what he needed and
the skulls had no magic anymore, so he
disappeared after looking at the
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“Sentinels” with anger,
“Electrocutioner” told the others that
the jet was operated and gonna fly by
its autopilot to somewhere, “Rose”
knew that “Frank” called it to his
location, the jet arrived and the crew
went on board and returned to
“Bermuda” fast, when they arrived;
they were told what happened by
“Paige” and the others, they were
shocked to see “Cheetah” & “Howard”;
and felt sorry for their friend
“Predator”, “Frank” told them that the
“Skull” king killed him there,
“Artemis” told them that she was
honored to fight with them and on
“Frank’s” side specially, then she went
away…On the other planet-where the
“Olympians” ruled-“Poseidon” told
“Zeus” that he did what he was sent for
but humans were cursing the
“Olympians” and “Zeus” and saying
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that the “Olympians” were myths, and
he told “Zeus” that humans killed
“Perseus” somehow too, this made
“Zeus” mad and said “Humans think
that they’re Gods on Earth now, that
they can rule their lives without us,
this doesn’t matter; but killing one of
my sons has a big price” after a moment
of silence, “Poseidon” said “Hades is
stronger, he could manipulate Ares &
Heracles, he’s now where he belongs
but I’m sure that he’ll find another way
out again, we gotta go back there and
rule again” “Zeus” saw that
“Poseidon’s” words were logic and
“Hades” shouldn’t be left, he ordered
him to prepare the new creatures of the
new planet for a war and announced
that he was going to Earth again,
“Artemis” was there but she couldn’t
say anything or express any objection
on anything, “Poseidon” wanted to
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raise his lost city, he couldn’t do that
unless he was on Earth; and he
couldn’t do that without “Zeus’s”
permission; fueling his anger by
“Perseus’s” death, these were the aliens
who attacked Earth in 2025 later
on…The “Sentinels” took their jet and
tools and flew back to “London” where
troubles were waiting them there…
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{France}

The crew didn’t know what to do
with “Cheetah”, “Howard” asked for a
house and a farm and to live
peacefully, that wasn’t a trouble, but
“Frank” had plans for “Cheetah”, she
was powerful and was gonna be useful
to them as a mutant; but “Frank”
thought of giving her the choice to do
whatever she wanted, she wanted to
stay with him and be his slave because
she considered him a God, “Frank”
accepted the idea of making her a secret
pawn to be used when “Brass” and his
friends appear again…They were
actually trying to find a way to get to
the “Skull” island, “Jason” said that
he might have a way to do what “Hades”
wanted to do using dark magic but he
had to be somewhere where a lot of
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demons died or lived in, a place with
nothing holy at all, they didn’t know
that “Howard” was there and he was
Christian and used to pray there,
which was gonna screw “Jason’s” plan,
but they found someway else…

Once the team arrived “London”,
“Ivy” told them the updates about
“Ferdy” & “Adrian” who were seen in
“Paris” with thugs, “Viktoria” was
there because she had info from
“Anton” that “Rogue” appeared there,
he was there for real and was there to
hunt “Ferdy” because he knew
“Rogue’s” identity somehow, so “Rogue”
started hunting him to keep himself
hidden from the Chinese Triad and the
“KGB”, “Deadshot” had some troubles
with “Ivy” and had to answer her calls
for him in “England”, so he went to her
and prepared some excuses for being
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out of the country for weeks, “Viktoria”
already fall in fights with “Rogue” the
past days; but couldn’t catch
him…“Rogue” wasn’t the trouble,
“Ferdy” was preparing a surprise for
the people of “Paris”, a decoration of
war…

“Rogue” could know where “Ferdy”
and his clowns made camp from some
street thugs, he killed them and
prepared himself to shoot “Ferdy”
down but soon he let this idea go,
because he couldn’t know “Ferdy”
among his men because of the clowns
masks, so he had to get in and slay him,
this was a big mistake, “Ferdy” wanted
to trap him and he did it, catching
“Rogue” wasn’t easy for “Ferdy’s” men,
but not so hard for the Triads, they
hired “Ferdy” & “Adrian” to get
“Rogue” to them; so they admitted
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knowing his real identity while they
knew nothing about him; but this was
the only thing that will pull him out
from the dark, after catching him, the
Triads gave the “Clowns” 50,000,000
€ in cash and took “Rogue” away, “Bee”
could hack in a call between one of the
Triads and another member in “China”
mentioning “Rogue”, he reported what
he heard to “Viktoria”; who was
concerned by “Rogue” more than the
Brits, so she asked “Bee” to send her
their coordinates and she took the
“Dmitry” brothers and went after that
convoy, they were heading to the
airport…

“Ferdy” had nothing to do or to ask
for except “Frankenstein”, he wanted
“Frank’s” head at all costs and warned
that everyday late; he’d blow up
somewhere vital, like a hospital, a
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school or whatever else, this was
terrifying but the French kept that
away from the press and media and
asked for the “Sentinels” interference
as a part of the “NATO” asking for the
international team’s input, in an hour,
the “Sentinels” were in “Paris” on an
official operation of eliminating
“Ferdy” & “Adrian” whenever they got
a chance, “Cheetah” had nowhere to go
and “Ivy” refused the idea of keeping
her anywhere close to civilians or in
the mansion, so “Frank” took her with
him, he gave her an attire around her
arm with his logo, so if she ever needed
his help; she just had to push the logo
button and “Frank” would be able to
find her anywhere she goes to, like a
tracker, she liked it…“Frank” wanted
his existence in “Paris” to be known by
everyone, on TV if possible, he wanted
to send a message to the “Clowns” that
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he was there to take them down, it
wasn’t too long till the “Sentinels”
heard what was happening between
the Russian agents and the Chinese
Triads in the streets, it was a
destructive car chase, “Frank” told the
others to get the cars and they went to
join that fight…

The Triads weren’t prepared with
heavy guns but they were driving good,
“Viktoria” didn’t use her truck because
it wasn’t gonna fit the French streets,
“Frank” didn’t use the beast truck
either, the “Sentinels” didn’t know
who was fighting the other and
whether there were good guys or are
they all bad, this lack of information
made everyone a target to the “Sentinels”
till they see someone they know, the
“Sentinels’” modified jeeps destroyed 4
cars of the Triads, “Frank” destroyed 2
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of them with the “Chevy”, then he saw
“Viktoria” and she followed another
car of the Triads which went off the
others’ road, “Frank” told “Floyd” who
was using his bike to follow them and
help “Viktoria”, he did it, after a
while, everyone was shocked to see 2
container trucks, a trash truck & 2
buses full of clowns joining the party
and shooting at everyone, this wasn’t
expected by anyone…
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{Voyna #7}

“Frank” saw this a chance to hunt
the “Clowns”, but “Ivy” was worried of
that move, she saw that this might be a
plan, but if it got screwed; then there
must be another backup plan, so she
called her friends in the “DGSE” and
told them to evacuate and check every
vital building in the city as soon as
possible and to stop the news from
talking or recording any live
interviews from the streets; to prevent
anyone watching from the clowns’ gang
from taking any reaction once they see
their bosses getting caught or killed,
this was helpful later…“Silver” was in
an Apache helicopter and watching
the situation from above waiting for
orders to engage, “Frank” told him to
interfere and strike any of the trucks or
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the buses, he stroke a bus and destroyed
it but he wasn’t so lucky, he got shot by
an “RPG” from a rooftop, he survived
using his jetpack but the other pilot
who was with him in the chopper died,
he followed the team with the jetpack
and by a miracle he could control the
trash truck and killed the clowns
driving it, using the car’s black smoke;
“Frank” could make one of the trucks
crash in a building, cops caught the
surviving clowns later, suddenly; one
of the container trucks shocked “Frank”
by being in front of it and driving
directly towards him, he pulled the
handbrakes and drove backwards, the
street was narrow, “Cheetah” was with
“Frank” in the car, she got out and
jumped on the truck, she looked
terrifying to the clowns, “Adrian” was
driving that truck, he took a shotgun
and tried to shoot her but she avoided
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him, “Silver” arrived and “Frank” told
him to take the wheel from him,
“Silver” didn’t understand but he did
it, it was payback time between “Frank”
& “Adrian”, “Frank” broke the front
glass and jumped in the air, the motion
of the car and the truck in the inverse
direction of “Frank’s” body made him
crash into the truck’s driver cabinet
like a car crashing into a wall with
full speed, this made “Adrian” lose
control, “Frank” punched him in the
face and controlled the truck,
“Cheetah” killed the other clowns who
where in the container behind, they
were prepared to blow a bomb they got
if they ever stopped for any reason,
killing them prevented that explosion
from happening, “Adrian” woke up
and tried to shoot “Frank” again, but
“Frank” pulled his gun fast and shot
“Adrian” in the head blowing it up,
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this adventure was on one side;
another side; where “Rose”,
“Electrocutioner”, “Sonya” & “Arrow”
were stuck in a tangle between some
Triads and the other bus, they called
for help and “Floyd” was on his way,
“Silver” flew to them too, “Frank” took
“Cheetah” in the “Chevy” and
followed them, “Ferdy” showed up in a
third container truck but this time he
and the other clowns were throwing
bombs in the streets where they were
driving, the French police tried to stop
them but they failed, so a team of the
French Commandos Marine worked on
stopping them, but the clowns were
prepared with heavy guns, “Frank”
decided to follow “Ferdy” and he got
his location using his map scanner in
the mask’s program, he went to a street
where “Ferdy” was about to drive to its
end and stood at the end of the road
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waiting for him, “Ferdy” noticed him
and intended to hit him, “Cheetah”
didn’t understand what he was doing
but “Frank” had his remote grapnel in
his hand and raised its gas pressure,
then shot on a building next to him
and the secondary claw shot in the
inverse direction to the building on the
other side, this made a strong stretched
horizontal wire between “Frank” and
the speeding truck, “Ferdy” didn’t
notice the wire and drove with top
speed, “Frank” took 4 or 5 steps
backwards and told “Cheetah” to stay
where she was, then the truck hit the
wire but it didn’t cut the wire, the wire
made the truck revolve and fall on its
roof; jumping over “Frank’s” head,
while it was falling; “Frank” & “Ferdy”
looked at each other during this
moment then “Ferdy” fall injured and
whoever still standing of the clowns
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was shot by “Frank” but “Ferdy” was
still alive, “Ferdy” said “You are no
different than us, you’re a killer, I WAS
RIGHT HAHA” to “Frank”, “Frank”
replied “I am a killer, but I am no
clown” then he punched “Ferdy”
sending him to sleep, people were
taking photos and videos of “Frank”
and “Cheetah” and what happened as
if they were looking at movie heroes, he
took “Cheetah” & “Ferdy” in the
“Chevy” and left, the others were ok
after “Floyd” & “Silver” aided them,
the French Marines helped too, “Rogue”
got rid of the Triads who were catching
him and could escape, “Viktoria” and
the “Dmitry” brothers tried to find him
with the Triads who were driving
around the city but they couldn’t find
him and the triads refused to talk…
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In 24 hours, the “Sentinels” and
whoever left of “Ferdy’s” clowns and
“Ferdy” himself were prepared to be
transported from “Paris” to “London”
in an agency’s plane with cells and
preparations, besides to fighters
around the plane, the “Sentinels” used
their jet and flew behind the plane
with the fighters, “SAS” sent a tactical
team to be inside the plane guarding
the prisoners, “Ivy” was gonna welcome
them herself with a huge team from the
“SAS” ready for any surprising attack,
the clowns were dismissed in special
transporting governmental trucks
belonging to the “NATO” to their base,
“Ferdy” came after them and at the
plane’s door, “Ferdy” laughed loudly
and said “Hello London”, then
suddenly he got shot in the head and
died, “Frank” scanned the area fast but
couldn’t find any shooters around any
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roof, the place got messy and “Ivy”
ordered the men to seal and search the
airport but they couldn’t find anyone
in relation with that assassination or
any clue to the assassin’s identity,
“Frank” thought that they were the
Chinese Triad but he was wrong, it was
“Deadshot”, “Ivy” couldn’t prove his
involvement in any assassination since
that mess started…

On the other side, “Hades’s” men
failed to cast any spell using dark
magic, raising the old demons didn’t
work because “Jason” wasn’t a wizard;
unlike “Rumple”; so they decided to
talk to the locals and ask for their help
or force them to help, “Knight” could
know some info about magical pits
where lizard creatures lived, one of the
pits extended deep to the underworld;
but getting there was impossible; the
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old requirements were still needed
except the skulls, one of the
requirements was the immortal person,
so they had to leave the island and look
for the immortal “Black Skin”
mentioned earlier-“Karen”-who was
in “USA”, but finding her took longer
than they thought; because “Karen”
used to move a lot in order to hide her
identity…

Artificial Intelligence wasn’t ready
yet for military uses, the British
government offered “Alex Landon”
more help and more funding for his
robotics project in return of creating
Intelligent weapons as soon as possible,
that time, in 2021, Earth started to
receive anonymous messages from space,
it was obvious that humans weren’t
alone in the universe…“Dr. Boyle’s”
cryoguns were ready and could be
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manufactured but it needed money
and a lot of resources, the “CIA”
kidnapped him in “Oxford” and took
him back to “USA”; giving him all
facilitates for his weapons project, they
saw that “Dr. Boyle’s” project could be
used in the near future and they were
right, the cryoguns were needed to face
the aliens’ threat since 2025, but till
2025; both agencies-the “MI6” &
“CIA”-kept the aliens issue a secret and
kept gathering mutants and specialists,
they kept it a secret for months in 2021
but they couldn’t keep it hidden from
the mighty “KGB” and they started
working on their own special weapons
too, “Egypt” was a member in the
“BRICS” since 2017 and started to rise
economically, “Russia”, “China” &
“Brazil” were engaged economically in
the world’s opinion, but to the
intelligence and governments opinions,
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they were creating a military
engagement and they were gonna
announce this anytime in the next few
years, they were creating something
mighty enough to stand toe-to-toe with
the “NATO”, “Egypt’s” joining this
group was to put a close eye to “Europe”
and the “NATO”, the Egyptian
intelligence was tough that time in
2021, unlike before, thanks to the
“KGB’s” precious help of course…“Ivy”
was promoted to a higher rank and
became a Lieutenant Colonel, “Silver”
was already a Lieutenant Colonel since
2019 and became a Colonel in March
2021…Things were calm for 4 months,
“Viktoria” wasn’t calm, she was
looking for “Rogue” everywhere but he
was gone and no one had any visual of
him anywhere in “Asia” or
“Europe”…“Deadshot” found him in
“San Francisco”-“USA”, he was in
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“Chinatown” there, hiding with a
Japanese woman, she was a Japanese
Intelligence agent who was told
everything “Rogue” has been through,
she was the agent who was helping
“Rogue” with information needed, she
was with him step by step, “Deadshot”
knew that “Rogue” was a governmental
agent, because he saw that these info he
knew couldn’t be known by a regular
assassin, so “Deadshot” took a close look
at every Japanese and Chinese agent in
“Europe” & “USA”, after months of
digging, he found “Rogue” and that
agent, he made his way there and
could shoot “Rogue” and the female
agent dead and took all documents and
recordings they had and destroyed
them, days later; “Viktoria” knew that
“Rogue” was killed in “USA”…
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{The Road to The War}

The “Sentinels” knew about the
aliens messages from the space, “Ivy”
told them, “Rose” saw that they should
keep lay low and dig behind this,
“Frank” said “If they’re sending
messages now, then they’re expecting a
respond; otherwise the messages aren’t
sent to us…” “Arrow” interrupted him
saying “Sent to their spies here!!”
“Frank” confirmed “Arrow’s” words,
this made everyone afraid and
worried…

“Frank” knew why did “Chen” left
the crew for months, she was pregnant
and didn’t wanna tell “Frank” about
her baby, he saw that she might be
afraid of something and maybe the
baby wasn’t his…“Frank” was digging
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behind “Victor” and his
disappearance, but he had another
issue that was delayed for a long time,
the living rocks in the Western desert in
“Egypt” & “Spain”, these moving rocks
were hidden for years, no one ever
believed anyone who mentioned
anything about them, “Frank”,
“Hylaria”, “Electrocutioner” &
“Viktoria” were the only people who
saw these things and engaged with
them too, “Frank” intended to use
“Cheetah’s” help with that issue, but
she shocked “Frank” that she knew
about them, they were ancient
creatures which lived on Earth even
before man was created, like the
creatures living on the “Skull” island,
she explained “The planet was made
in 5 days and man was created in the
6th day to see everything available to
him and all creatures around him,
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fearing and respecting him because
humans looked like God, after
centuries, species started to change and
many kinds got extinct, like my kind of
creatures and many others, these rocks
were called the ‘Desert Guards’, they
are slow and blind but react to motion
and completely indestructible, forget
about them because they’re in every
wide desert on Earth and they hate
human voices, so they will never attack
humans; unless humans go to them
and start troubles” “Frank” didn’t like
the idea of leaving this issue, but he
had nothing to do since these creatures
were in every desert, he was amazed to
know that “Cheetah” knew about God
and the origins of creation; but he
didn’t ask her how did she knew…The
“Knight” and his friends had another
way to bring an immortal and use him,
“Jason” thought of the gate in the
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“Himalayas”, he used to know about it
decades ago, but he also knew the
dangers they might face there and the
sacrifice problem, it wasn’t a trouble to
find someone to do so, a human guide
in the mountain would be good enough
to be sacrificed with in return of
“Rumple” or any immortal demon
they knew, “Black Skin” used to know
an immortal who could be helpful and
already from the underworld, he was
the devil’s favorite demon and used to
appear to people to feed on their souls
centuries ago; then he was sent to the
underworld and was never raised
before, using him for the rituals of
raising “Hades” wasn’t gonna be a
trouble, because “Hades” was gonna
raise the underworld and he would be
raised again as well, but she was very
wrong about this, the sacrificed one
would live alone in the “Waste Ground”
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with the humans of the surface; with
no chance to rise upwards, so they
headed to the “Himalayas”…On their
way, they got lost and went to an area
where “Yety” monsters used to live, that
time there were no one of the “Sherpa”
people living at the mountains,
“Knight” wasn’t comfortable to go up
there without a guide but “Jason” told
them that he can find the way using
magic, at some point “Jason” felt that
they were lost, he told them that they
should retreat, then the monsters
appeared, “Knight” told them not to
move but “Brass” changed his form to
be brass, this change made the monsters
feel threatened and started attacking
them, “Hades’s” men did well against 4
monsters then they kept moving, after
hours of walking, they camped in a
cave to avoid an up coming storm, this
cave wasn’t empty, someone lived there
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for centuries but he was away, “Black
Skin” found a seat and some dead
remaining of an animal, she told them
that the place belonged to someone or
some animal, then a thunder
happened in the cave and a rock man
appeared, “Brass” tried to attack him
but he was stronger and held him from
his throat and hit the others by
thunder, “Knight” liked him and tried
to contain his anger and told him that
they needed shelter, he didn’t
understand their language but he
knew what they needed, so he left them
and kept his caution in case they
attacked him, “Black Skin” tried to
talk to him and could tell him that
they were going to the ‘Gate of the Dead’
he told them the way, they had to pass
a valley but this valley was a trap he
prepared for whoever wanted to go to
the Gate, once they moved down the
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valley and walked to its middle, then
the cave man hit the valley with
thunder and made the snow fill the
valley and bury them, he was the
Gate’s protector but the “Sentinels”
didn’t pass by him in 2017 because
they used another route that time, that
rock man used to be called the “Stone
Watcher” by the “Sherpa” people,
when he got close to them, they moved
away from their houses because they
used to fear him very much…“Knight”
and his friends were buried in the
snow for sometime…

In “Egypt”, things were bad and the
government was facing a high level of
terrorism, Muslim terrorist
organizations were growing stronger
and the Egyptian government had
forces and weapons to face them but the
explosions and killing never stopped,
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there was someone leading them and
guiding their steps, he was “Abd Al
Rahman’s” brother “Amir”, he wasn’t
in “Egypt” but the Americans knew
where he was, but of course they didn’t
share such information with anyone,
they were actually ok with what they
were doing to the Egyptians, the
Egyptian Intelligence was stronger than
it used to be and knew “Frank’s” secret
identity, this gave them the courage to
ask him for help but they needed to do
this secretly of course…An Egyptian
agent named “Mahmoud” with his
assistant “Salma” payed “Frank” a
visit in the mansion in “Wales”, they
said that they were sent by “Frank’s”
uncle-“Judge”-to tell him and “Dr.
Frank” a very bad news, they knew
many languages but they showed
“Ronda” that they didn’t know
English, “Ronda” was the major maid
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and was the one who welcome visitors,
she told “Frank” & “Hylaria” that
there were 2 Egyptians coming to meet
“Frank” about a top secret topic,
“Hylaria” had a body paint allover her
body so she couldn’t go to meet them
with “Frank”, “Dr. Frank” was out
with the kids and “Paige” for fun, he
was their grandfather and loved them
so much, the agents asked “Frank” to
talk to him privately, despite the fact
that they were alone in the room, but
they knew that the place was watched
by cameras and microphones were
everywhere recording everything,
“Frank” didn’t understand why would
“Judge” send him anyone in “Wales”
and not just call on the safe line, they
handed “Frank” a file, it was his file,
his identity and everything about him
and his brother “Victor”, “Dr. Frank”
and his grandpa “Isaac” too, but
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“Isaac’s” info weren’t much and weren’t
all precised about his life, “Frank”
realized that he was talking to
governmental agents not regular people,
they were speaking in Arabic of course
and “Frank” started replying to them
in Arabic when he realized that he’s
exposed to them, they told him that
“Egypt” needed his help, “Mahmoud”
said “Mark Isaac, you can pretend to be
whoever you think you are, but don’t
forget who you really are” “Frank” said
“What did Egypt do for me and my
family?! Ever since we left Egypt things
got better, all youth of my age are
looking for an opportunity to leave this
country, why would they do that?
Because they’re poor, unemployed, ill
without medicine, worse education on
Earth, nearly the highest levels of
pollution, sexual assaults, regardless to
religious persecution and killing
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Christians just for their religion, why
should I stay in Egypt and refuse all
this??” moving his hand showing them
the place, referring to his position and
all the facilitates he had for his
children and for himself, “Salma”
said “That’s where your life began and
where it’s probably gonna end, don’t
forget where you came from agent
Frankenstein, we all work to serve our
countries…” “Frank” interrupted her
“Frankenstein isn’t for one country or
organization, I successfully made
something the whole world can be
proud of, I can’t be corrupted or bullied
by any agent from any country, unless
your man is a global threat, I won’t
move; and these info you got about me
won’t be a threat to my life anymore”
“Salma” said “Why should you wait
till he become a worldwide threat? He’s
already taking responsibility for
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several terrorist events in different
places in the world including USA and
other European countries, will you
wait till they attack London to make a
move? Although it’s not your country
you won’t leave it, but you’ll leave your
home country to face a threat like this,
where’s your honor?” “Frank” looked
at her aggressively enough to make
“Mahmoud” stand up, “Hylaria” came
in and told “Frank” that she heard
everything, the Egyptians were shocked
to see her and her look, they didn’t
know anything about her and she
didn’t talk to them and they didn’t
know that she speaks Arabic, “Hylaria”
told “Frank” to help them as much as
he can, “Frank” told her that he can’t
do anything on his own, he was a
soldier obeying orders, “Hylaria” said
“You’re more than being just a soldier,
some men are just meant to be Gods, it’s
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a responsibility you can’t run away
from, you’re Frankenstein, and we
always support you” “Frank” agreed to
help them and told them to leave and
meet him in “Egypt” at his old home in
3 days, the Egyptians agreed and gave
“Frank” a phone to contact him but he
refused it and told them that he’d be
there in 3 days and “Salma” trusted
him for some reason and took
“Mahmoud” and left…“Hylaria”
informed “Ivy” what happened and
“Ivy” tracked them and made sure that
they were from the Egyptian
government for real, it wasn’t official
and “Ivy” couldn’t do things without
permissions and orders, so she told
them that she’ll cover on them for a
week and they must finish the job
secretly as soon as possible, “Hylaria”
thanked her and told “Frank” about
this and he was happy for “Ivy’s”
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acceptance, she knew that it won’t be
easy for “Frank” to live with the fact
that his home country was in danger
and he can’t do anything for it, “Frank”
smiled and said to himself “Here we go
again, another war in Egypt”…
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{Voyna #8}

“Frank” chose who would join him
in that war, “Hylaria” was surprised
that she wasn’t chosen by “Frank” but
he convinced her that her skin won’t
bear the heat in “Egypt”, he was right,
the crew were [Frank, Floyd, Paige,
Sonya, Arrow, Quiet & Twin] but
“Frank” saw that he was gonna need
his old crew members, “Cain” &
“Deadshot”, “Frank” called them and
they agreed to join the party, that time
“Deadshot” was in “England”, the crew
met at the hideout in “Cairo” secretly,
“Cain” gathered all info about “Amir”
and his terrorists, he told them that he
was “Abd Al Rahman’s” brother and
was one of his men, but their location
wasn’t known, “Frank” said “That’s not
enough, we need to know more and
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more personal data about him, where
is he from? Who else of his family is
alive and where? His wife, kids,
parents, siblings; everything” “Paige”
got an idea to know more about that
guy “We can know more about him, if
he’s in the NATO’s database; then the
Americans must have more data about
him in the International Criminal
database” “Arrow” said “The
Americans don’t share secret info in
the International Criminal database,
they’ll tell us what we already know”
“Frank” looked at “Cain” without
talking, “Cain” understood “No, you
can’t be serious…” the others looked at
him, he agreed to do it but he said that
he was gonna need time, he was gonna
hack into the American database,
“Frank” told him that they got 7 days
to finish the job and catch or kill this
guy, “Cain” started working and the
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others prepared themselves to meet the
Egyptians with “Frank” but he insisted
to meet them alone…

“Frank” met “Mahmoud” & “Salma”
at his old home, “Salma” said “I knew
you’d come” he replied “I’ll help you
with that one, but I want everything
you’ve got on him, every data can be
helpful to me, I also need your full
trust; no secrets and no interference in
how I manage things, are we clear?”,
“Mahmoud” gave “Frank” everything
they’ve got about “Amir” but they
insisted to join him and his crew
because they were the Egyptian
representatives in this operation, he
accepted but he told them that he was
the only link between his crew and
them, the lack of trust wasn’t right but
“Frank” didn’t have to trust
them…“Sonya” knew some info about a
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team of terrorists preparing themselves
for an attack on a police station in “Al
Arish”-“Sinai” during the next few
hours, “Frank” told the Egyptian
agents and they warned the army
troops there, “Frank” took the crew and
traveled to “Sinai” secretly and
decided to attack the terrorists before
they attack the place, satellite imaging
showed their locations and numbers,
they were many in numbers, “Frank”
decided to attack them alone, the
“Sentinels” weren’t comfortable with
this but he wanted to know something
from them, the terrorists knew that the
army surrounded the place with a lot
of reinforcements, but they weren’t
expecting “Frank” at all, the attack
happened on the place, cops and
soldiers started engaging with them,
then suddenly; the terrorists started
screaming and yelling, it was weird to
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the soldiers then they saw “Frank”
shooting and killing the assailants,
they hesitated and didn’t know if they
should shoot him or not, they got
shocked that they can’t contact any of
their officials, because “Cain” blocked
their signals because “Frank” didn’t
want them to tell anyone that he was
there, he dealt with the assailants and
killed many of them, the last 5 of them
gave up and the soldiers caught them,
“Frank” caught 2 of them and
disappeared, the crew took “Frank”
and the terrorists and went somewhere
safe, interrogating them revealed more
than the Egyptians could ever know
from the 3 others, “Frank” recorded
everything they said and delivered the
records to “Mahmoud”; to his home,
which was a shock to him of course, he
had a wife and 3 kids, “Frank” wanted
to tell him that he knows a lot about
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“Mahmoud” & “Salma” too…“Amir”
was told that “Frankenstein” was in
“Egypt” and had the intention of
hunting terrorism in “Sinai”…

“Amir” sent new heavier weapons to
his men in “Egypt”, 2 days later,
“Paige” knew that a shipment of heavy
weapons was on its way from “Syria”
passing by “Israel” & “Gaza” to “Sinai”,
“Arrow” called some friends in “Israel”
to stop the shipment, he didn’t tell
them that it was on its way to “Egypt”,
he told them that it was going to thugs
in “Gaza” to perform an attack on them,
this made the “Mossad” ambush the
shipment and catch it, despite “Amir’s”
precautions, this made “Amir” decide
to go to “Egypt” himself…When “Amir”
arrived, “Cain” said “Hey, the shark
ate our bait, Amir is in Sharm El
Sheikh, our satellites detected him just
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now” “Frank” said “Let’s move” and
the crew took their jet and traveled
there as soon as possible, on their way,
“Mahmoud” sent “Frank” the info and
told him that there was a trouble in
“Sharm El Sheikh” and asked him to
go there, “Frank” told “Mahmoud” that
he was on his way there already,
“Amir” arrived with a huge threat and
it was considered to be the worst
terrorist attack on the Egyptian
soil…“Amir” and a lot of his men and
other Arabs attacked the “Four Seasons
Resort” which was one of the biggest
and best resorts in “Sinai”, “Amir”
took hundreds of tourists and
Egyptians as hostages and demanded
the Egyptians to admit that they failed
and demanded the present government
to resign “I want nothing but an
official admittance by the Egyptian
government that they failed to stop
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God’s work, I want the Muslims here to
admit that they called the faithless
nations of the west to fight against the
faithful men of God and his Prophet, I
WON, I beat this corrupted regime down
enough to make them ask for foreigners
to save them, forgetting that they are
Muslims like us, I want the Egyptian
president to admit that his men lost the
war to us and he asked for the faithless
Frankenstein to finish his work and I
want his resignation to be public, if
this isn’t live on TV in 2 hours, I’ll start
killing people here and there are too
many Christians here to be killed” his
men published this video on social
media and sent it to other funded
channels by terrorist organizations,
this made the “Sentinel’s” existence in
“Egypt” well known to everyone,
“Frank” said “I’ve faced many terrorists
and criminals in my life but this is
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different, he crossed the line”
“Deadshot” said “That’s the price of
being good, every act has a consequence
even if that act is noble”, “Arrow” said
“That’s not all, the regime’s fall and the
governmental admittance of their
failure won’t get him out of there in
one piece” “Paige” said “You squeezed
them, you hammered them to the point
of desperation, in their desperation;
they turned to do something insane
that might get their man killed” to
“Frank”, he said “Terrorists aren’t
complicated, Paige, we gotta know
what he’s after” “Deadshot” replied to
him “Perhaps he’s a guy you don’t
fully understand…Years ago, I was with
a crew in Bangladesh in a top secret op,
a black op actually, locals used to bribe
a bandit to avoid his evil using peat
stones and other iron ores as bribes, he
demanded them to give him these
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stones and small shares of their food as
much as he needed, in return of peace
and protection, he was actually
wanted by the police, they asked for
help from us to get rid of the bandit
and we agreed, so we went looking for
him in the Saka Haphong mountain;
where they said that he used to live, it’s
near Myanmar, days later; we found
where he hid but we never found any
stones with him and in the same time
we didn’t know anyone who traded
with him either, the next day I found
one of the local’s children playing with
an ore and a stone, I spoke with the kid
and he told me that he found the ore
somewhere near the village, later we
found more stones, the bandit was
throwing them away” “Floyd” asked
“Then why did he tell them to give him
the stones and ores if he can’t sell
them?!” “Deadshot” replied “Because
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he saw that it was fun and they had no
one to stop him, or maybe he got
nothing to do but to fight, and nothing
to fight for but his own life”, what
“Deadshot” meant was that “Amir”
wasn’t looking for anything logical and
can’t be negotiated with, he was just a
terrorist, “Salma” called “Frank” and
told him that the president asked to see
him, “Frank” wasn’t advised to go, but
he saw that the Egyptians needed him
and won’t hurt him, “Arrow” insisted
to go with him but “Frank” refused
strictly, he met “Mahmoud” & “Salma”
and they took him to the president in
“Suez”, “Frank” was in his suit and
mask with all his tools and equipment,
“Mahmoud” told “Frank” that the
president doesn’t know his identity
and he didn’t care, all he cared about
were the hostages in “Sharm El
Sheikh”, it was the first and last time
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“Frank” met the Egyptian president in
his life, “Mahmoud” took “Frank” in a
military chopper to “Suez” and waited
for him to go back together, the
president said “I see that you’re a
unique soldier or agent, I never
believed that you’re real, you might be
someone else sent to me for negotiation
but it’s ok I understand…” “Frank”
replied “There’s one Frankenstein in
this world, you’re looking at him, sir”
the president started discussing the
situation, “Frank” wanted to use the
Egyptians help to prove to the world
that the Egyptians were strong too, but
“Frank” didn’t tell the president
everything about what he intended to
do and how was he gonna move,
“Frank” promised the president that
he’d finish this critical situation
before any damages and without any
life loss or civilian casualties, the
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president promised him with complete
cooperation of all Egyptian units, then
“Frank” left with “Mahmoud” back to
“Sharm El Sheikh”…The “Sentinels”
were worried but “Frank” comforted
them and asked what they got about
the situation and they told “Frank” the
updates…

The resort became a military camp,
the “Sentinels” proposed sneaking in,
“Frank” told them that they had no
other way but letting him in and
following his steps by satellites, “Quiet”
& “Deadshot” took positions and took a
look at the east and west side of the
place, “Quiet’s” notes were weird to
everyone, she said “Something is wrong,
masked thugs are securing the hotel but
they’re taking positions at wide
windows without cover” “Floyd” said
“Then get ready to hunt them down,
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this distraction will give Frank the
chance to move in” “Deadshot” said “It
might be a trap”, “Arrow” used
binoculars and took a look then said
“Hold on a second, this is a shooting
gallery, why would they do such
thing”, “Mahmoud” said “When Frank
give us the mark, snipers take them
down, a strike team move in from the
south side, during the chaos; the rest of
the forces will shoot smoke grenades
and launch a full scale attack covering
all exits and roof” “Arrow” liked the
idea, “Frank” said “No, it’s not that
simple, with Amir it never is, I need 10
minutes inside alone” “Mahmoud”
said “The world is watching, nothing
is simple, every moment passes gets one
of the hostages one step closer to death;
we have no time, we MUST do it” he
seemed very intense, he was warned
that if any hostage died he’d face
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serious consequences and probably he
would be fired, it was 30 minutes left
till “Amir’s” time limit was over and
he’d start killing tourists, “Frank” said
“You wanna make it right, follow my
lead” “Mahmoud” got angry “WHO
YOU THINK YOU ARE? THERE’S NO
TIME, WE’RE GOING IN; WE GOTTA
SAVE THEM; I GOTTA SAVE THEM TO
KEEP MY JOB, FRANKENSTEIN” and
raised his gun to “Frank”, the
“Sentinels” got intense but “Frank”
raised his hand telling them to stand
down then he stood on the rooftop’s edge
and shot one side of the hotel with his
remote grapnel and used the strong
wire to slide from the rooftop he was
standing on to the hotel through one of
the windows where thugs were
standing without cover, “Frank” hit
one of them and took him off balance,
the other 2 got hit and fall down then
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“Frank” noticed that the thugs weren’t
fighting back and heard them grunting,
as if they couldn’t speak, “Frank”
pulled the masks off their heads and
realized the trick, they were the
tourists, “Amir’s” men forced them to
wear like the thugs with masks and
tied them in front of exposed windows
to make them soft targets to be shot by
the police and the “Sentinels”, “Frank”
had a private safe radio station
between him and “Cain”, the
“Sentinels” knew that later, when he
saw that the thugs were actually the
tourists, he contacted “Cain” and said
“Cain, we’re hunting the wrong targets,
the thugs are the tourists and they
made the tourists dress like them”
“Cain” said “Damn, you’ve got save
them, they’re all on 3 floors, thugs &
hostages, I’ll report now, OMG”
“Mahmoud” launched the attack for
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real and the “Sentinels” couldn’t stop
him, “Frank” noticed that and tried to
keep the forces away from them after
pulling more tourists away from the
windows to save them from the shooters
using his grapnel gun, soldiers reported
that “Frank” was attacking them,
“Cain” told the “Sentinels” using their
safe radio station, when they knew
they started helping “Frank” by
stopping the soldiers and trying to
contact “Mahmoud” or “Salma” telling
them that the thugs in the hotel were
actually the hostages but they weren’t
listening due to heavy shooting and the
fact that most soldiers didn’t speak
English…“Deadshot” made his way in
the place and shot some thugs who were
inside and could know where “Amir”
was sealing himself with his men and
other hostages using the hotel’s CCTV,
he sent his location inside the hotel to
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“Cain” and he sent it to “Frank”,
“Floyd” and the others discovered
bombs in the place, which made things
worse, “Amir” intended to blow the
hotel with everyone in, “Cain” blocked
all radio signals from the place
according to “Arrow’s” orders to avoid
any remote detonating to the bombs, it
wasn’t too long till “Frank” reached
where “Amir” was, he saw “Deadshot”
and they got each others thoughts,
“Deadshot” identified the thugs’
locations in the hall and was good
enough to shoot them all without
hurting any civilian, “Frank” was
gonna attack “Amir” and whoever
protecting him and saving whoever
could be saved, they did it and it was
impressive, “Amir” tried to shoot back
at “Frank” but it didn’t work and
“Frank” caught him and killed his
men, at some point, Egyptian cops and
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soldiers realized that thugs were
wearing like the tourists and they
made the tourists wear their clothes,
after the fight between “Frank” &
“Amir”, “Frank” caught him and tied
him well, “Deadshot” wanted to kill
him but “Frank” stopped him, they
needed to know more about his clan,
“Amir” said “You’re making a mistake,
you announced war on your countries,
a war you can’t afford and your
technology won’t save ANYONE”, in
minutes, the place was controlled by
the “SEAL” army soldiers and most
thugs were murdered or injured, the
“Sentinels’” involvement was
extremely valuable and the Egyptians
admitted this and thanked “Frank”
and the “Sentinels”, “Frank” asked to
take “Amir” but his request was denied,
this wasn’t expected by the
“Sentinels”…“Ivy” called “Deadshot”
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privately and told him to shoot “Amir”
if the “NATO” failed to take “Amir”
from the Egyptians by negotiations,
they didn’t want the Egyptians to know
too much because most of what the
Egyptians know gets leaked to the
Russians, the “Sentinels” stayed for 2
days in “Egypt” negotiating with the
Egyptians, “Silver” arrived with “Rose”
to lead the negotiations…The Egyptians
decided to move “Amir” to a highly
secured prison with a lot of security, on
their way, the convoy was ambushed
roughly by terrorists, “Cain” knew and
reported this to the others and “Frank”
decided to interfere, “Mahmoud” &
“Salma” were in “Tur”, when they
knew; they decided to move in a
chopper to where the attack was, “Amir”
was gonna be transported to “Suez”
where a military chopper was gonna
transport him to that prison in “Cairo”,
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the “Sentinels” moved in their own
cars, the crew was [Frank, Silver, Floyd,
Rose, Deadshot, Sonya, Twin, Quiet,
Arrow & Paige], “Frank” & “Paige”
were together in the “Chevy”, “Floyd”
& “Rose” were together in the “Ram”
with “Silver” in the back holding a
mini-gun fixed to the car’s roof,
“Arrow” & “Quiet” were together in a
modified Jeep, [Sonya, Deadshot &
Twin] were together in another
modified Jeep…Soon; the chase
started…
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{The Witch & The Monster}

“Amir” was expecting his men to
save him, this wasn’t expected by the
Egyptians but “Amir” wasn’t like
regular terrorists and his clan wasn’t
like the Arab clans…

The assailant crew were 6 “GMC”
Jeeps, each had 4 terrorists, 3 gunners
and a driver, the convoy had several
armored vehicles belonging to the army
but they weren’t enough against the
new destructive weapon “Abd Al
Rahman” was dealing with in
“Germany” & “England”, the
“Nanomites”, for the “Sentinels’” good
luck, the terrorists wasted all their
rounds on the Egyptians and missing
some shots, this made the fight normal
again but nearly all the Egyptian
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convoy were gone, “Deadshot’s”
existence was important, he shot 2
terrorist drivers in 2 cars making these
cars lose control and crash, the others;
he shot their tires stopping them and
the fight became gun-to-gun, “Frank”
stopped and told the others to take cover,
he used his new cans on his
forearms-he still got them and the
team reloaded them for him-and shot
the terrorists’ cars, the explosion killed
some of them and the rest of them were
injured, without the “Sentinels’”
interference, “Amir” could have been
freed, “Mahmoud” & “Salma” arrived
and witnessed the scene, “Salma”
looked really impressed…It didn’t take
much time from the Egyptians to
realize that this was bigger than them,
so they agreed to handle “Amir” to the
“Sentinels”, the foreign civilians from
the “Four Seasons Resort” had planes to
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take them back to their countries, they
expressed their thanks to the guy who
saved them and drew paintings of him
and wrote on the paintings “Thank you,
Frankenstein” and shared his pictures
on social media, the Egyptian
government sent its prime minister to
say goodbyes to the “Sentinels” and
express his and the country’s
appreciations for what they did,
“Mahmoud” was rewarded by his
officials later…“Cheetah” was in
“Wales” with the family, “Hylaria”
had a lot to teach her, she was
watching “Frank” in the news, she
didn’t understand anything but seeing
“Frank” was making her feel
comfortable and relaxed…The
“Sentinels” flew to “London” with
their jet the next day to deliver “Amir”
to the “MI6”, “Ivy” welcomed them and
her men took “Amir” away, after hours
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of rest, “Ivy” asked “Frank” to talk
privately, she asked him about
“Cheetah” and her fate, “Ivy” saw that
she belonged to a jungle or someplace
where she can live away from humans
who will fear and hate her, “Frank”
refused the idea of giving up on her
unless she wanted to leave, then “Ivy”
spoke to “Frank” about “Rogue” and
his death in “USA”, she said that
“Viktoria” was blaming them for
killing him; in order to cover on some
important people, “Frank” didn’t reply
because both of them know that
someone killed him to prevent him
from talking and exposing more
officials…The crew returned home to
“Wales”, the internet was talking about
what happened in “Egypt” and how
“Frank” and the “Sentinels” saved
those civilians, poor Egyptians allover
the country used to call him ‘The
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Monster’ and shared rumors that he
was a gen or an angel, educated people
doubted that he was a human; many
people saw that he was a robot with
special Artificial Intelligence, news
about “Frank” spread more than
celebrities and football players,
“Frankenstein” became the number 1
topic on the internet for weeks…

In “Greece”, there was a Chinese
witch looking for something, she used
to look like humans but she was a sort
of a fairy or a very powerful witch, she
was one of “Rumple’s” friends in the
far past but they never trusted each
other…When “Hades” appeared on
Earth, in “Iraq”, she felt him and
decided to track him, she tried for a
long time but “Hades’s” teleportation
was making the trace harder for her,
she knew that he was the devil himself,
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she saw that he could be anyone but
that wasn’t gonna block her trace,
when “Frank” broke the skull and sent
“Hades” & the “Skull King” to hell, her
trace to “Hades” stopped, but she started
hunting the killer who was too easy to
be traced, “Frankenstein”…She could
never have a child from humans,
demons or gens, although her hard
efforts, but she created a portion that
can make her pregnant with unique
children but she needed a unique
father for the process to be completed
safely without troubles to the baby or to
her, the required father must be either
the devil himself; or the one who could
beat the devil 3 times in a row, “Frank”
beat the devil-“Hades”-2 times and
beat him for the 3rd time when “Hades”
tried his playing games with “Frank’s”
mind in the cave like what he did with
the “Predator”, it was a devil act,
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besides to breaking the magical skulls,
“Hades” failed to corrupt “Frank’s”
mind, this made it the 3rd time he beat
the devil, since “Hades” was gone;
“Frank” became the only one in that
era to be the father of her child, she
searched for someone like him for TOO
long, the witch’s human name was
“Lucy Shu”…

“Lucy” made people see her so
beautiful and VERY rich, with a lot of
servants, the servants were her fellow
gens, she was in “Greece” looking for a
way to raise “Hades”, but she focused
on “Frank” and asked her gens and
fairies about him and they told her
what he did, they told her where he
was and she didn’t intend to waste time
and teleported herself to “Wales” near
the mansion and made a crow search
for him inside, minutes later, the crow
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came back, she used magic to transport
what it saw to herself and could know
“Frank”, after some time she realized
that “Frank” had an ancient soul, his
ancient soul made him powerful
enough to love 3 women and have kids
from them and others without losing
any of them, this ability of living like
this was nothing modern, this power he
had to convince them to accept the
situation and keep loving him was very
impressive to “Lucy” and made her feel
that “Frank” was the only one suitable
for her…“Frank” was very tired and
slept for hours, “Jenny” was sleeping
next to him, “Lucy” teleported herself
inside the room and blocked “Jenny”
away from the environment around
her and lifted her upwards; clearing
the area next to “Frank” on the bed and
she slept with him, that time “Frank”
was the twin not the father, that time
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the twin wasn’t sterile because in fact;
he was “Wolf’s” father, but since that
night he became sterile because “Lucy”
exhausted him sexually the way no
man could ever endure, she got tired
but she liked “Frank” very much
enough that she cursed him to be
stronger and endure anything, but at a
certain moment his head turns to a
skull with blue flames, only if he was
hit by a Godly power or facing
something his humanity can’t endure;
he turns to be the demon, this made his
life get extended too, but he wasn’t
immortal, she didn’t tell him or talk to
him at all, this power made him 2
things with the same ancient soul, the
human body; which was gonna die one
day; and the demon inside him; which
was immortal and had no reason,
that’s why the demon couldn’t control
or change him, “Lucy” didn’t turn
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“Frank” to a demon because she
wanted his soul to remain the same, if
she killed his humanity, his soul
might get lost or corrupted, she
intended to keep him like he was
because she wanted him for herself like
he was; not like she wanted…After they
were done, “Lucy” returned everything
in the room to its position and “Jenny”
back beside “Frank” and left, “Frank”
didn’t know what happened but he felt
that he wasted a lot of his effort the past
night, but “Jenny” told him that they
didn’t do anything the past night
which was weird to “Frank”; who felt
that he was different…

“Lucy” went back to “China” with
her pregnancy which was extremely
fast, in 11 weeks; she gave birth to her
baby boy who was a human-demon,
she called him “Necromancer”,
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because he got the dark power of
collecting souls of his victims, he
couldn’t take anyone’s soul, but if he
killed anyone, the victim’s soul goes
automatically to him and he absorbs it,
the existence depending on several
souls in him was gonna make him
immortal…“Lucy” didn’t show up to
“Frank” for weeks, but she was busy
raising her demon son and training
him how to use dark magic and how to
kill using swords and all kinds of old
weapons including Japanese swords,
evolving his powers made him strong
enough to go to any dimension and
back to Earth, even the
underworld…He was growing too fast
too…
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In October 12th 2021, the “KGB”
spotted the “Skull” island and knew
that it wasn’t too hard to reach, besides
to the fact that “Bermuda” triangle
wasn’t a dangerous area anymore, the
“KGB” knew about the “Sentinels”
journey to that island later, “Vasily”
ordered “Anton” and his brothers to
travel there and check out this island
with scientists and geologists hired by
the government, it wasn’t officially a
British or American island, the
Russians saw that putting a hand on
an island in the Atlantic ocean was
gonna be a hit to “USA”, “Viktoria”
heard about this but didn’t care…
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{The Skull Island 3}

In the same time, “Lucy” saw that
her boy was so strong enough to rule the
underworld, so she told him to go
where the devil fall recently and go to
kill him where he last fall, killing the
devil was gonna be impossible in the
underworld where his slaves were
everywhere, so he had to take him from
there to Earth and kill him to earn his
place as a King of the underworld and
all demons everywhere in hell and on
Earth, “Necromancer” went to the
underworld and bowed for “Hades”
and told him that he can propagate
between both dimensions easily, this
attracted “Hades’s” attention and
agreed to go with him, “Necromancer”
took him from the underworld to the
“Skull” island and in the cave where
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the devil died, “Hades” was shocked
that “Necromancer” took him to that
place on Earth, “Lucy” was there and
she casted a spell preventing any gen or
fairy from interfering, “Hades”
realized that he was trapped “You
slaves dare to ambush your King?!” he
said to “Necromancer” & “Lucy” then
he changed his form to be a huge devil
monster and “Necromancer” enlarged
his body to be in his size and they
started fighting in a unique
brawl…Every time “Necromancer” was
in a tangle or taking beating, “Frank”
was feeling it like hits in his heart
enough for the others to take him to a
hospital, no one understood what
happened to him and he didn’t know
too then he fainted for hours, during
his long sleep, he had a dream of both
demons fighting aggressively in a forest
terrain, he knew that it was the “Skull”
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island from the mountain then he
woke up suddenly saying one thing
“Take me to the Skull island now”
“Rose” & “Hylaria” were close to him
and heard him, “Paige” & “Jenny”
came in the room to see him, “Rose” got
out and spoke to “Floyd” telling him
what “Frank” said, he was astonished
saying “Why would he wanna go to
that island now? He defeated Hades
and the Skull king with the animal
woman!! There’s nothing precious there
anymore”, “Russia” sent geologists and
scientists with the “KGB’s” crew to the
island…On the island, the Russians
arrived to the east side of the island in
a spy submarine and took a boat to the
island’s shores, the submarine sensed
unknown activities on the island but
they didn’t see it weird; thinking that
it might be animals or living locals
fighting, once the crew reached there;
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they felt that there was something
wrong on the island and earth was
shacking beneath their feet, they
hesitated to move in but the scientists
with them refused to go away with
nothing in hand; so they moved in…On
their way in the island, they started
seeing weird animals and things,
facing these animals made the “Dmitry”
brothers afraid, “Dom” was with them,
she told them that they should abort
mission and return back but “Anton”
couldn’t leave the scientists and just go
away, it was gonna be bad for the the
brothers’ position in the agency and no
one would believe them, “Dom” knew
that the “Sentinels” were on the island
and exactly where they were, she
found one of “Arrow’s” arrows on the
ground, it was an electric arrow he
used when they were on their way
north; besides to some bullet casings,
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she told her brothers and they saw that
they should follow the “Sentinels”
tracks, the scientists kept taking
samples from the soil and plants, then
they were shocked by a wild plant
closing its ‘mouth’ on one of the
scientists’ hands and cutting it down,
shooting the plant revealed that the
plant was more like a fixed creature in
the ground, the crew heard roars
coming from the caves and mountain,
they decided to avoid going there, then
they were shocked by a flock of giant
wild buffaloes running in their
direction, they crew got off the way but
they noticed that the flock was running
with fear; according to one of the
scientists’ note, the one who lost his
hand died, because the plant took his
hand and poisoned his blood
too…Minutes later, the Russian crew
saw both monsters and started taking
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pictures like tourists, “Anton” ordered
everyone to run, because “Necromancer”
felt their existence and decided to kill
them and take their souls; to strengthen
himself more, the Russians ran and
“Necromancer” threw “Hades” away
for a distance and went after them, but
they ran to a worse place, they took
their way through a swamp, they
didn’t see anything weird in it, but the
swamp had something living in it, the
thing was more like a
mobile-human-shaped plant, it
wasn’t obvious for the humans, but
“Necromancer” & “Lucy” felt his
existence and “Lucy” told him to focus
on “Hades” and leave them to her, she
turned herself to a Chinese dragon and
started chasing the Russians with
caution, then the “Swamp” creature got
out of the swamp and attacked her, she
was ready for him and fought with the
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creature, but the creature’s rise killed 2
more scientists, “Dom” sent a message to
“Viktoria” by radio telling her that
they were dying and sent their
coordinates to her, “Viktoria” went to a
wizard she knew in “Moscow” and
forced him to teleprot her to that island,
he asked for money but “Viktoria”
threatened him and he used to fear her,
he wasn’t as strong as “Rumple” but he
could cast a teleportation spell and she
knew the spell but didn’t know how to
perform it, when he did it; a purple
smoke appeared in front of her,
“Viktoria” left money for the wizard on
his desk and went through the smoke
with her guns and tools, before going
she sent “Frank” and told him that
there was something VERY wrong on
that island, she didn’t know that they
were there before but she knew that the
“Sentinels” were the best allies she got
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when it comes to magic and
monsters…“Frank” received “Viktoria’s”
message and told the others, they got
convinced when “Bee” confirmed the
presence of a spy submarine belonging
to “Russia” near the island, the crew
prepared themselves as fast as they
could, “Frank” was ok to join the team,
the jet was prepared and the crew went
on their way, “Ivy” said that she sent
them on a highly classified operation
to “Bermuda” island…The “Sentinels”
crew were [Frank, Cheetah, Floyd, Rose,
Quiet, Arrow, Sonya, Twin & Silver]
“Electrocutioner” & “Bee” were
following them by satellites…“Viktoria”
saw “Necromancer” fighting “Hades”
but the fight was at its end,
“Necromancer” beat “Hades” down,
regardless to the bad terrains and other
monsters joining the fight sometimes,
“Hades” turned to his human form
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when he got weakened and
“Necromancer” got smaller and caught
him from his throat, “Viktoria” didn’t
know who were these but she attacked
“Necromancer” with her grenade
launcher sending him away for a
distance, “Hades” fall down and said
“Help me, he’s too strong and must be
stopped” to “Viktoria”, he needed help
and knew that she was human, so he
tried to manipulate her mind by
showing her that “Necromancer” was
bad and he was good, she told “Hades”
to run in the woods and she went after
“Necromancer” but she didn’t find
him, then he attacked her from
upwards and threw her gun away,
“Viktoria” saw that she can take him
down hand-to-hand and her power
was impressive to him because he felt
that she was human but he didn’t
understand how could she be so
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strong…“Hades” teleported himself
away from the island but he was too
weak as “Hades”, so he looked for
another strong form of himself, he went
to “Egypt” and raised “Set’s” tomb and
transformed his consciousness to the
dead mummy, within seconds, the
Egyptian God “Set” was up…“Lucy”
beat the “Swamp” creature down and
went to aid her boy, she tied “Viktoria”
with branches and got mad that “Hades”
escaped, this would make “Hades” send
his servants to hunt “Necromancer” &
his mother “Lucy”, she intended to kill
“Viktoria” but the “Dmitry” brothers
shot them with smoke grenades
blinding “Lucy” and her boy and
taking “Viktoria” away to hide, when
they were gone, “Necromancer” was
gonna look for them, “Lucy” stopped
him and told him that she would trap
them on the island, then they
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disappeared and the submarine got
attacked by weird sea creatures
destroying it…The Russians felt that
they were in a tangle but at that time,
the “Sentinels” arrived with their jet
and picked up the Russian team away,
“Viktoria” asked to drop them near
“Vienna” where she got some contacts
there, “Frank” agreed and dropped
them where “Viktoria” said, on the
way; she told them what happened on
the island and what she saw, they were
surprised but “Frank” wasn’t, he saw
that “Hades” would always find a way
to rise, but he was wondering how did
he do this that fast; and who was that
monster fighting him? These were more
questions he had next to his dream and
his sudden tiredness when he was in
“Wales”…
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{War Machines}

In October 30th 2021, the civilized
world started walking on the path of
Artificial Intelligence and
robotics…Using “Frankenstein’s” suit
idea in creating a similar suit to
“Frank’s” in “USA”, it had higher
abilities than “Frank’s” but it was
bigger in size and heavier, which was
gonna make the user slower in
movement, there were no many suits
already; “USA” manufactured 5 suits
only and started training soldiers to
use them, “Britain” heard about the
secret American project, so they asked
their specialists and engineers to work
on a new one for “Frankenstein”, like a
competition between both countries, it
was already a subject on air but they
had to finish it faster than they
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planned…On the other side of the
world, “China” & “Japan” worked on
their own robots and weapons, “Russia”
wasn’t convinced with the robotics
work and focused on fighters, destroyer
ships, submarines, heavy weapons,
tanks, drones & nukes, by the end of
December 2021, “Frankenstein” had a
new suit officially with higher agility
and better performance…

Messages from space didn’t stop; but
they were more complicated, “Bee”
worked with “Frank” on a new kind of
programming language using the
messages sent to Earth, after hard work;
they could make their own Artificial
Intelligence which could create a
translation for the messages, the
translations for all messages were the
same because the messages were all one,
“Prepare for war, mortals”, these few
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words took pages in the aliens’
language, when the “Sentinels” could
crack the language, they sent what they
found out to “Ivy” and she sent it to the
“MI6” and the British government who
made an urgent meeting in “New York”
in January 30th 2022 to discuss this
crisis, specially that there was nothing
obvious in the space; according to
“NASA” & “ESA”[11], not yet at
least…“Rose” has always been
wondering where was her father from
all this…The “MI6” proposed the
mutants file once more as a way to help;
probably the mutants’ powers joining
the humans’ tech would be a
powerhouse in front of the unknown
threat but the “United Nations” were
against the idea of using mutants;
thinking that they couldn’t be trusted…
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It wasn’t too long till “Set” &
“Necromancer” appeared again, but
this time; they appeared among
humans, both monsters hunted each
other and “Set” could find
“Necromancer” & “Lucy” somewhere
in “China’s” K2 mountain, he went to
them looking for a fight with some of
his demons on his side, “Lucy” was
expecting that and could control the
“Yety” monsters by her magic and
made them join her and her son, then
another fight happened between
“Necromancer” & “Set” this time, he
changed his look to a monster too, not
as big as before, but his power was the
same, “Necromancer” fed on some
human souls during that time and
evolved his magical skills, a fight like
that was hard to avoid by the Chinese
and impossible to be ignored by the
mountains keeper, the one who
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trapped “Knight” and his friends in
the “Himalayas”, the “Stone Watcher”,
he could teleport and appeared there
but he didn’t interfere, he felt that this
was too powerful to him, waiting till
the end was wise; but the Chinese sent
drones to take footage of the
radioactivity in the area, the footage
they recorded and sent back to base
were terrifying and required fast
response, the military was alerted and
they had direct orders from the
president to shoot these ‘things’ by
missiles, they thought that they were
the aliens and that the war started, but
they were very wrong, the missiles were
stopped by “Lucy” and she diverted
them all on “Set” and protected her boy
by a protection spell, the hit was very
strong on “Set” but didn’t kill him,
after the blast, “Necromancer” took
advantage and hit “Set” with full
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power of darkness he had, the hit
vanished him from existence and
“Necromancer” took “Set’s” scepter in
his hand and stood tall, all demons
who came with “Set” started to kneel to
him as the new King of hell and evil…

Time came for the twins “Frank” to
take turns, the twin’s turn came and
the father had to hide, “Frank”-the
father-wasn’t close to “Cheetah” like
his twin, she felt that and could
realize that he wasn’t the same man all
the time, she told him and he didn’t lie
to her, but told her not to tell anyone
and she agreed, “Cheetah” could
differentiate between them from their
hand touches and scent, the twin has
always been attracted to tough women,
but the father was more attracted to
calm and soft women, that’s why he
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was attracted to “Quiet” since day one
in the team…

In “England”, “Landon” was
interested in creating robotic arms
aiding soldiers in the battle field, with
cameras allowing them to see all
directions, but this required arms with
infinite DOF[12] and a method to make
these arms controlled by the human
brain directly, because using a
microcontroller was gonna be slow and
risky, he had his time searching till he
realized that he can make the arms
using tentacles of steel, but the control
method needed more time…“Dr. Boyle”
finished his cryoguns making all
kinds of weapons, heavy and light, he
was working on adding his big
cryogenic rounds to tanks and rocket
launchers, the light guns were tested
and used couple of times against some
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terrorists in “Libya”, all these were
preparations for the upcoming war,
humans didn’t know about the aliens,
governments didn’t share this info with
them to avoid panic…

In June 2022, “Peru” & “Chile”
reported that they had some weird
things happening like radiations,
weird wreckage, unknown
phenomenons happening and the most
weird thing of them all; was a strange
corpse that didn’t seem to be human at
all somewhere abandon in “Chile”,
the corpse didn’t reveal anything
logical or familiar which made “USA”
send a special team of doctors and
scientists to check what’s happening
there, but they found nothing useful,
just more questions, they asked to take
everything with them and the South
American governments didn’t
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refuse…The only conclusion the
Americans had was that these things
and corpse belonged to the aliens, but
no info about the existence of any alien
anywhere yet, later they discovered
that they were right, “USA” started to
awake every spying satellite they got to
scan Earth for anything like what they
had from “South America”, “Russia”
did the same thing when they knew
what happened in “South America”,
what both countries found out was
terrifying…

“Frank”-the twin-was hiding
somewhere, “Dr. Frank” knew the place
and used to go to him from time to time,
when he went to check on “Frank”
there, he didn’t find him, he thought
that he was buying something from the
next shop or something, but in fact he
was affected by “Lucy’s” curse and
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realized that he was different, he
wasn’t allowed to move while his
brother was out but he heard someone
beating his girlfriend next door, he
went to help her and fought with that
guy then suddenly he felt extreme pain
and his face and head turned to blue
fire till his head became a burning
skull, this was terrifying to them, the
guy took a knife out of his pocket and
tried to stab “Frank”, but he caught his
hand and squeezed it enough to turn it
to powder of bones and his heat turned
the man’s skin to ashes, then “Frank”
left him, after moments of pain, the guy
ran away, “Frank” said to the girl
“Leave, he’ll call the cops now” with a
very evil voice, the girl was afraid and
fainted, “Frank” turned to his human
shape hardly and took her away…“Dr.
Frank” came earlier than the police’s
arrival and saw the place next door,
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when he saw that he knew that “Frank”
was involved somehow then he left,
cops came later and found nothing but
they took “Frank’s” descriptions from
the man who was hurt, looking for
“Frank” didn’t take a long time, he was
found in his mansion in “Swansea”,
but interrogating him proved his
existence in the mansion all the time,
besides to the family’s testimonies, but
they had their suspicions that it could
be a trick of some sort, or maybe the
“Twin” was out on his own; but they
made sure that he was where they leave
him always, “Frank” knew that it was
his twin brother because the accident
took place in the apartment where they
used to take turns together, the twin
went somewhere where he could send a
message to his twin bro without anyone
noticing and he did it, “Frank”-the
father-told “Dr. Frank” and told him
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to go pick the twin up; and he told the
others that he’d go out for some fresh air,
“Rose” knew “Frank” well; so she went
after him but he didn’t do anything
weird for real, he knew that he was
gonna be followed by them, that’s why
he told his father to pick up his bro
and he went out to attract attention to
him while “Dr. Frank” moves freely,
very clever…
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{Monsters & Gods}

“Dr. Frank” went to “Frank”-the
twin-where “Frank”-the father-told
him and he found the twin for real,
once he saw him; “Dr. Frank” said
“What did you do? Where did you go??
Don’t you know that you should keep
your head down!” “Frank” said “I
know and I didn’t intend to hurt him
that much, I don’t know what
happened to me but I think that I’m a
demon, are you sure that we are
humans? Are you sure that Victor
didn’t change anything in us when we
were kids??” “Dr. Frank” denied
knowing anything about this and took
him away, after a long talking between
them, they reached to a decision, the
twin mustn’t be angry or lose his
temper for any reason till he learns
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how to control himself, which meant
that he won’t switch places with the
father any sooner…

“Lucy” & “Necromancer” started
looking for monsters and demons to
create an empire near the “Heaven’s
Gate” at the “Tianmen” mountain in
“China”, the hole in the mountain was
enchanted, it wasn’t a passage to
heaven directly, but it was a door to a
place where all known holy characters
were, every messenger for God from all
civilizations were there, “Lucy” was
intending to use the underworld to
invade the heaven and by this way;
controlling Earth will be much easier
when they rule heaven and hell, but
winning this war needed a lot of
demons to be gathered and a huge army
to be raised, “Necromancer” was up to
this and he could recruit anyone by
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his power of mind control, something
he inherited from his human dad, but
something like that needed
time…“Lucy” worked so hard to find a
way to activate the gate but she failed,
so she looked for some help, she used to
know an old wizard who used to live
in “Tiksi”-“Russia”, it was so far
north…“Frank” knew “Victor’s” friend
“Monica” from “Viktoria” years earlier
when he was looking for “Victor”, the
twin remembered her and went to her,
she was still living in “London” that
time, so he went to “London” somehow
on a cargo plane without telling
anyone, this was worrying to “Frank”
and “Dr. Frank” in “Wales” but they
didn’t reveal their worries…
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“Frank” made it to “London”, he
needed “Monica’s” help because he felt
that there was something he couldn’t
remember but it’s stuck in his dreams,
probably she could help, when he
found her she knew him and
welcomed him, but she didn’t know the
fact that he had a twin somewhere else,
he told her what happened to him and
asked her to help him with his
confused dream or memory, she did
that and used her power of dream
walking, showing him what happened
that night with “Lucy”, he was mad
and woke up, when he woke up; he
shocked her by his look when his head
turned to a burning skull, but he was
aware and didn’t hurt her, she calmed
him down and gave him a portion to
help him calm down when he starts
turning, this was a temporary solution
he didn’t like; but he took the portion
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and thanked her…“Deadshot” was in
“London” and had an info that “Frank”
was in “London” secretly, he thought
that he might be looking for him or
hunting him, so he did something bad,
the last one who met “Monica” was
“Frank”, so “Deadshot” sniped
“Monica” while she was in her
apartment using bullets like “Frank’s”
and projected a bullet casing from his
location to the apartment, this was so
professional and had no loose
ends…Soon, “Frank” became wanted,
not as “Frankenstein” but as “Mark”,
this was shocking to “Ivy” and everyone,
specially that “Frank” was with them
in “Wales” but they couldn’t say
anything because a camera spotted him
getting in and out of the block besides
to the bullet casing, “Frank” was taken
into custody and “Ivy” made some calls
for special treatment for him, she told
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them she’d manage finding the decoy,
for the bad luck; the prison where
“Frank” went to was the one where
“Ferdy” was too, the twin knew what
happened to his brother, he wasn’t
stupid, he knew that it was “Deadshot”;
so he decided to hunt him
down…“Frank”-the father-saw “Ferdy”
in his cell, “Ferdy” knew him because
he knew “Frankenstein’s” identity but
didn’t tell anyone yet, their cells were
next to each other, “Ferdy” said “How
does it feel? To be behind bars after
putting hundreds in cages, to be on the
wanted poster, how does it feel to be on
the other side?? This world is a funny
place” “Frank” said “I’m here
temporary, probably you’re behind
this; but I’ll find a way out” “Ferdy”
denied knowing anything about what
happened to “Frank”…The next day,
“Floyd” got imprisoned in the same
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prison to keep an eye on “Frank”, he
was there without any known crime,
“Frank” was against the idea but they
didn’t have time to argue, suddenly
without expectations, “Frank’s” cell got
opened, doors were electronic, he was
astonished at the beginning but later
he looked at “Floyd” thinking that it
was some kind of a plan, but he denied
knowing, guards came to check it out,
“Floyd” caught one from behind his
cell’s door and pulled his ID and
opened the door from the outside, but
this screwed the whole security system
and all the cells were opened, “Ferdy”
liked it saying “Oh yeah, you don’t
want me loose, aren’t you?” then
prisoners started fighting with the
guards and “Frank” beat the ones who
attacked him too, he was a good fighter
and strong, “Floyd” joined him and
told him that they should find a phone
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or radio to contact the others but
“Frank” followed “Ferdy”, during the
chase, both men ran in troubles with
guards and prisoners till they met at
the outside yard of the prison, “Floyd”
was following them, they fought
hand-to-hand and “Frank” was doing
well till he beat “Ferdy”, then
reinforcements arrived and the prison
was under control again with no
breakouts…By the end of the week, “Ivy”
could find evidence that “Frank” was
in “Wales” during the murder and
whoever did it was someone who
looked like him or it was made frame
him, when “Frank” & “Floyd” got out,
“Frank” had nothing in mind but
finding his brother; who was the decoy
to the others…
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The twin “Frank” went to a wizard
who could use a special technique to
find other mutants, “Frank” could
differentiate between humans and
mutants from their smell, that was an
ability he had, by time his powers were
evolving and he was getting introduced
to his new self…The wizard knew about
“Monica” because she was his friend
and he tried to fight with “Frank” at
the beginning, but “Frank” could
contain him without changing his
form or hurting him, the wizard
agreed to help “Frank” when he felt
that “Frank” wasn’t lying, he could say
when anyone was lying or not, he
asked to know where was “Lucy” but
the wizard told “Frank” that she was a
very powerful witch and couldn’t be
traced, even gens and fairies fear her,
but he knew about “Set” &
“Necromancer’s” fight, demons were
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saying rumors about the “Heaven’s Gate”
and “Lucy’s” obsession to break into
heaven by force and pull God off his
throne, it was her dream since she was
young, with her mighty boy and her
powers; she could take a shot, “Frank”
thought of using his sense, maybe he’d
feel his son’s place or detect his location,
but it wasn’t too long till the father
“Frank” found him, he appeared to the
twin in his “Frankenstein” suit with
the jet, the twin was worried that he
might have told everyone but he
comforted him saying “Don’t worry, I
told no one, just told one person” and
“Cheetah” appeared, she looked at
both of them and asked them “Why are
you hiding this? You can be helpful
together” the twin ignored her and said
“Satan fall, there’s a new king to the
underworld now, someone very close to
us, MY son” then he told them
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everything he knew about “Lucy” and
what she’s intending to do, “Cheetah”
said “How will we stop them?” the
father said “Together” the twin didn’t
understand, the twins and “Cheetah”
rode the jet and flew back to “Wales”
where the father asked for a meeting
with everyone and told “Rose” to call
her mom too…

The crew and family met at the
mansion, the twins didn’t intend to
expose their secret yet, but they used
the twin’s new look to add him as a
new member in the team without
exposing his identity, the twins and
“Cheetah” arrived, the crew got
shocked to see the twin in his demon
form, “Frank” introduced him as
“Death War”, he chose that name
because according to what they saw
when they fought the horsemen of
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apocalypse, “War’s” head was on fire
always; and “Death” had a skull head,
so he saw that this name was the best
one for him as he was a part of “War”
and a part of “Death”…The crew were
shocked to see him, but “Frank” told
them that he was gonna be very helpful,
“Frank” told the crew what he knew
about the new demon ruling the
underworld and his presents on Earth,
he didn’t tell them that they should
join them, but “Frank” told them that a
demon’s existence on Earth was a
threat he couldn’t ignore, they argued
about this for minutes till “Ivy” got a
phone call and came back with a job
for the “Sentinels”, “It was Vasily
Sokolov, he got orders to call us for a job
in Siberia, something extraordinary
there, Viktoria will welcome you there
and update you with more info” she
said to the team, “Frank” & “Death
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War” looked at each other without
talking, as if they wanna say “It might
be him”…In 2 hours, the team was
ready, [Frank, Floyd, Rose, Arrow,
Quiet, Twin, Sonya & Electrocutioner]
besides to “Cheetah” & “Death War”, it
was “Lucy”, “Russia” had special
radars for mutants detection, these
radars were under experimentation by
the Russians in special labs in
“Siberia”, the radars detected
unknown activities in “Tiksi”, they
went to check it out but “Lucy” didn’t
waste time talking, she killed them all,
when this happened, the Russian
military reported that something weird
was up in “Tiksi” and the army
reported this to the “KGB”, “Vasily”
called “Viktoria” and told her to
handle this, she traveled there and saw
what “Lucy” did and the huge damage
she caused, she could know when this
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was caused by a mutant or a wizard,
she sent her report to “Vasily” and
advised him to call the “Sentinels”
immediately, she had a feeling that
this might be “Victor”, everyone was
worried of his weird disappearance,
but everyone was expecting him at any
moment…

The “Sentinels” arrived “Tiksi” and
met “Viktoria”, she showed them the
crime scene and “Frank” scanned the
place, they told “Viktoria” about
“Cheetah” & “Death War” to prevent
her from being shocked by their looks,
“Death War” confirmed “Lucy’s”
involvement “This is dark magic, it’s
everywhere here, this was done by Lucy
and she’s still around”, “Frank”
briefed “Lucy’s” identity to the others
and told “Electrocutioner” to scan the
area 10 miles radius, he did it and
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found “Lucy” at a secret agency base,
the place was a secret place belonging to
the “KGB” where they were working on
special spy submarines, she was
looking for nukes according to the
wizard’s request, he told her that he
needed a nuclear head in return of the
magical spell needed to open the Gate
of Heaven in “China”, so she went to
that base when she felt high power
radiation coming from there, for the
bad luck, the military sent a nuclear
missile to that base to be fixed by the
special engineers there instead of
traveling to “Moscow” in that bad
weather, the secret base called for help
through the radio, “Viktoria” got
informed and she told the “Sentinels”
to get ready to go…
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{Voyna #9}

“Death War” started to feel “Lucy’s”
power getting closer, “Lucy” felt the
same thing, she got alerted and sent to
her boy asking for help, she didn’t
know what “Death War” was capable
of, she killed many agents and soldiers
in the site, then the “Sentinels” arrived
and in the same time, “Necromancer”
arrived too; through a dimensional
gate from a place to another, “Lucy”
made it for him, she told her boy to kill
the “Sentinels” while she take the
nuclear head to the wizard in “Tiksi”,
“Frank” was worried about his human
friends but they insisted on
helping…“Death War” pulled a chain
which was on the ground, the chain
turned to a fire-chain, “Frank” told
the others to spread around and leave
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the face to face fight with [Death War,
Cheetah, Twin & himself] “Viktoria”
refused to back down and stood to fight
with them, “Quiet” took position on a
surveillance tower, “Necromancer”
attacked “Frank” and he was surprised
to see how strong “Frank” was, “Death
War” throw his chain and tied
“Necromancer’s” movement for a
second, “Twin” jumped the stabbed
him in the neck with his claws,
“Necromancer” broke the chains and
threw “Twin” away, “Viktoria” shot
him with her grenade-revolver, the hit
didn’t kill him but she told them that
he won’t be able to hurt them with any
power, it was a special thing she had
for situations like that, the grenade
worked and “Necromancer” couldn’t
hit them with his dark power, “Floyd”
started shooting at his head it didn’t
work but it wasn’t the plan, “Arrow”
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shot him in the back with 2 electric
arrows, they affected him but not
badly, “Death War” kept attacking
him with his chains of fire, “Rose”
throw her hammer on him taking him
down, “Quiet” saw some hanging steel
directly above “Necromancer”, she shot
the chains lifting the steel bars and
made them fall on him, after a while of
silence, “Death War” said “Look out”
then “Necromancer” rose suddenly and
aggressively from the steel bars and got
enlarged in size, then he used the steel
bars to strike them, “Frank” &
“Cheetah” were hit, “Death War” got
hit by another swing, “Viktoria” shot
him in the head attracting his
attention, “Necromancer” tried to
follow her, then “Twin” threw a gas
barrel on him, he caught the barrel
with one hand; but he didn’t know
what it was, “Quiet” saw that and shot
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the barrel causing a huge explosion in
his face, “Sonya” & “Electrocutioner”
were ordered to look for the nuke and
“Lucy”, they found her, she was gonna
transport the nuke through a
dimensional gate to where the wizard
was, but “Electrocutioner” stopped her
by shooting her with an electric gun he
developed when they hunted “Twin”
years ago, the electromagnetic pulse
was extremely strong enough to kill her,
he didn’t know that but they didn’t
care, the nuke was secured,
“Necromancer” & “Death War” felt her
death, “Necromancer” screamed loudly
and fall on his knees, his fall caused a
power disperse throwing everyone and
everything away for a distance, the
tower where “Quiet” was holding
started to fall down but “Frank” saved
her, “Death War” tried to hit
“Necromancer” with his chains but
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“Necromancer” caught his chains and
pulled him, then he caught “Death
War” from his throat and tried to kill
him, “Frank” saw that and tossed his
shield to hit “Necromancer’s” arm, the
hit made him leave “Death War”,
“Necromancer” looked at “Frank” and
said “You made a terrible mistake
mortals, I will crush you all and send
you to permanent torture” then he
jumped and tried to punch “Frank”
but he pulled the shield to his hand
and defended himself by it, “Cheetah”
jumped on “Necromancer’s” back and
started scratching his neck and face,
“Twin” stabbed him in the stomach
and waist with his claws, but
“Necromancer” kicked him away and
pulled “Cheetah” and threw her away,
“Frank” punched him in the face
strongly, “Necromancer” wasn’t
affected and held “Frank” from his
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throat but it didn’t affect “Frank” too
and he caught his hand and could
take it off his throat in “Necromancer’s”
shock, “Death War” threw his chain to
“Necromancer’s” leg and pulled it
taking him off balance and fall down,
“Rose” took advantage and jumped off
a truck with her hammer to crush his
head but he breathed a very strong air
current enough to throw “Rose” away,
then he made a storm and disappeared
in it, “Viktoria” said “He’s so mad
because his woman died, the nuke is
safe” “Death War” replied “Lucy wasn’t
his woman, she was his MOTHER” and
went to see her but her body already
decomposed, “Lucy” was alive for a
very long time…“Frank” told
“Electrocutioner” to scan Earth for the
highest power source, he saw that
“Necromancer’s” anger will make him
easy to detect and he was right, he went
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back to “China”, at the rock mountain
“Zhangjiajie National Park”
somewhere among the rocks there…

“Rose” was fine, but “Floyd” had
some injuries she took care of, “Death
War” told “Frank” that he was going
after “Necromancer” on his own,
“Frank” was against the idea of leaving
him but he told “Frank” that this was
so dangerous for humans and till they
report what happened to “Ivy” &
“Vasily”, things could get worse,
besides he was worried about “Cheetah”
and what might happen to her, as she
was hurt too, “Frank” accepted the idea
and told his brother that he’d catch up
with him in “China” then “Death War”
left, while he was leaving, “Rose”
stopped him “Where are you going?” he
replied “Away, you’re slowing me
down” she said “Slowing you down! I
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can’t remember that you did anything
iconic during the fight, you really
think you can stop him alone? I’m
asking because I really doubt that!”
“Death War” looked at her and said
“Look, this is dangerous to you and
your human friends, youmight die but
I won’t” “Rose” looked shocked for a
moment and said “Your way of talking
looks very familiar, have we met
before?!” “Death War” rode a Jeep of
the place’s cars and told “Rose” to
gather their strength and tools and
follow him to “China” then he drove
away, “Rose” was still astonished but
she returned to the team and they went
back to “Tiksi”, “Viktoria” made some
calls and told the others that a special
jet will take them to “China” from
“Novosibirsk” but they had to make it
there with their own jet…“Death War”
didn’t go to “China” directly, he paid
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someone a visit first, the wizard “Lucy”
made the deal with, he wanted to know
why did he want a nuke or who was he
gonna sell it to, the wizard’s name was
“Vladimir Petrov”…“Death War”
talked to “Petrov” and made “Petrov”
tell him what “Lucy” was after and
said what he was after too, “Petrov”
wanted the nuke to sell it to the
Russian Mafia because he knew that
they were looking for a nuke to be given
to someone he didn’t know, the mafia
wanted to sell the Russian nuke to a
corrupted Colonel, who had his own
unit of special soldiers and his own
aims, “Death War” left “Petrov” and
found a way to send the info to “Frank”
who informed “Viktoria” and she
reported what he told her to “Anton”,
he made his investigations and could
find those who made the deal with
“Petrov” and arrested them, that battle
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stopped a Russian nuke from being sold
illegally to that corrupted Colonel; but
the Russians didn’t know who was that
Colonel and whether he was Russian
or not, and the Mafia men refused to
talk…

“Rose” had a strong feeling that
“Death War” was someone she knew
before, she talked to “Frank” & “Floyd”
about this but “Frank” told her that
“Death War” was a demon he met some
time ago and asked him for help,
“Floyd” didn’t comment but he
suspected that there was more behind
that guy and “Frank” knew more, but
he trusted his best friend…

The crew arrived “Novosibirsk”
after 10 hours; and was welcomed by
“Viktoria’s” friends there, they were
ready with the private jet and the
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“Sentinels” didn’t waste time and went
on board…“Death War” discovered that
he could control any vehicle and make
it work for him without the need for a
driver, this control wasn’t normal; cars’
tires and engines turn to blue fire and
becomes stronger and faster, he could
do that to any other vehicle, so he rode
a cargo plane moving to “Aykhal”,
“Death War” got in secretly and used
his power to operate it, he took the
pilot’s seat and activated his power and
the plane’s engines went on fire; but
they worked stronger and better than
usual, then he took the plane and flew
to “China”, the Russians in the place
were terrified and didn’t attempt to
stop him when they saw him; but after
he flew away, they reported that to the
Russian air forces and they sent 2
“Mig-35s” after that plane, but when
they tried to fly on both sides of the
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plane; “Death War” broke the side
windows of the plane by his power and
breathed fire inside, the pressure was
very high enough to spread out of the
plane and hit the 2 fighters setting
them on fire, when they got burnt; they
fall down immediately, then he sped
away…

“Deadshot” got new orders from the
“Community” to shoot down someone
else, “Ivy”, she was troubling them and
their business for years, it was time to
eliminate her, “Deadshot” got shocked;
he never thought that he’d shoot his
best friend ever, “Ivy” was the one who
brought “Deadshot” to aid “Frank”
years ago and was the reason for every
good thing he had, although he had a
wife and kid to take care of; but he
decided to admit everything to her and
ask her to protect them, but admitting
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to her was gonna be like admitting so
many crimes, he had to think well…

{Returning To Plan A}

“Necromancer” thought about what
he should do, he had an idea about
what “Hades” was about to do before
his existence and before “Hades’s” fall
by “Frank”, but he didn’t know how to
bring Hell on surface and bury the
surface down, he saw that invading
heaven and fighting God wasn’t gonna
be wise, so to know more about “Hades’s”
plan he needed the gens to tell him
more info, they told him what he
needed but couldn’t help him with
tools and stuff and he couldn’t be
everywhere in the same time, but they
told him that “Hades” used to have 4
men helping him and when he beat
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“Hades” down, they went looking for a
way to raise him using the ‘Gate of the
Dead’ in the “Himalayas”, they told
him to use them, he asked the gens to
bring them to him but they told him
what the “Stone Watcher” did to them;
and told him that he was a gens slayer,
he asked about their location and went
there to free them on his own…The
“Sentinels” were close to the
“Zhangjiajie Park” but suddenly
“Electrocutioner” told them that the
power source was gone, this was
upsetting but they had to keep looking
for him…

“Necromancer” went to the “Stone
Watcher” at the location the gens gave
him, but he didn’t find anyone, the
“Watcher” left his cave and went to
another place away, this gave
“Necromancer” the chance to go to that
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valley where “Knight” and the others
were buried and raised them up, they
were ok but frozen, he intended to
wake them up by melting the ice they
were in, but he was interrupted by a 32
ft woman, her skin was blue and her
eyes were blue too, she was one of the
ancient creatures known by the name
of the “Ice Woman”, she was thought to
be a myth in the ancient times, a kind
of a Nephilim, the woman had no
reason and when she saw
“Necromancer”; she attacked him and
he enlarged himself and fought back,
after a huge fight between the 2
monsters, “Necromancer” beat her
down and broke her neck, then he
melted the ice off “Knight”, “Jason”,
“Brass” & “Black Skin” and told them
that he was their new master and they
would obey him or he’d kill them, they
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agreed to be his men and the 5 of them
left…

“Death War” arrived “China” but
he didn’t find “Necromancer” or the
“Sentinels”, he realized that something
went wrong, there at the park, a fairy
appeared to “Death War” and asked
him if he was looking for
“Necromancer” and he confirmed, the
fairy told him that the new devil was
gonna meet “Hades’s” old slaves in the
“Himalayas” where they were frozen,
“Death War” asked her about the
reason and she told him that the new
devil was looking for a way to raise the
underworld on surface, this made him
realize where he was going next, the
“Skull” island, the fairy used to be
called “Fiona”…“Necromancer” was
told that he was gonna need the 3
magical skulls on the “Skull” island
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and an immortal to be sacrificed with,
the skulls were in the island and when
“Lucy” was there with her boy fighting
with “Hades”, she fixed the broken
skull that time, but the skulls needed
to be activated and the only one who
could activate them was the “Skull
King”, so “Necromancer” and his men
had to find a way to activate them
using magic, the only powerful magic
was the pharaohs magic which could
activate these skulls, “Jason” told
“Necromancer” about that and he
agreed to go to “Egypt” and find out
what they can find…It was 2022 by
that time…

“Necromancer” appeared with his
men in “Cairo”, somewhere
abandoned, he told them to go and find
out what they can find about the spell
needed to activate the skulls, but
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“Knight” told him that humans don’t
worship the Egyptian Gods anymore
and they actually didn’t have any
useful info about the pharaohs, but he
had another way, he used the internet
and could know some valuable info
about the Egyptian Gods, including
“Horus”, he knew that “Osiris’s” spear
was kept somewhere in the mountain
of “Al Mokatam”; inside one of the
Gods tombs there, it was needed for a
war against the Greeks, that war when
“Taya” had to raise “Victor”, “Osiris”
wasn’t there; but his spear was in a
special temple, “Victor” had the magic
of “Horus” and helped whoever was
standing against the Greeks and “Egypt”
won the war, “Victor” found the spear
of “Osiris” and used it during the fight,
when it was over; he took the spear to
“Osiris’s” tomb and kept it there, it
wasn’t too long till “Sekhmet” was
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discovered alive, she could hardly
survive “Elohim’s” mighty power, he
thought that if he froze her and broke
her down; she’d die, but he was wrong,
priests could use the cold remains and
built her again, after using “Osiris’s”
resurrection spell; they could resurrect
her again, “Sekhmet” was one of the
major Gods and the Goddess of
“Memphis”, when she was resurrected,
she saw that she was the one who
should inherent “Osiris’s” magical
stuff specially while “Horus”-the real
one-was dead and all the other Gods
were dead too, she wanted to be queen,
she was later locked in the abandoned
city where she couldn’t get out,
“Khandaq” city…This city was an
abandoned city on the mountain
known as “Al Mokatam”, it had no
much humans living there that time,
“Egypt” started to have kings and
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humans started ruling, after being
rejected by the priests, she left to that
city and took “Osiris’s” spear to protect
it from the human kings; and to protect
herself from the mythical creatures of
the mountain, after 20 years of living
on the mountain, she could kill all
creatures and built that city again
after being abandoned, when the
priests of “Amun” knew about this,
they went there to see what the Goddess
did and kneel to her, for some reason,
they had a misunderstanding with her
and she tried to kill them, one of them
casted a spell making the whole city
disappear forever and whoever in it
could never leave, “Sekhmet” was
immortal, but she died of hunger and
thirst centuries ago, the spear was in
that city near her throne…The spear
had a special stone which was needed,
it was one of the “Infinity Stones”, these
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stones were needed to activate the skulls,
but they discovered that the stones were
not belonging to 1 civilization, but
they belonged to 5 civilizations
including the pharaohs, so when they
get the one in “Khandaq”, they’ll keep
looking for 4 more stones to be able to
use the 3 magical skulls, the stones
were [Space, Mind, Reality, Power &
Time] stones, every stone had its powers
and abilities, the “Space” stone gave its
user the ability to teleport from a place
to another on the planet and even
outside; sending anyone to anywhere
in the universe, the “Mind” stone gave
its user wisdom, higher intelligence
intellect and a sort of mind control; to
control anyone’s intentions; powerful
enough to make all humans on Earth
change their faith and shift it to the
stone’s user, the “Reality” stone gave its
user superpowers without a chance to
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be stopped, the “Power” stone had even
worse powers; it gave its user full
control over elements and all kinds of
magic and energy, the “Time” stone
gave its user the power to travel through
time; forwards or backwards according
to will…

In “Al Mokatam”, the spear of
“Osiris” had one of the stones, the
“Reality” stone, “Knight” told
“Necromancer” to use the gens’
knowledge about this to tell them
where the spear was, the gens told
“Necromancer” for real and they went
to the coordinates they said, but they
didn’t find anything there,
“Necromancer” said “There’s magic
here, I can feel it” then he went to a
rock and punched it blowing it up,
when it got broken; it turned to a
broken statue, when this happened
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“Jason” said “It’s a hidden place”
“Necromancer” wanted to remove the
spell but “Black Skin” told him that
they need to keep a low profile on
themselves, so he took them behind a
huge rock and used some magic that
made the city appear to them for a wide
distance, when they saw it “Jason”
said “That’s Khandaq city, I thought
that city was a myth, the Egyptian
Goddess is alive somewhere and
probably the spear is with her, let’s be
careful” then they moved in, what
“Necromancer” did made
“Electrocutioner” detect his power
source and told the others, they were in
“Russia”, when they knew; “Frank”
told them to prepare themselves for a
travel to “Egypt” again, but knowing
that he was in “Al Mokatam” district
was very weird to them…“Death War”
started to feel his son’s power and
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decided to track this power, while the
“Sentinels” were on their way to “Cairo”
in their jet, they met some people they
weren’t expecting to meet at all…
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{Khandaq}

During the flight to “Cairo”,
suddenly and out of nowhere; a weird
jet appeared in front of the “Sentinels”,
the jet looked to be very modern and
extremely fast, but they had no chance
to know anything about it, the 2 jets
were flying in opposite directions,
“Frank” was flying the “Sentinels’” jet
and could avoid them by a miracle,
but how the jet looked made “Arrow”
tell “Frank” & “Electrocutioner”-as
pilots-to follow that weird jet; “Floyd”
said “It might be Russian or Chinese!”
“Rose” didn’t agree with him,
“Electrocutioner” said “No need to
follow them, they’re following us now”,
then the jet went out of control and
somehow stopped in air without
movement, then the weird jet cruised
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around them and a voice came from its
microphone telling them to land and
no harm will happen to them, “Frank”
agreed and landed with them, the
“Sentinels” came out of their jet with
guns in hand, then “Frank” used their
microphone telling the weird jet’s
pilots and passengers to identify
themselves, whoever came out of that jet
was a shock to the “Sentinels”, the
“Sentinels’” existence was a shock to
them too, they were the “Mark V” team,
“Frank’s” sons, no one knew them but
“Frank” had a strong feeling towards
them, he told his crew to hold their fire
and went close to them and once he
looked in their eyes, he knew them all
and hugged them strongly, the “Mark V”
team were [Achilles, Eve, Wolf, Ercole,
Ai, Angela, Cezar, Archer & Angel]
their jet was driven by “Cathy”, but
when they traveled by time she was
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disconnected, “Frank” looked at them
and asked about “Magnet” but they
told him that it was a long story,
“Arrow” & “Archer” knew each other
too…

In 2050, when “Horus” saw the
demon on the “Cerberus” creature, it
was “Necromancer”, in a new form and
way more powerful than before, the
“Mark V” crew and family got ready to
fight, but they were shocked to see that
everything has changed suddenly, the
switch happened and the underworld
was raised up to surface, except the
Kingdom of “Egypt”, so “Necromancer”
went to take that kingdom down by war,
“Horus” and his armies did their best
but it wasn’t enough, “Seshafi” &
“Sobek” died, even “Frank” revealed
his secret about being “Death War” and
tried to help anyway he could but he
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died, after months of war, “Magnet”
died too and “Horus” was captured, the
world became the underworld and
ancient creatures started to appear
hunting whoever left of humans, but
somehow “Eve” could steal the “Time”
stone from “Necromancer’s” lair, it was
a plan they had, “Wolf” could know
some info about the demon and knew
when it appeared and how did it rise
after the “Iconic Brothers” put him
down and thought of using the “Time”
stone to go back by time and kill him
while he’s still weak and look for a way
to shackle him down in the
underworld, this way they’d save
billions and billions of human lives,
“Frank’s” kids didn’t know how to
activate the stone but when they
became followed because of it, “Ercole”
was holding the stone and squeezed it
strongly by mistake while they were in
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the jet escaping, this strong squeeze
activated it and it took them to where
they wanted to go to exactly, the
“Sentinels” were in complete shock
while they were listening, “Frank”
said “Ok then; we got more fighters on
the team, you take care of him, we take
care of anyone else in your way” “Eve”
said “You’re just the same,
dad”…“Karen” & “Henley” were with
“Rose” in the future protecting
“Konrad” and hiding, “Ronda” was
with them but she was injured and
died later, “Frank’s” kids had to
succeed in their mission in the past; or
the future will be no more…

The “Sentinels” told the “Mark V”
what they were about to do, “Wolf” told
the “Sentinels” to let them deal with
“Necromancer”, but “Frank” refused
the idea of leaving them, he confirmed
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that humans shouldn’t interfere; but
he wanted to be with them, that time
they didn’t know that their father had
a twin, but they knew that he was a
demon, they thought that “Frank” was
1 man, “Frank” didn’t know what they
knew but he didn’t wanna risk talking
about this, he called “Dr. Frank” and
told him the situation and told him to
tell his brother not to show up, “Dr.
Frank” wasn’t late and when “Death
War” called him, he told his son
everything and “Death War”
understood that he wasn’t needed, but
“Dr. Frank” told him to switch turns
with his brother because the guys from
the future knew what he was, so
“Death War” knew that they were going
to “Al Mokatam”-“Cairo” where
“Necromancer” was, so he went there
before them and waited, “Dr. Frank”
told “Frank” and he agreed to switch,
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he had something in mind to do on his
own…The 2 teams arrived “Cairo”, but
they needed cars to propagate with
instead of their jets which was gonna
be easy to spot, “Rose” called “Ivy” and
her men managed fast cars for them
and a special car for “Frank” who went
away and came back shortly, the
switch was made, the cars “Ivy” sent
were [BMW i8, Bugatti Veyron,
Chevrolet Camaro ZL1, Lamborghini
LP710, Mercedes Benz G63 6x6,
Nissan GT-R & Jeep] besides to
“Frank’s” special car, a completely
modified “Dodge Challenger”, it
looked to be prepared for a war, it had
hidden machine-guns, tricks, heavy
armor, 2000 HP engine with Turbo, 2
N2O cans, an electromagnetic pulse
generator and bulletproof tires, this car
was built for special tasks, “Ivy” knew
that the team were on their way to
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“Cairo” earlier so she sent these cars
there to be used whenever needed,
“Rose” didn’t tell her mother about the
“Mark V” team, so they had to leave
spaces for each other, to “Frank’s” kids;
these cars were very old…When “Ercole”
saw the “Dodge”, he said “You built
something like it in the future” to his
father, that time; “Frank” was a clever
engineer but not enough to build car
like that, unlike in the future…The
teams arrived “Al Mokatam” and to the
power source, but there was nothing,
“Frank” knew the place because he
went there years ago when he got
troubles in “Egypt” in 2014 & 2015, it
brought some memories to him, “Wolf”
said “There’s magic here, a hiding spell,
something hidden, or somewhere” then
he took a sack from his pocket and
spread the dust in the air, when air
widened the dust, a statue appeared
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then disappeared again when the dust
passed, “Achilles” said “A hidden
temple or tomb! But how can we move
into somewhere we can’t see??” “Frank”
looked at “Ercole” and said “You can
do it, punch the ground strongly”
which was very weird to everyone, “Ai”
said “If he did it; the mountain might
collapse! He’s very strong” “Frank” said
“The shack will cause vibration
disturbance and probably we’ll find a
door or something to use or catch”
“Wolf” said “He’s right, but we won’t
find an opening, we’ll break down
whatever appears, breaking something
unseen will break the spell and the
whole place will appear” so everyone
took positions and got ready to break
whatever appears, a statue, a pot or
anything else, “Ercole” did it and
punched the ground strongly and the
earth shook for a second for real, then
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a statue appeared behind “Angela”
and “Frank” saw it, he tossed his shield
to hit it before it disappears and could
hit it and broke its head, then
suddenly the city appeared; it was
wide and looked abandoned for
centuries, but when it appeared, “Wolf”
said “He’s here, but he’s not alone,
there are others”, by that time,
“Necromancer” gave “Sekhmet” meat to
eat and drink and woke her up from
her very long sleep, then he tried to
make her tell him where was the spear
of “Osiris” but she refused to say, after
some torture, the hiding spell was
broken and “Necromancer” and his
men could see the sky; knowing that
there was someone coming,
“Necromancer” knew that it was
“Frank” and the men who attacked
him in “Siberia” and killed his
mother, he casted a spell on a wall
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having carves of people; then the carves
started getting out of the wall and move,
then they bowed for “Necromancer” as
if he was “Osiris” and he ordered them
to kill the intruders, the crew moved
inside the city but “Electrocutioner” &
“Sonya” were left with the cars and the
rest of the team got in, “Electrocutioner”
tried to get schematics for the city to
help them with their directions but he
needed some time, it wasn’t too long till
the team met the moving statues or
carves, they weren’t hard to be beaten
down by “Frank’s” boys, when
“Necromancer” felt that there were
mutants in the place, he told his men
to go and secure the temple they were in
while he kept torturing “Sekhmet” and
searching for the spear, “Angela” grew
plants and trees around the city and
made her flowers spread smells to cover
their own smells, because “Wolf” told
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them that the statues were following
their scents as living things, this
helped them to move without troubles
with the statues till they found the
temple where “Sekhmet” was
worshiped and lived in, “Necromancer”
was inside and “Frank” confirmed that
using his thermal scan and also
located his men around the temple,
everyone was shocked to see “Knight”,
“Jason”, “Brass” & “Black Skin”, but
for some reason “Frank” was expecting
to see them, he told the “Sentinels” to
deal with them and surround the
temple but this wasn’t gonna be easy, so
[Frank, Cheetah & Twin] decided to
help at the outside fight while the
“Mark V” team get inside the temple for
a fight with the strongest demon ever
known, “Frank” had no problem to
fight with “Brass”, “Rose” had her
fight with the flexible “Black Skin”,
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“Cheetah” had “Knight” and “Twin”
faced “Jason” and could beat him
without effort, “Frank” took down
“Brass” by sticking his electric chips to
his back, the shocks took “Brass” down
in seconds, “Knight” beat “Cheetah”
and almost killed her, but “Rose”
saved her by throwing her hammer on
“Knight” taking him down for a
moment, the “Mark V” got in and saw
“Sekhmet” tied, “Necromancer” was at
another place looking inside some
caskets and among some mummies,
“Eve” saw that “Sekhmet” could be
helpful but “Ai” told her that she
looked so tired, “Achilles” said “We’ll
fight with him, you and Angela take
Sekhmet out and try to know from her
where the stone is; then get it and leave
the city” to “Eve”, then they got in and
stood behind “Necromancer”, [Achilles,
Wolf, Ai & Ercole] were standing in
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that order next to each other between
him and “Sekhmet”, then suddenly 2
hands appeared from inside the chair
“Sekhmet” was tied on and pulled her
down taking her away, “Necromancer”
was shocked to see that and attacked
them, “Angela” surrounded the temple
with plants arms, “Eve” tried to help
“Sekhmet” and asked her about the
stone, but they were shocked to know
that she didn’t know anything about
the stone, so “Cezar” changed the
question and asked her about “Osiris’s”
spear, this made “Sekhmet” alerted but
“Frank” told her that the spear had a
stone that “Necromancer” wanted and
if he had it, he’d destroy “Egypt” and
all her worshipers, the others were
astonished of what he was saying but
after she heard that; she told them
where the spear was, “Frank” told “Eve”
to take “Cheetah” & “Arrow” to get it, it
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was somewhere out of the temple, then
“Frank” took “Twin” and decided to get
in to aid his kids, [Archer, Cezar &
Angel] tied “Knight” and his friends
with special cuffs for demons and
mutants after drugging them with
“Archer’s” special arrows, “Angela”
opened a way for her father and the
“Twin” to the inside, “Necromancer”
was a mighty fighter and could fight
the 4 of them but “Ai” & “Ercole” were
hard to beat, “Frank” came in and
tossed his shield to hit his head and it
hit him strongly, “Achilles” hit
“Necromancer” with his powered cards
and threw him to the wall, “Eve” and
the others came with the spear after
some troubles with some statues and
tricks, “Arrow” was hurt but he was
gonna be ok, “Rose” took care of him,
“Sekhmet” took the spear and decided
to fight “Necromancer” herself, once
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she grabbed it, its tip turned to fire and
her injuries healed, she got in and
“Necromancer” saw her with the spear,
he hit the others by his power sending
them away from him and went to
attack “Sekhmet”, she ran to attack
him in return and she stabbed him
with the spear in the heart area, as a
demon, he shouldn’t be affected, he
caught the spear and hit “Sekhmet”
with his leg and pulled the spear
thinking that he wasn’t affected, after a
second, everyone stood looking at him
with amazement in their eyes, his
heart area had a hole and he was
bleeding badly, he looked at himself
and didn’t understand then “Frank”
said “That feeling, I know it, feels like
DEATH” then he turned to cracked
black rock, “Frank” tossed his shield to
hit him and broke him down to pieces,
this happened because “Necromancer”
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had a human factor from his human
father, when this happened; his
human factor died; but his demon
form didn’t, “Frank” thanked
“Sekhmet” and told her about the stone
and she gave it to him, then he took his
people and decided to leave, on their
way, “Wolf” looked behind him with a
shock and said “OH NO”, he saw
“Necromancer” stabbing “Sekhmet”
from the back with his hand and
holding her heart, then he crushed it
in his hand and threw her away, this
shocked everyone, “Achilles” said “He
look…” “Wolf” said “Stronger like he is
in our time, RUN” he was right, when
he became totally a demon, he became
stronger than before, he ran after them
but “Achilles’s” power was delaying
him till they reached the cars and sped
away, “Wolf” suggested getting rid of
the prisoners-“Knight” and the
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others-because he saw that
“Necromancer” was gonna trace them
and get to them easily, “Frank” agreed
with him despite the others’ refusals
and they thew them off the cars…This
meant that the team had 2 stones out of
5, they had to acquire the other 3
stones before that mighty demon could
get them…When they left and
“Necromancer” was alone, he felt his
men were freed by them, he was gonna
track them for real to get these stones,
he casted a hiding spell on “Khandaq”
again, then he took his men and woke
them up; then he told them that he
wouldn’t leave them to go with the
stones, he used some magic and
suddenly, people started chasing and
crashing the team’s cars, they were all
affected by “Necromancer’s” spell and
followed his orders to catch
them…“Frank” said “That’s him, split
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up, he can’t focus with all of us” “Floyd”
asked “Where will we meet again?”
“Arrow” said “That doesn’t matter now
we’ll be in contact”, the crew was
distributed on cars as follows: [Frank &
Cheetah] were together in the
“Challenger”, [Rose & Eve] were
together in the “Bugatti”, [Arrow,
Ercole & Angela] were in the Jeep,
[Electrocutioner, Wolf & Angel] were in
the “Mercedes”, [Sonya & Achilles]
were in the “BMW”, [Twin & Ai] were
in the “Nissan”, [Quiet & Cezar] were
in the “Camaro”, [Floyd & Archer]
were in the “Lamborghini”…The crew
split up in the streets, that time;
“Cairo’s” streets were better for fast
driving, “Frank” had a plan; he
wanted to drive back to “Necromancer”
but first he needed to be shot by a “SAM”
missile, his plan was to be traced by the
missile till he reaches “Necromancer”
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and make it hit him, “Cheetah” told
him that going back wasn’t wise
because fire was getting him stronger,
she was right, after a long chase and a
lot of driving skills; and a lot of help
from “Frank’s” kids to the crew, help
came; it was “Silver”, he was sent to
“Egypt” with the cars; but he didn’t
join them because he had a surprise to
be secured only by him, he arrived in
the jet and knew where was
“Necromancer” and shot him with a
special canister, not destructive, but it
was a huge can of “Nanomites”, this
was very clever and effective; suddenly
the “Nanomites” started eating
“Necromancer” till he finally
disappeared of existence, “Knight” and
his friends were watching him but
couldn’t do anything to help, when he
disappeared; the chase to the
“Sentinels” stopped, people regained
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their sense, although they almost
killed “Sonya” & “Achilles”, but his
power saved them, “Cezar” & “Quiet”
crashed but their injuries weren’t too
bad, all cars had damages but everyone
survived…When “Necromancer”
vanished, the crew gathered at a square
with their cars and stopped, “Frank’s”
car had a lot of damage already, when
they got out; the “Mark V” team started
to disappear, before “Wolf’s”
disappearance he said “I never had
enough time to talk to you when I was
younger, try to fix that, dad” “Eve” was
crying till she disappeared hugging
“Rose”, “Arrow” hugged his son
“Archer” till he disappeared too,
“Twin” said “When it comes to family,
we have to stand together”, “Rose” said
“They finished their mission in our
time, I hope things will be better after
all this” “Frank” said “But our mission
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isn’t finished” “Arrow” said “What do
you mean?!” “Frank” replied “The
stones didn’t go with them” and he
showed them the 2 stones they had, the
“Reality” & “Time” stones, then he
continued “This means that the other 3
stones are somewhere on Earth and
don’t forget that Knight & Jason are free,
I think they’ll look for them and these
stones too to cause troubles” “Floyd”
agreed with “Frank’s” opinion, the
others had some arguments; some of
them were blaming “Frank” for letting
“Knight” and his friends go earlier,
then “Silver” arrived and told them
the news “We got a trouble, Deadshot’s
daughter got kidnapped and he’s given
the choice to kill Ivy and save his
daughter or refuse and let his girl die”
“Floyd” said “I’m not following, who is
ordering him to kill Ivy and isn’t he
retired since 2017?!” “Frank” said
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“Deadshot was working for Shaw as a
secret assassin since 2017, killing
Shaw was an order after Ferdy exposing
several ministers and politicians in
Europe & USA, I suppose that he’s
behind a lot of assassinations around
the world recently” “Rose” said “How
did you know that?” he replied “I
know Deadshot better than all of you”,
in fact; “Deadshot” told “Frank” in
December 2017, in case something
happened to him; “Deadshot” needed
someone he trusts to care for his girl,
“Frank” kept the secret even from “Ivy”;
or so he thought, “Arrow” said “All
makes sense now, how are we gonna
act?” “Frank” told them to work on
“Deadshot’s” case and secure him and
his wife till he manages the stones case
with “Cheetah”, “Rose” refused to
leave him but “Frank” insisted on
being alone with “Cheetah” after the
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stones, then everyone returned back to
the hideout and flew with their jet
back to “London”…“Frank”-the
father-made it to “London” before the
fight with “Necromancer” in “Egypt”,
he was looking for “Deadshot” and was
sure that “Deadshot” was behind all
assassinations, so he followed
“Deadshot’s” wife till he got him,
“Frank” had the idea of sending
“Deadshot” orders to kill “Ivy” and see
his reaction, after what he did and
after asking for his family’s security;
“Deadshot” disappeared, this proved
“Frank’s” doubts and planted these
doubts inside “Ivy” & “Silver”…“Silver”
had clearance to use the “Nanomites”
when “Necromancer” was spotted alone
by “Bee”…“Silver” never trusted
“Deadshot” since he knew that he was
a former assassin, “Frank”-the
twin-knew that “Ivy’s” assassination
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assignment was a trick by his brother
but it was effective…It was time to send
“Deadshot” to retirement in the twins’
point of view…
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{Voyna #10}

“Deadshot” knew that he cannot
cover his tracks anymore, he didn’t
wanna kill “Ivy” but in the same time
he didn’t wanna risk his family lives,
so he told “Ivy” to protect his family
without mentioning any reasons then
he disappeared, this made “Ivy” nearly
sure that he was behind all those
assassinations among the years from
2017 till 2022 but she said nothing,
“Silver” led the crew to hunt
“Deadshot” after reporting him to all
divisions, he was wanted alive;
according to “Ivy’s” orders, “Deadshot’s”
daughter was found by the “MI5” and
was freed later, common thugs but they
were sent by someone they never saw,
someone on a phone with a voice
changer; no one could track that line
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later, “Frank” didn’t join the team; but
he took “Cheetah” and asked for “Bee’s”
help and started looking for the
magical stones and he sent the stones
they got to a highly secured place to be
protected, he told “Paige” to be careful
that “Knight” & “Jason” might try to
steal the “Reality” & “Time” stones
from there, “Paige” said “Don’t worry,
I got a plan for that”, she hid both
stones in 2 separate places not in the
same place, both places had heavy
security and trusted people…

After days of searching,
“Electrocutioner” told the others about
“Deadshot’s” location, he was in “NYC”,
the crew prepared themselves and their
old cars to travel, “Ivy” went with them
this time…“Deadshot” had to keep
moving, he was driving a modified
“Plymouth GTX 1971”, he was looking
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for an old friend to help him, he was a
smuggler and “Deadshot” needed his
help to travel to “Cuba”, the smuggler
had a trouble and needed a driver for
a race, he told “Deadshot” to win that
race and he’d help him go to “Cuba”,
“Deadshot” agreed but told him that he
won’t pay him; the smuggler accepted
his terms because he was gonna win a
lot of money after winning the race,
“Deadshot” used his car in the race
and used a trick he had on the his
competitor, he was checked not to have
any weapons during the race, not with
him and not in the car and of course no
car tricks this time, he was ok with that
and handed his weapons, but he had
his surprise, he made 2 wrist magnum
guns and tied them on his forearms
and wore a jacket on them, he had the
idea from “Frank’s” new weapons on
his suit’s forearms, “Deadshot”
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successfully won the race, but the thugs
who lost didn’t intend to pay and tried
to fight with the smuggler saying that
“Deadshot” cheated, “Deadshot” used
his guns and killed them all, then he
took his friend and left fast…

In 2 days, the smuggler prepared
everything for traveling to “Cuba”,
then “Deadshot” was stopped by “Ivy”
and he was shocked to see her and
expected that he has fallen, but what
“Ivy” said was shocking to him, it was
the last thing he expected, “Ivy” was the
one who used to send “Deadshot” his
assignments; not “Shaw”, in fact “Shaw”
recruited him according to “Ivy’s”
recommendations and she was behind
everything else, she was the
“Community’s” eye in the “MI6” and
later inside the “NATO”, adding
“Mime” to the crew wasn’t her idea
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completely; the “Community” ordered
her to do so in 2017, she was the
shadow who was sending “Deadshot”
all info about his targets and direct
orders to assassinate anyone, he was
shocked that she was behind
everything “YOU!! You’re the last one I
expected to be involved in this! But
why did you send me orders to kill
you??” he said, “Ivy” replied “We all
make mistakes, I had to keep my girl
alive, but there’s something here you
said; I didn’t send you orders to kill me
at all, and I still have no idea who
made this diversion or who kidnapped
your girl, I’ll know later but you
should disappear now, the others are
here looking for you” “Deadshot” said
“Why would you help me now? You
can easily shoot me and cover your
tracks” “Ivy” said “No Deadshot, I can’t
kill you, you’re not my thug, you’re my
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old friend and we’ve been through a lot”
“Deadshot” replied “I accepted Shaw’s
proposition when he told me that I can
have a family and I’ll have a lot of cash,
now my family is in your hands, I’m
broke and wanted, what are you gonna
do to fix this?” “Ivy” said “I want you to
do something else for me, not an
assassination, but it’s a little bit harder,
the Ukrainian prime minister is here
to discuss their nuclear situation in
the world, they got clearance to acquire
nukes and the Americans helped them
with that and prepared for the
Ukrainians nuclear codes to be used
when needed, the codes are theirs but
the mechanism is new and weird to us,
we need to take a look at this briefcase
and maybe breaking these codes will
help us remove the American mystery
about the new nuclear weapons, these
things they call mega-nuclear missiles
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are worrying us and the French”
“Deadshot” replied “I’m wanted, how
am I gonna do this secretly?” “Ivy” said
“Sorry Deadshot, that’s your problem to
deal with” then she left and he moved,
he left a cellphone with his smuggler
friend and told him to give him 3 days
and he’d contact him to arrange his
escape, the smuggler agreed to wait for
him as a payback for saving him from
the race thugs…

The “Sentinels” arrived to where
“Electrocutioner” told them but they
didn’t find “Deadshot” there,
“Deadshot” saw that “Ivy” wanted him
to do this job then she’d kill him later,
or maybe she’d bargain with his
family, so he intended to expose her
but he didn’t know how yet, after
watching the Ukrainian prime
minister for 24 hours, “Deadshot”
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knew that he took the briefcase with
the nuclear codes from the American
prime minister and he was gonna fly to
his country the next morning,
“Deadshot” had to attack that convoy
and finish the job without
stopping…When “Ivy” left, she called
“Cain” and told him to help “Deadshot”
with all info he needed without telling
him his identity, “Cain” was one of the
“Shaw’s” pawns like “Ivy” and he
knew the drill but he didn’t refuse
dirty work, he was getting payed
well…“Cain” called “Deadshot” from a
private number with a voice changer
and told him that a mutual friend
asked for his help, “Deadshot” had a
while of thinking and said “Ok, I
think you got a hacking program or
satellite imaging, right Cain?” “Cain”
was shocked but he didn’t mention
anything about his name and identity
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but he confirmed having a hacker and
satellite imaging, “Deadshot” told him
to hack into every computerized
program in every modern car and
override it to help him take down the
escort, this was a good plan but needed
time, “Deadshot” took a shooting
position and decided to shoot the
drivers to stop the security but the
prime minister’s car was armored,
“Deadshot” shot down the police and
embassy cars’ drivers in a second
without giving them time to realize
what’s going on, “Cain” almost
finished the override of the
computerized cars, when the prime
minister’s limo stopped and shooting
started, the guard with the prime
minister told the driver to drive and he
did it, “Deadshot” was waiting for that
and chased them, “Cain” finished the
override and asked “Deadshot” what
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he want him to do, he told “Cain” to
handle the cops and embassy’s security
cars, the guard in the limo took his
“MP5” and started shooting at
“Deadshot”, then “Deadshot” shot him
with his wrist magnum gun and hit
him in the head, after that it wasn’t too
long till “Deadshot” made them crash,
he got out of the car and went to the
limo, another guard got out of the limo
from the other side of it, “Deadshot”
noticed him and there was a light post
next to the guard, so “Deadshot” used it
and shot at the post; then the bullet
deflected to the guard’s head killing
him, the prime minister and his
secretary thought that they were safe in
the car, the driver was injured badly
due to the crash, “Deadshot” had a
small chainsaw he brought for this
situation, he used it and broke the
unbreakable glass, this made them
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hand the briefcase to him in fear, he
took it and ran to his car and sped
away, he contacted “Cain” again and
told him to follow him and tell him
what to do and where to drive, “Cain”
blocked every camera and hacked the
police comms telling them wrong info
about the assailant which was enough
to send them away from him, but he
was stopped by someone he wasn’t
expecting, the “Sentinels”…

The “Sentinels” were [Silver, Arrow,
Floyd, Rose, Electrocutioner, Sonya,
Quiet, Twin & Ivy] in their cars in
front of him forming a wall, “Ivy”
appeared behind him with her car
then “Floyd” appeared next to her, the
crew’s cars were [Fiat 131, Nissan 240
RS, Aston Martin 1977, Gurkha LAPV,
Mitsubishi 2008 & Lexus LF-LC],
“Arrow” was in the “Fiat”, “Floyd” was
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on his new bike, “Rose” was in her car;
the “Aston Martin”, “Electrocutioner”
& “Quiet” were together in the “Nissan”
but “Quiet” was driving, “Silver” was
driving his “Gurkha LAPV”, “Sonya”
& “Twin” were in the “Mitsubishi”,
and “Ivy” had her special
“Lexus”…“Cain” asked “Deadshot”
“Why are you stopping here?”
“Deadshot” replied “Sentinels on sight”
“Cain” said “I can’t hack their radio or
override their cars computer systems,
Electrocutioner will notice, you’re on
your own” “Deadshot” didn’t reply;
then he moved to one side away from
“Quiet’s” car, she instantly moved and
opened an opening in the wall they
were making, “Deadshot” drifted and
went through that opening, they went
behind him and a chase started in the
streets of “NYC”, “Cain” was with
“Deadshot” to update him with traffic
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status, “Silver” gave orders to hunt him,
“Ivy” didn’t say anything she took
another route, “Floyd” didn’t have
clearance to shoot at him, “Deadshot”
saw high ladders used for maintenance
jobs at a nearby building, he hit the
ladders and made them fall down
blocking the crew’s way, “Quiet”
crashed in the ladders and stopped,
“Silver” used his car’s strength and
went through the ladders opening a
hole for the others, the crew had a
surprise for “Deadshot”, they
surrounded him at a crossroads and
shot ropes from their cars to his car
paralyzing his movement, “Floyd”
came and shot “Deadshot’s” car tires
but they were bulletproof, “Arrow”
shot his rope to “Deadshot’s” side
hitting his car passenger’s door, “Silver”
was at driver’s door side and shot him
with his rope, “Sonya” was at the front,
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“Rose” was behind him and shot her
rope to the car’s trunk, “Ivy” didn’t hit
him with her rope because he was tied
from all sides, “Deadshot” had to
manage, he launched his N2O and
drove backwards with all force, the
“Mitsubishi” was lighter than the
“Plymouth” in weight, so “Sonya” was
pulled towards him, then “Deadshot”
hit her car face to face, this made her
mad and reversed fast in the same
moment; “Deadshot” reversed fast too
and the sudden tension to the rope
made her car’s radiator and front
bumper fly in the air breaking the car
down, “Silver” was pulling strongly, so
“Deadshot” hit the door with his elbow
and this made “Silver” reverse fast
hitting other civilian cars and due to
his car’s height, the car went over 2
sedan civilian cars and fall on its side,
then “Deadshot” jumped to the other
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side and kicked the passenger’s door
with both feet, “Arrow” reversed fast
and didn’t hit anything but the car’s
door hit his front glass with high
velocity, “Arrow” was lucky to get down
fast before being hit or injured, “Floyd”
tried to attack “Deadshot” taking
advantage of the absence of the car
doors, but “Deadshot” was expecting
that and shot “Floyd” in the leg, this
left “Rose” alone behind him pulling
him with her rope, “Deadshot” used
another can of N2O he had and pulled
her behind him and drove forward to
“Sonya’s” car radiator which was on
the ground, then he avoided it, she
didn’t see it and crashed in it, this hit
broke the rope gun at her front bumper
and he pulled it behind him with
“Sonya’s” car front bumper too, “Twin”
jumped on the car’s roof and stuck his
left hand’s claws in the roof near
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“Deadshot’s” head, then cops appeared
ahead, “Deadshot” sped towards the
cops; this made them afraid and
avoided him, their avoiding caused
some damage on the road, “Ivy” was
behind him, “Twin” kept trying to hit
him, but “Deadshot” hit the brakes
and “Twin” flew forward to hit a
parking van in front of him, when he
lost him; he drove in an alleyway and
stopped to get rid of the ropes and he
did it fast, “Ivy” stopped for “Twin” on
purpose; to give “Deadshot” this chance
to cut the ropes and escape, it happened
for real and he could escape due to
“Cain’s” blocking the city’s cameras
preventing anyone from spotting him
besides to manipulating the radio
signals and sending wrong messages
and signals sending cops off
“Deadshot’s” way, it wasn’t too long till
“Ivy” met him with her car; they drove
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side by side and told him to stop and
handle her the briefcase, he hesitated
then she said “Consider your
daughter”, then he threw the briefcase
from his car while driving, she stopped
and took the case and he sped
away…“Cain” guided “Deadshot” to
the harbor where the smuggler was
waiting for him with a hydroplane
ready to fly, it was the dawn of the
third day “Deadshot” mentioned to the
smuggler, he arrived to the harbor and
drowned the car with the phone “Cain”
was talking to “Deadshot” through and
flew away with his friend…“Ivy”
handed the briefcase to “Silver” when
she went back to them, after taking
some photographs of it from the inside
using her cellphone and sent them to
someone; later she deleted these
photos…
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What happened that day made
“Russia” take advantage and say that
the Americans did all this trick to find
a reason to delay giving “Ukraine”
these codes, which was gonna make the
nuclear project in “Ukraine” useless
and not functional, forcing “Ukraine”
to use the Russians help instead of the
Americans, “Russia” used this event to
embarrass “USA” and take the
advantage of making alliance with
“Ukraine” again, besides to corrupting
“USA’s” image in the world…Later on,
“Deadshot” never told “Frank” or
anyone else anything about “Ivy”, she
knew that he won’t tell anyone about
this and that’s why she revealed herself
to him without fear because she knew
that he was in ‘secret’ love with her…
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{The Protected Stones}

“Frank” & “Death War” went to
collect the rest of the stones with
“Cheetah”, but they didn’t know where
were them, so “Death War” had an idea,
he thought of “Petrov”, the wizard he
met in “Siberia”, “Death War” used his
power in controlling vehicles and went
together to “Siberia”, in 2 days, they
arrived “Siberia”, “Viktoria” knew
that they were there through her friend
“Boris” who was there already
investigating what happened there
earlier, she told him to stand down
and asked for a special jet to take her
there…The twins & “Cheetah” found
“Petrov” and he was terrified of “Death
War” but “Frank” calmed him down
and asked him about the stones,
“Petrov” denied knowing anything
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about any stones, but “Cheetah” beat
him down and tortured him to talk,
the twins were watching impressively
then he said everything about the
stones and gave them maps to get to
them, but he warned them of the stones
protectors, they took the maps and left,
“Viktoria” arrived and asked “Pertov”
about what they wanted and he
couldn’t lie to her because of her
aggression and told her what they
wanted, she never heard about the
stones and didn’t know what they
wanted from these stones but the
existence of a demon-“Death
War”-with them made her interested…

2 stones were in 2 different ancient
places around the world except the
“Space” stone, it was somewhere in
“Antarctica”, at a special mountain; in
a cave called the “Cave of Death”, the
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iceberg there looked like a skull; and
no human being survived this place,
legends say that the mountain was
protected by weird snow creatures,
besides to the fact that ice there wasn’t
stable due to the global warming and
overheating…“Frank” told them if the
“Space” stone was protected by
creatures in the coldest place on Earth;
then they don’t need to risk getting it,
but the other stones needed more
protection, the “Mind” stone was in
“Japan”, the “Power” stone was in
“Greece”, the twins & “Cheetah”
decided to go after the “Power” stone,
but they were right about “Knight”,
“Black Skin” & “Jason”, they went
after the stones but for the bad luck;
they went after the other stone; the
“Mind” stone in “Japan”, “Brass” left
them and tried to talk to “Black Skin”
but she refused going with him because
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“Knight” promised her that he’d give
her the “Power” stone to use and told
her that she’d be unstoppable, that’s
why she went with them, “Brass”
disappeared ever since and no one saw
him again…

The twins & “Cheetah” arrived
“Athens” in a plane “Death War”
controlled, that time “Frank” didn’t
have his iron suit, he was wearing his
tactical suit; it wasn’t as strong as the
iron legion suit and it had no sensors
but it kept “Frank’s” agile and strong
the same as the iron suit, he just kept
the mask and the shield with him,
“Death War” had a long burning
chain…The twins & “Cheetah” knew
that the stone was somewhere inside
the “Temple of Acropolis”; according to
“Petrov’s” map, it was a citadel or a
complex built on a high hill, the
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meaning of “Acropolis” is “City in the
Air”, it was one of the most important
ancient places in “Athens”, the place
was excavated and visited by many
people but there was a secret chamber
no one could see using their naked eyes,
but the chamber was hidden by the
magic of Goddess “Hecate”[8], she was
protecting that stone by magic, ghosts
and the monstrous snake woman;
“Medusa”, the twins & “Cheetah”
didn’t know that but “Cheetah” had a
bad feeling when they got in, according
to “Petrov’s” map; they found
themselves in an open area, after
searching for hours, “Death War” felt
the magical power getting stronger near
a special wall, he checked it out and
pushed a rock; then suddenly a hidden
opening appeared in that wall with
stairs downwards, the twins looked at
each other then went down, when they
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went down there, the opening got shut
behind them, “Cheetah” was alerted
but “Frank” said “Don’t worry, there
must be another way to the outside”
“Death War” replied “Just like the
Pyramid!” “Frank” confirmed then
they kept going…

“Viktoria” for some reason went to
“Japan” to see what she can see about
the stones issue, her contacts in “Tokyo”
informed her that “Jason” & “Black
Skin” were in “Himeji”-“Japan”, she
was looking for them anyway, so she
went there in 10 hours looking for
them, she knew that they were up to
something with the “Knight”,
“Viktoria” analyzed that the woman
was “Black Skin” but she didn’t know
that “Black Skin” could change her
skin color; but she wasn’t so sure, the
absence of “Brass” was worrying her,
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that’s why she asked for her tools from
“Moscow”, her truck and weapons…

{Greece & Japan}

In “USA”, the “Sentinels” couldn’t
find any evidences or traces leading to
“Deadshot” there, “Ivy” & “Cain”
covered him well and “Silver” saw that
he might be out of “NYC” and he was
completely right, “Deadshot” arrived
“Havana” where he could contact
“Cain” and told him to tell “Ivy” to
stick to her side of the deal with him
and hanged up before “Cain” could
track him, “Cain” sent to “Ivy”
privately and she wasn’t late, she sent
“Deadshot’s” wife and daughter to
“Havana” and left them with an old
mutual friend, he was a Cuban drug
dealer and used to send “Ivy” info
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about drug dealing between “Cuba”
and “Florida”-“USA”, so he was
trusted by her, it wasn’t too long till the
drug dealer could find “Deadshot” and
send his family to where he was, “Ivy”
was old school; she gave the little girl a
necklace with “England’s” flag on it,
the necklace had a tracker, “Deadshot”
made his wife and girl get rid of all
accessories and watches they had,
before getting rid of that necklace; he
took it close to his mouth and said “Are
you watching closely?” and looked at
the sky, but “Ivy” already made sure
that he was in “Havana” for real
which was all she needed to know, the
tracker disappeared from the satellites
then she said “Yeah, I am watching
closely, I’ve always been and I will
always be”…
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In “Greece”, “Death War” felt that
this adventure was dangerous and
“Cheetah” had no weapon or anything
to defend herself with, so he told
“Frank” to hand her his shield and he
didn’t refuse, after passing some tricks
they met the demon ghosts, “Death War”
wanted to try something when they
realized that they cannot strike the
ghosts or shoot them but his burning
chains were hurting them, so he told
“Frank” & “Cheetah” to get down then
he used his chain and rotated it
around himself and widened the
striking radius, the chains’ hit to the
ghosts killed them for real, every time
he hit a ghost and killed it, a female
scream was heard by “Cheetah”; as if a
woman was getting hurt when these
ghosts died and “Death War” was done,
they continued walking till they met
the “Medusa” in her lair, the lair was
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the last stage before facing “Hecate”
who was protecting the “Power” stone,
the “Medusa” was completely unlike
what they used to know in legends,
there was a chair with a naked woman
siting on it, her skin was green and her
hair was snakes able to be stretched to
catch someone away from her and the
snakes were poisonous, even her saliva
was a very powerful venom, she looked
to be fit and perfect for a fight, not like
“Sekhmet” in “Khandaq”, she stood up
with her tall and big sized body and
looked at them for a second then her
snakes got stretched to hit them, “Death
War” caught her snake and started
burning it, “Cheetah” & “Frank”
avoided them and “Frank” shot at her,
she wasn’t affected by his bullets but
she was affected by “Death War’s” fire
and jumped to attack him, she did this
and distracted “Frank” & “Cheetah”
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with the rest of her snakes in her head,
but her snakes weren’t as strong as her
body, they were getting hurt from
“Frank’s” knife and “Cheetah’s” nails,
“Medusa” tried to spit her poisons on
“Death War’s” face but he breathed fire
in her face pushing her away and
burning her face, this pained her and
she fall down in pain but not for too
long, her snakes started spitting their
poisons on her face and this was
healing her, “Death War” said “Get
inside there, the stone must be in there,
I’ll hold her till you get it” “Frank”
didn’t want to leave his brother but
“Cheetah” told him that this was the
only way, then they got inside, “Petrov”
didn’t tell them that the Goddess would
be there to protect the stone like
“Sekhmet”, “Frank” & “Cheetah” got
in and “Cheetah” told “Frank” that
there was someone with them in the
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room, “Frank” made a fast scan to the
room and found “Hecate”, once he saw
her; he shot her with his pistols but she
wasn’t affected, she was in the same
size of the “Medusa”, “Frank” told
“Cheetah” to take the stone; which was
seen by them; and told her to leave, but
“Hecate” stopped her and held “Frank”
from his throat and told him that she
knew what he did in “Egypt” with the
“Reality” stone in English, “Frank”
was shocked to hear her and know that
she knew what happened in “Egypt”,
she stopped the “Medusa” and told the
twins & “Cheetah” that anything
happening to one of the stones’
protectors; the rest of them know what
happened and know who were the
assailants and what were their
intentions to do with the stones, “Frank”
was shocked and expressed his
apologies for what happened to
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“Sekhmet”, “Death War” warned her of
the “Knight” & “Jason” but she told
them that she knew about them too and
that they won’t survive in “Japan”,
“Frank” asked her about the “Time”
stone and she told him that it
disappeared fromwhere it should be in
“Argentina” but the ancient creatures
and Gods were ok with “Frankenstein”
having them because they saw what he
did at the “Skull” island and his brave
fight with “Hades” & “Necromancer”;
regardless that he was “Death War’s”
son, but both brothers neutralized
several threats even angels couldn’t
handle, then “Hecate” handed the
“Power” stone to “Frank” and told him
to keep it safe and go to acquire the
“Mind” & “Space” stones to be all
protected by him and “Death War” and
she called them “The Iconic Brothers”,
then the “Medusa” took them to the
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outside and expressed her admiration
with “Death War” and they left…

In “Japan”, [Knight, Jason & Black
Skin] made it inside the “Himeji”
castle, “Knight” was so powerful and
could detect magic in the place, “Jason”
could notice shades and told “Knight”
that the place was protected, but he was
so confident of his powers…There were
2 guardian ladies who used to be
immortal and were created only to
watch over that stone and prevent it
from being robbed, the 2 guardians
had no human names, but they were
called “Lunar” & “Solar”, both of them
were also responsible of keeping the
lunar and solar eclipses as harmless as
possible over “Japan”, they never left
that castle for centuries but they were
ok with their destiny…“Death War” &
“Frank” noticed that all protectors of
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the stones were females, “Frank” saw
that they didn’t meet except “Sekhmet”
& “Hecate” as Goddesses, they didn’t go
to “Japan”, “Argentina” or “Antarctica”
and they got the “Time” stone which
should have been in “Argentina”,
leaving 2 stones left, in “Japan” &
“Antarctica”, it was easier to go to
“Japan”…The “Sentinels” started to get
worried about “Frank” and what he
was doing out there alone, “Rose”
contacted him and asked him to meet
them in “USA” because they couldn’t
catch “Deadshot”, “Death War” told
him to go and tell them that he and
“Cheetah” would handle the stones,
“Frank” argued with him a little then
“Cheetah” told them what to do, she
said “Enough fighting, Death War and
I go to Japan, you go to your people and
convince them that something
important is happening and bring
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them to Japan, in case we faced
troubles with Hades’s slaves” it was a
good plan but “Knight” and his friends
were so dangerous to the “Sentinels’”
lives, no one knew about “Lunar” &
“Solar” or “Viktoria’s” existence there
of course…

Going to “Japan” needed a lot of
time, in “Himeji”, “Jason” found a
secret narrow passage somewhere inside
where security were banning visitors
from going in, killing the security
wasn’t a trouble but “Jason” & “Knight”
saw that they should keep a low profile
on themselves, so “Black Skin” changed
her skin to be a very beautiful
attractive woman, “Knight” & “Jason”
used the distraction she made and
could sneak inside, “Knight” could use
his magic to manipulate the CCTV
cameras not to see them, “Viktoria”
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went to the “Himeji” castle and got
confirmation by the security that
“Knight” and his friends were around,
she told them to quietly pull out the
tourists and take her to any secret place
in the castle or any place where there
might be anything precious, she could
speak to them in Japanese, it was 3:30
p.m. and the place was gonna be closed
on 4:00 p.m. but the security did what
she said and called the cops and started
telling people that the castle would be
closed early for maintenance, “Black
Skin” looked like humans but the
security members didn’t know her and
told her to get out like everyone else, she
moved out but she worked on finding a
way in again, other security members
took “Viktoria” to different places
around the castle but they didn’t tell
her anything about that passage but
she noticed it, she asked about it but
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the Japanese told her that this place
was holy and they couldn’t get in; only
their priests could, they used to think
that Goddess “Izanami-no-Mikoto”
and her guardians were inside the
castle to protect something that might
be able to make humans realize the
‘Absolute Truth’ and acquire the
wisdom of “Izanagi-no-Mikoto” and to
protect the castle from invaders,
“Viktoria” told them that these men
weren’t found anywhere around and
the cameras didn’t get them which
meant that they must be inside this
passage, they were afraid of getting
inside to avoid the anger of the God &
Goddess, although they weren’t
worshiping them but no man living
around the castle could deny the magic
existence in this place, “Viktoria” told
them to let her in alone and stop
anyone who tries get out except her,
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they agreed to do that…“Viktoria” was
big in size and her muscles were very
big, she got in the passage hardly and
could barely pass, once she reached the
end of the passage, she heard someone
fighting violently, she used her night
vision goggles and moved slowly
towards the voices with her special
revolver in hand…

When “Viktoria” arrived the fight,
she took cover behind a rock and saw
“Knight” & “Jason” fighting 2 ladies;
“Lunar” & “Solar”, she didn’t know
them at first, “Viktoria” could also see
the stone in a necklace around a
female statue on the other side, she
decided to wait till the fight ends,
“Knight” was very strong and could
beat “Solar” down and almost killed
her, “Jason” was still fighting with
“Lunar”, but before “Knight” breaking
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her neck; “Viktoria” interfered and
caught “Knight’s” hand and threw him
away in an impressive power, “Solar”
was alerted but she didn’t attack
“Viktoria”, “Viktoria” told her to wait
and gather her strength while she tried
to stop “Knight”, he said “You again!
You don’t know how sorry I am for you”
“Viktoria” replied “And you don’t
know what I am hiding specially for
you” and both of them attacked each
other hand-to-hand, “Solar” went to
help her sister and they beat down
“Jason”, “Knight” was impressed to see
how strong was “Viktoria”, after a long
fight; “Viktoria” held “Knight’s” neck
from behind and after a lot of effort;
she broke his neck, “Solar” & “Lunar”
weren’t killers so they couldn’t kill
“Jason” in front of their Goddess and
considered “Viktoria’s” act a sin,
“Viktoria” looked at them; then they
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bowed in front of the statue, “Viktoria”
didn’t understand, but she was
shocked that the rock statue moved and
stood up and went close to the tired
“Jason” and vaporized him, she was
the Goddess of life and death, then she
looked at “Viktoria” and told her that
killing is a sin but she can’t judge
someone who doesn’t worship her, she
thanked her for helping her girls and
told her that someone would come and
release them by taking the stone to
safety, “Viktoria” replied “You know
what’s good for you more than anyone
else” then “Solar” & “Lunar” thanked
her for her help, then the Goddess
teleported her outside the
castle…Outside the castle, cops and
security caught “Black Skin” trying to
break in, being a foreigner made them
wait for “Viktoria” to come out, they
weren’t expecting her to get out but
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when they found her suddenly coming
from outside the castle; they got
surprised, they told “Viktoria” about
“Black Skin” and she told them that
she’d take her to her embassy as a
terrorist to be delivered to the Russian
authorities and they went away…

2 days later, “Death War” &
“Cheetah” arrived, but they noticed
that something was wrong and the
place was closed and security was
heavy, they were there at 7:00 p.m.,
“Death War” got worried that they
might be late, so he decided to observe
and wait for the “Sentinels” who
arrived the next day…“Frank” was
there with [Rose, Floyd, Twin & Quiet]
besides to a young talented student of
“Silver’s” specialists, she was a one of
her kind; although her very young age,
her name was “Henley Banks”, she
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wasn’t added to the crew but “Silver”
sent her to be the American
representative there…“Floyd” asked
about the situation as an official and
the security couldn’t say anything to
them but the truth and what happened,
when “Frank” knew; he called
“Viktoria” and she told him what
happened, while she was talking to
him things got silent and time stopped
suddenly for everyone except “Frank”,
that was weird to him, he never knew
anyone who could do so but “Victor” &
“Rumple”, but his shock didn’t last for
too long, “Izanami” appeared to him
with “Solar” & “Lunar” on her left and
right, “Izanami” waved with her hand
and “Death War” & “Cheetah”
appeared on his right and left, they
didn’t understand what was going on
too, but “Izanami” told them what
happened and told “Frank” that they
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were waiting for the ‘Iconic Brothers’ to
release them by taking the “Mind”
stone and take the responsibility of
protecting it, only “Frank” & “Death
War” could take the stone and it would
be safe with them as new protectors and
warriors, she gave “Frank” the stone
and the regular Japanese gifts for
soldiers or iconic warriors, a samurai
sword; but not any kind of swords; it
was enchanted and had Japanese
words on its blade shining whenever
there was magic, it was like a holy spell
to protect the warrior using it, “Frank”
took the stone and accepted the sword
thanking them for their trust; then
they disappeared in light and time was
released again, everyone was shocked to
see “Death War”, “Cheetah”, that
sword and the stone with “Frank”, no
one understood but “Frank” told them
that they were done in “Japan”, “Rose”
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asked him about what happened but
“Frank” didn’t tell her or anyone
anything, “Death War” & “Cheetah”
told “Frank” that they’d go on their
own not with the team and “Frank”
understood, “Death War” told
“Cheetah” that if she wanted to return
back to the “Skull” island where peace
and quietness, he was ready to take her
there, she told him that she’d ask him
to take her there again but after getting
the last stone, the “Space” stone…

“Death War” had the maps given to
him by “Petrov”, the map leading to
the “Space” stone led to a mountain
that looks like a skull, the mountain’s
only entrance was one of the skull’s
eyes, but it was somewhere where
weather was very bad for flying, so the
crew had to cut the distance with the
jet to “Halley” research base, it was a
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research station operated by the
“BAS”[13] and it was one of the British
bases on the continent, the skull cave
was in the mountain named “Vinson
Massif” and it was far away from the
base, but it required special vehicles to
drive on the thick snow and ice for a
long time, but the “Sentinels” prepared
their cars tires with snow chains for
snow driving, the Jeeps were prepared
with winter tires, “Frank” asked to use
the “Dodge Challenger” he used earlier
in “Egypt”, “Ivy” agreed…
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{Antarctica}

The “Sentinels” were [Frank, Floyd,
Rose, Arrow, Twin, Quiet, Death War,
Cheetah, Electrocutioner, Sonya &
Henley], no one understood why
should they go with all their tech and
weapons as if they were going for a war
but “Frank” insisted on doing this,
“Death War” told “Frank” that being
handed the “Mind” stone and a
magical war sword means that looking
for the last stone was gonna be hard,
“Frank” got worried about his friends;
that’s why he told them to be ready just
in case…“Electrocutioner” waited with
the jet at the base…“Arrow”, “Sonya” &
“Electrocutioner” met the others in
“Tokyo” bringing all needs then the
crew flew to “Antarctica” the next
day…
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The “Sentinels” arrived at the
mountain with their cars, “Arrow”
told “Quiet” & “Henley” to wait with
the cars and to be very careful,
everyone else took their way up to the
mountain looking for the skull shaped
entrance…It took 48 hours till the crew
arrived the entrance according to
“Electrocutioner’s” coordinates, “Death
War” felt that there’s evil inside and
warned his brother, “Frank” pulled
his sword and a pistol and said “Stay
sharp” to the others, then they went
inside…

After some walking inside, voices
started to be heard; women screaming,
“Cheetah” said “Someone is yelling for
help!” “Death War” said “No, they’re
witches”, they kept moving till they
found 3 passages; screams were coming
from all of them, “Frank” scanned the
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3 of them but no heat signatures
appeared and thermal scans showed
nothing, “Arrow” thought of splitting
up but “Frank” refused, “Rose” took a
small drone she got in her bag and
turned it on, then she sent the drone in
one of the passages and took her phone
and watched, the drone got a camera
connected to her phone and the camera
was for night vision too, a minute later,
the footage showed them snow women
about 7 ft tall and looked to be in pain,
their pain came from the heat emission
coming from the “Sentinels’” bodies
and cars outside but they knew that
later, the women weren’t human and
had no reason, they saw the drone and
tried to catch it but “Rose” flew it back
to them, the others prepared themselves
for a fight and the snow women came
out of the passage but they screamed
loudly and seemed to be afraid of
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“Death War”, “Frank” understood
“The heat! The heat hurts them” then
“Death War” attacked them with his
burning chains and killed 4 of them;
they were 7, the 3 others ran inside the
passage, “Rose” saw that this was good
for them, but “Floyd” felt that the ice
was melting “I don’t think so, don’t use
your chains much or the cave will
collapse on us” he said, “Frank”
confirmed and “Death War” agreed to
stand down, “Rose” sent the drone to
other 2 passages and they saw the same
females inside, at the 3rd passage, “Rose”
blew the drone and the heat killed all
snow women, but the footage they had
didn’t show them the stone, “Frank”
took [Death War, Cheetah & Arrow]
and went inside the 3rd passage to see if
there’s any secret door or something
while the others were waiting them,
suddenly a woman appeared from the
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middle passage, she was about 5 ft tall
like usual humans, but she was very
pale and got a mohawk haircut; looked
like her hair didn’t grow except that
way; and wearing strange clothes of ice,
she was seen by “Twin” but he didn’t
know what she was, she was sitting on
the ground and leaning her forehead
on her knees, “Twin” couldn’t read any
heat signatures, he went inside to her
to check her out, when he went in; she
looked at him fast and said “You are a
machine” in an ancient language, he
couldn’t analyze what language it was,
then she kicked him strongly to the
outside, “Floyd” threw a smoke grenade
in the passage to force whoever inside to
get out, she coughed a lot and got out
hardly then she fainted outside, “Rose”
told them not to shoot her, she went to
check on her, the woman opened her
eyes suddenly and kicked “Rose” away,
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“Floyd” ran to “Rose”, “Twin” attacked
the ice woman and she raised her had
at his face freezing him; then she hit
his head with her elbow breaking the
“Twin’s” head like an ice cube, “Floyd”
shot her with his machine gun, the
shooting made the others in the 3rd

passage realize that something was
wrong, they rushed to the outside, but
the ice woman froze the entrance to
prevent them from coming to help, but
in a second; “Death War” hit the ice
wall breaking it to pieces, then he got
out to her, the ice woman shifted her
attention to “Death War”, she wasn’t
affected by “Floyd’s” bullets, “Rose”
stood up and she was ok, in order to
help; she threw her hammer to hit the
ice woman, and the hit was strong, so
she waved with her hand then “Floyd”
& “Rose” were thrown on the wall and
got tied in the wall by ice, she turned to
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“Death War” but she was shocked by
“Frank” attacking her with his sword,
she raised her hand and got hit, the hit
hurt her and she knew that the sword
was enchanted and got terrified for a
moment, then she raised her hands
and several giant snow women started
getting out of the ground and getting
formed by snow and ice and others
came from the 2 other passages, but
they were all getting hurt from the heat
emitted form “Death War” except the
ice woman who was very strong and
powerful, she created an ice sword and
shield and prepared herself to fight
“Frank”; telling her women to avoid
attacking him and prevent anyone
from helping him, she didn’t know
that “Frank’s” suit was immune, she
was a very good fighter but when she
tried to hit “Frank’s” head with her
sword, he met hers with his sword and
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broke her ice sword, this made her stop
for a moment, during that moment of
shock, he attacked her with his sword
and she defended herself with her
shield which wasn’t strong enough and
the shield got broken to pieces of ice;
then he pointed his sword to her neck
and she gave up with fear, then she
bowed before “Frank” and stopped her
snow women from attacking the crew
and made them disappear, “Frank”
held her from her arm and asked her
aggressively “The Space stone, where is
it?” “Cheetah” pulled “Frank” away
from her and the others took the ice
woman to another corner trying to
understand her language, “Death War”
told them that this was a waste of time,
if the ice woman was in control of all
magic in the mountain; then killing
her would make their mission like
excavating a cave, “Frank” said “We’re
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the best crew in the world, but we are
NOT killers” to “Death War”, “Rose”
collected whatever left from the “Twin”
but there was nothing valuable,
“Frank” was very upset because of
losing him…Minutes later, the ice
woman understood what the crew
wanted but she looked mad because of
that and guarded herself with ice
against them, “Frank” looked at
“DeathWar” andmoved his head, then
“Death War” threw his burning chain
breaking her ice in a second, then
suddenly and without any
expectations, “Electrocutioner”
warned the others that a military
escort was on its way to the mountain’s
entrance where “Quiet” & “Henley”
were camping, they weren’t gonna
engage with anyone because they were
military but talking to them wasn’t of
any benefit, the escort was led by
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Colonel “Dylan Moses”, the corrupted
Colonel who had dealings with the
Russian Mob and was gonna buy a
nuke from them, the ones who hired
“Petrov” to get the nuke to them
without a fight from that secret base in
“Siberia”, he had his own special unit
and no one was standing in his way for
some reason, he was hunting the stones
but he went for the “Time” stone first
in “Argentina” but he didn’t find it, so
he went to the closest stone to him, the
“Space” stone, for his bad luck he
clashed with the “Sentinels” and his
men wanted to take the “Space” stone
from them by force if necessary, but in
fact even the “Sentinels” didn’t get the
stone yet and negotiating with the ice
woman was on going, Colonel “Moses”
went in with his men in 30 hours,
“Floyd” & “Arrow” went to meet them
outside the cave and to check on “Quiet”
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& “Henley” but both men were shocked
to see that “Moses’s” soldiers pointed
their guns at them and everyone went
in, “Frank” tried to contact “Floyd” but
he didn’t reply which made him and
“Death War” worried, “Moses” came in
with his men behind him with “Floyd”
& “Arrow” tied, “Frank” got alerted but
“Rose” held his hand telling him to
calm down, “Moses” said “Is that you??
Frankenstein, right? I never met you
before and never thought that I will,
straight to business, where’s the stone?”
“Frank” said “What stone, Dylan?”
“Moses” said with aggression “It’s
Colonel to you kid” “Frank’s” ID
scanner identified “Moses” from the US
military database, “Frank” said “That
tone might goes effective with your
troops but you’re not looking closely at
me…” then “Frank” moved with his
mask close to “Moses’s” face and
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continued “I FRANKENSTEIN” after a
moment of silence “Moses” said “How
can we be sure that you and your men
won’t use the stones against us one day?”
“Frank” said “You can’t” then he
looked at the soldiers and told them to
untie “Floyd” & “Arrow”, they looked
at their Colonel waiting for orders,
after a moment of silence, “Moses” told
them to leave them and pulled back,
this was so impressive to everyone;
specially “Cheetah”, “Frank” looked at
the ice woman and said “The stone;
NOW” she was looking at “Frank” with
amazement and agreed to give him the
stone, she moved her hand to him
asking him to follow her alone,
“Cheetah” refused to leave him but
“Frank” convinced her to stay with the
others in case other snow women
attacked, she took him to a wide cave
where ice was everywhere and several
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frozen humans who looked to be from
several intervals of time, evenWWII and
many years before it, she showed him
the stone, it was on a flying rock where
darkness was beneath it with no
ground, “Frank” tried to know its
depth by his computerized system but
it didn’t reveal anything, it looked like
an infinite abyss, he looked at the ice
woman but she moved her hands
telling him that she doesn’t know a
way to reach it, he knew her trick,
whoever beats her down; she takes him
there and make him try to get there,
later she takes advantage and try to kill
him, so “Frank” put his shield behind
his back and stabbed his sword in the
ice ground breaking it; which pained
the ice woman but she tried to hide this;
then “Frank” took his grapnel gun
from his waist and shot at the stone, the
rope’s tip had a gripper that hit the
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stone and caught it and in a second the
stone was in “Frank’s” hand, the ice
woman got shocked and tried to attack
“Frank” with ice but he was expecting
this, then he avoided her attack and
pulled his sword and pointed it at her
throat stopping her, then “Frank”
moved back slowly to the cave’s
entrance, she closed the entrance with
ice and seemed to be crying and begging
him not to take it, “Frank’s” feelings
were hardened and hit the ice wall
with his enchanted sword breaking it,
the hit hurt her enough to scream, then
“Frank” left fast to the others and told
them that they should leave fast, the
stone was a cube of ice with a blue
stone inside, he gave it to “Rose” who
had a bag and the crew went outside
running, they took the distance in
fewer hours because they were running
and used some slides to get down fast,
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then they jumped in their cars and
went away back to “Halley” base;
thinking that it was over but they were
very wrong, it was just the beginning…
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{Voyna #11}

While the “Sentinels” were driving
on the snow, they got shocked by about
20 military trucks loaded with
missiles and weapons chasing them, it
was “Moses” and his unit, he was
waiting till the “Sentinels” get out with
the stone then he’d attack them, “Frank”
& “Death War” knew the drill and told
the others to prepare for a chase,
“Electrocutioner” tried to hack in the
unit’s communications but they were
covered well and he needed time to
hack them, later he couldn’t, the
“Sentinels” were distributed on their
cars, “Frank” & “Cheetah” were
together in the “Dodge”, “Rose” was
with “Arrow” in the “Ram”, “Quiet” &
“Sonya” rode a modified Jeep, “Death
War” was with “Floyd” in a “Ripsaw
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EV2” which was given to them at the
base, the vehicle was armored and had
a machine gun on its roof ready to
shoot at all directions, “Henley” was
alone in another modified Jeep, “Twin”
was destroyed already, “Arrow” told
“Henley” to drive to the front, she
refused at the beginning thinking that
could fight but “Arrow” told her that
these were orders, she sped up and
became at the front, the military escort
started shooting at them, “Frank” said
“Time to make them taste their own
medicine Floyd” “Floyd” replied “Copy
that” then he moved the canon
machine gun to shoot backwards and
shot at one of the trucks and destroyed
it, then shot another one and broke its
engine down to stop, the chase reached
a wide area of ice, “Frank” used his
driving skills and could destroy one of
them, “Arrow” used his explosive
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arrows and shot 2 cars destroying them,
“Death War” noticed that there were 4
snowmobiles with 4 soldiers driving
and shooting at them, he opened the
car door and hit one of them with his
chains turning him to ashes, then he
jumped on the snowmobile and
followed the convoy and started
attacking the military vehicles and
burning their cars, after some fighting
and car chasing, both sides got shocked
to see the ice plain turning to big sharp
icicles getting out of the ground and
following them till the military
vehicles got hit by these icicles edges
and got destroyed one by one till the car
which “Moses” was in almost destroyed
but he jumped out, for his bad luck; he
jumped and fall on one of the icicles
and died at once, his car was the last
one of his escort, but the icicles didn’t
stop; they kept getting out of the ground
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following the “Sentinels”, it was the ice
woman, she was hunting the team but
she realized that they were faster than
her magic, so she raised an ice wall in
front of them, the crew got shocked,
“Death War” yelled “DON’T STOP”
then he sped up to the front and hit the
wall with his chain and broke a hole
to them to pass, behind the wall
“Henley” was right behind him and
saw the “Yety” monsters ahead, she
reported that to the others, “Frank”
said “Pullback, I’ll take them down by
the electromagnetic wave”, “Death War”
and the crew slowed down and “Frank”
hit the gas and almost hit one of them,
then he activated the electromagnetic
wave and the wave put all the monsters
down dead, their brains blew up, the
crew crossed them fast, the ice woman
fall on her knees and screamed loudly
in pain, as if her son died or something,
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her scream caused a collapse to some
heavy snow on a hill on their 9 o’clock,
they had to drive fast to avoid all this
snow or they wouldn’t be able to keep
driving forward and stopping wasn’t
an option, so everyone launched their
N2O and hit the gas, “Arrow” closed his
eyes and said to “Rose” who was
driving “We’ll never get out of here” she
looked at him and didn’t reply, “Floyd”
looked at “Rose” without talking as if
he wanted to tell her that he loved her,
“Henley” looked afraid; so “Frank”
slowed down and pushed her from the
back, “Death War” wasn’t as fast as
them so he threw his chain and tied it
to “Frank’s” “Dodge” and pulled
himself to catch up with them, “Sonya”
said “At least I’ll die among my friends,
my family” “Quiet” said “It was an
honor fighting by your side”, all this
took seconds, the crew passed the
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collapse at the last moment but “Death
War” didn’t make it, this stopped the
“Dodge” suddenly but it was still
working, the crew passed but they
noticed that “Frank” stopped so they
stopped and reversed to him, “Frank”
used his car’s full power to pull him
but he knew that he’d be cold and his
face would be human, so he told them
to drive fast because there was another
collapse coming, “Rose” refused to
leave and got out of the car “Arrow” hit
her with a drug and took her back and
drove fast, “Floyd” followed him but he
was angry that he was leaving his
friend, “Quiet” told “Frank” to break
the chain and drive but “Frank”
ordered her to leave too, “Henley” was
shacking and couldn’t drive, so “Sonya”
went to her and took the wheel from
her, “Frank” used his car’s power and
“Cheetah” got out to pull the chain
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with her hands, she was strong, after
strong pulling “Death War” got out
alive, it was a miracle, he was cold but
“Cheetah’s” body was always warm
due to her animal nature, so she
hugged him for minutes then he looked
at his brother and laughed; “Frank”
laughed too, “Cheetah” didn’t
understand why were they laughing,
“Death War” said “That was close”
“Frank” replied “Yeah it was, looks
like we shouldn’t work together for too
long, we caused a lot of damage already
and one of us almost died” “Death War”
said “We’re icons in this world, it can’t
keep rounding with both of us on
surface, we both know that better than
anyone”, they spoke in English; so
“Cheetah” understood nothing, then
they took the car and left, when they
got close to the base; “Death War” &
“Cheetah” left “Frank” and told him
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that they got somewhere to go then
“Death War” would call “Dr. Frank”
later, “Frank” dropped them and kept
driving to the base where he was met
with hugs from his crew, when they
asked about “Death War” & “Cheetah”;
he told them that they pulled “Death
War” out but he was frozen dead,
“Cheetah” got mad and left him, that
was what they had to know to cover on
the old secret, later “Sonya” said
“Cheetah’s an animal, she’ll find a
way out of here to South America and
settle in a forest or something; so relax,
we’ll find her later” to “Rose” who
didn’t seem to believe “Frank”…

“Death War” promised “Cheetah”
her freedom at the island where she
lived most of her life, the “Skull”
island; which was called the
“Guardian” island that time by the
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island’s inhabitants referring to
“Frankenstein”, it took them days to
reach there…The “Sentinels” arrived
“Swansea”-“Wales” after that
adventure and after handing the stones
to “Ivy” who hid them with “Paige’s”
knowledge in separate countries with
trusted people and secured places,
“Silver” admitted that Colonel “Moses”
was corrupted but no one could prove
anything, he was covering his tracks
for years and had his own men doing
whatever he wanted; some of them were
former soldiers from different countries
and others were just mercenaries,
“Silver” told “Frank” that he did a
huge thing without noticing, “Moses”
was also covered by several agencies
and officials, this was a huge hit to
corruption…“Frank” put the katana
with his suit and shield in the “Grave”
under the mansion’s ground level, he
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felt that he was gonna use that sword
again, he was right…That time, it was
Christmas 2022 and the world was
about to welcome a new year…By the
beginning of 2023, “Vasily” became
the Russian prime minister, when
“Deadshot” saw that on TV, he laughed
saying “Bloody fool, no fair on Earth”…
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{A God Among Men}

“USA” spotted alien ships miles and
miles away from Earth, they just passed
“Jupiter”, the American president
decided to share what they knew with
the “NATO” countries and the “UN”[14]

to decide what to do, but the president’s
consultants advised him to keep that
info for themselves and start
developing their firepower and war
machines, “England” knew about the
aliens movements too; but after the
Americans, so they made the issue
public and the world knew that there
was an outer threat coming, Christian
priests announced that as the
doomsday and told people that “Christ”
was coming back to judge everyone,
Muslims saw that it was the
Anti-Christ and the war of Gog and
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Magog was gonna happen, others saw
this as the end of the world by the
dawn of this war, the war of
“Armageddon”; where all major armies
fell together in a war destroying
everything standing, others saw that
these were just claims and nothing to
worry about, “Frank” saw that he was
gonna be needed when the strike
happens, so he decided to stay in the
shadows and lay low, but that didn’t
happen…In “Spain”, the “CNI” were
following an Algerian terrorist crew
and they could successfully catch some
of them before committing any crime,
the rest of them were killed during
engagement with the “CNI’s” agents and
cops, but when they took the bodies;
cops got shocked to see the corpses forms
changing to be other weird creatures,
the “CNI” kept that a secret from their
people but they reported what
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happened to the Americans, to the “CIA”
specially who were looking for weird
things in the world, checking the
weird corpses indicated that they were
exactly like the corpse they saw in
“Chile” a year earlier, which meant
that they were aliens, this discovery
made everyone get shocked, because
this indicated that there were alien
spies on Earth and they could simulate
their shapes into human shapes, “Ivy”
knew from her friend “Anastasia” and
she told “Ivy” to manage a way to
distinguish between them and humans
before chaos, “Ivy” told “Frank” and
the others and they started working
secretly on finding ways to mark them
from humans according to the leaked
samples from “Spain”, “Ivy” told
“Anastasia” to send her fibers, hair,
blood samples, copies of every
document and everything they got on
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these aliens…“USA” refreshed the
“Hammer Drones” project by “Alex
Landon” with the British support and
the “Rothschild” family’s funding,
“France” knew what happened in
“Spain” and decided to help anyway
they could, “Landon” was using
German scientists and engineers in his
labs and workshops, this wasn’t
accepted by the Germans for some
reason and asked to interfere and have
a role in this war industry as a country,
“Landon” convinced “England” to
accept the Germans input, it wasn’t a
secret, [USA, England, France &
Germany] were working on creating
war machines and weapons of mass
destruction, “Russia” & “China”
couldn’t be so sure of the “NATO’s”
words and saw that they could be using
the aliens issue to attack them anytime
or to give themselves the right to build
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the “Hammer Drones” without any
global objections, so they unified their
efforts with the Japanese to build their
own weapons and robots secretly…

In the “Alps” mountains, the
“Sentinels” buried the ancient monster
by the name of “Abomination” in
2017, Austrian explorers and
geologists discovered it and reported
about it to “Germany” because their
government didn’t care about it, the
“BND” sent their men there; expecting
that there’s was an alien activity
there…Exploding the rocks there made
it clearer to get that ‘thing’ out, it was
sleeping for years without movement,
the “BND” made the old “Nazi” camp
there their own research lab, the
German scientists saw it as a dead
ancient creature which died
thousands of years ago but they
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couldn’t know anything about its
origins, they analyzed that it was a
creature not a statue of rocks because
there was a dried green liquid
everywhere close to it at the cave which
was weird to them, and the rocks
weren’t like the mountain’s rocks or
any rock they ever saw anywhere on
Earth, besides to the fact that the body
had no broken rocks and could move
without obvious joints, but the monster
didn’t stay sleeping for a long time, at
night when everyone went to sleep, the
creature woke up and moved, it wasn’t
too long till it was spotted and started
killing everyone there and destroying
everything, the “BND” didn’t waste
time, they called for the “Sentinels”
help and they weren’t late, “Frank”
knew that it was the creature they
buried in the mountains in 2017, he
prepared himself and took his tools
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and the sword too, the crew flew to the
“Alps”; to that camp where the
“Skeleton” was camping years ago
creating his unholy creature with
“Martha’s” help…The crew was [Frank,
Rose, Floyd, Arrow, Quiet, Sonya,
Electrocutioner & Hylaria], the crew
arrived after 4 hours of fast flying,
“Berg” was waiting them at the camp,
“Frank” fought with him telling him
that they shouldn’t mess with what
they don’t understand, “Hylaria”
calmed him down, “Electrocutioner”
started a scan to check motions in the
woods around but he found nothing so
he increased the radius of the scan till
he caught a motion of something
without vitals miles away, near “Davos”
and they were somewhere on the
“Bavarian Alps”, which was far away
but the jet could make it there fast, the
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crew went there and “Berg” joined
them…

The monster was lost, it was looking
for its cave where it used to live, the
“Sentinels” arrived to it and they saw
it, “Frank” told them to land
somewhere and get closer on foot,
“Floyd” said “Let us shoot it with the
jet’s weapons” “Frank” said “Silver did
this in 2017 but it’s still healthy” so
they had to hunt it down, “Frank” was
gonna be the distraction and the others
had to prepare an area where they’d
use the electromagnetic shock weapon
they used years ago to hunt the “Twin”,
the same one “Electrocutioner” killed
“Lucy” with, “Frank” told him to
prepare a place where they can use it
against the monster without hurting
civilians, [Quiet, Sonya, Hylaria &
Electrocutioner] were up to this,
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“Frank” went to attack the monster;
and attracting its attention was
devastating and looked to be a mistake,
the monster was smarter than it looked,
it remembered “Frank” and his friends
and started attacking them and
throwing rocks at them aggressively,
“Arrow” used new arrows, smoke
arrows, they were sleeping gas but they
weren’t effective on it, the explosive
ones were useful and hurt it, “Floyd”
kept shooting at the monster’s head
with “Berg”, “Frank” used all his
electric chips and threw them on the
monster’s back, the only place where
the monster’s big hands couldn’t reach,
the electricity was hurting it,
“Electrocutioner” told “Frank” to guide
the monster to a location he sent to him
on GPS, the monster gathered its power
and endured its pain and attacked
“Frank”, he avoided it and ran away
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attracting the monster to run after him,
the monster was faster than “Frank”
and caught him, the monster lifted
“Frank” up and chokeslamed “Frank”
and punched him in the ground 3
times, “Arrow” shot it with his arrows
and the others shot at him, “Frank”
fainted and the monster thought that
he was dead, the suit got damages but
“Frank” was ok, “Floyd” & “Arrow”
took cover away from the monster, it
kept looking for them, “Floyd” said
“Frank is down, What are we gonna do?
What are we gonna do now??” “Arrow”
said “We will do the only thing we can
do” while he was looking at the
monster from behind the rock with a
grenade in his hand, “Berg” said “Your
explosive arrows didn’t work on it, will
a grenade do?!!” “Arrow” looked at him
then he looked at “Floyd” and didn’t
reply, “Floyd” said “The grenade isn’t
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the trick, we’ll lead it to the location, a
1 man job is gonna require 3 men to do,
get ready to run” referring to “Frank”
and them, “Electrocutioner” noticed
that “Frank’s” vitals were low, saying
this loudly made “Hylaria” run to the
scene on foot to get to “Frank”,
“Electrocutioner” reported that to the
others there, then “Rose” followed her,
“Arrow” threw the grenade somewhere
away from the monster taking its
attention, then “Floyd” shot at it and
ran in the location’s direction, “Berg”
used a flare he had to attract the
monster to follow him too, the monster
did it and went after them, “Rose” took
“Hylaria” away and hid till they
passed, then they went to check on
“Frank”, “Rose” knew that he was
alive, so she injected him with a
“Digoxin” injection that woke him up
in 2 seconds, “Hylaria” hugged him
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while crying, he asked about the
monster and “Rose” told him what
happened, he stood up and took his
sword and shield; then ran to help his
friends, “Floyd” & “Berg” passed and
told “Electrocutioner” to prepare the
weapon to shoot, once the monster was
on sight, “Electrocutioner” shot the
wave on it, the hit was too strong on the
monster but it didn’t kill it, it fall on
the ground but it was still moving,
“Quiet” brought “RPG” from the jet
and shot the monster in the head,
“Frank” arrived, he got shocked like
everyone when they saw that the
electromagnetic gun and the “RPG”
were of no use, “Frank” stood in front of
it and while the monster was getting up,
its head was broken and looked dizzy,
“Frank” yelled “I FRANKENSTEIN,
THE ONLY MONSTER ON EARTH AND
I CONDEMN YOU TO DEATH” the
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monster got focused and attacked
“Frank” and he attacked the monster
back, “Hylaria” was screaming with
“NO”, “Frank” stabbed the monster in
the throat with the sword but the
monster was heavier and took “Frank”
down, then it stood up with the sword
in its throat, it didn’t notice this but in
a second; its throat started to emit green
liquid then its head blew up like a
bomb and all its body turned to rocks
and got broken to different sizes with a
lot of green liquid around, “Frank”
stood up and the others were looking at
himwith amazement, “Hylaria” ran to
him and hugged him, “Berg” asked
“Arrow” “Who is this guy?” “Arrow”
said “That’s Frankenstein, our monster
Frankenstein”, “Rose” said to herself “I
never saw a man like Frankenstein, the
Monster among Men, or maybe I can say;
a God among Men”, “Frank” kept
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looking at the green liquid for a
moment; then he told “Electrocutioner”
to take a sample with them to be
analyzed later, they knew what it was
but they couldn’t understand the
relation between this liquid and that
monster…When anyone on Earth
mention God’s name, “Zeus” used to
hear them and know them, he was
powerful enough to see every man on
Earth, when “Rose” mentioned God in
her words that moment, he knew and
saw her history and knew “Frank”
when he saw him in her memory and
heart, he knew about “Frank” from
“Poseidon” earlier, when she described
“Frank” as “God Among Men” and
when “Zeus” knew that the
inhabitants at the
“Guardian”-“Skull”-island were
worshiping him already and he also
knew what “Frank” did to “Hades” and
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“Necromancer” later, this made “Zeus”
keep an eye on “Frank” considering
him a God or a son of a God, “No mortal
has the strength to beat down Hades
and this demon Skull king, or even
that mighty Necromancer who was
gonna cross to me here” he said to the
“Olympians” in a meeting,
“Eileithyia”[8] was there although she
wasn’t a major Goddess, she said “He’s
Necromancer’s father, his brother is
Anhur, the pharaoh God of War and
the grandson of the first unholy
artificial superhuman, he was born by
choice to be what he is now” to “Zeus”,
he didn’t reply back but he delayed the
attack on humans for some time,
“Poseidon” was already in the Earth’s
oceans preparing his city and hidden
forces to rise, when he knew that “Zeus”
delayed the attack; he got mad but
didn’t tell his big brother
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anything…The crew left the
“Abomination” and went away, a
woman came and looked very old
fashioned with long red hair; although
she looked young; she looked like a
witch, then she stood near the monster’s
broken rocks and said “Hello there, it
looks like you survived for a very long
time” and took some of the green liquid
in a tube, she knew what it was; then 2
men came from behind her, one of
them said “That’s the Green Goo
compound, the sword in the warrior’s
hand was the katana I mentioned, but
the SIS[15] never knew its location;
neither did the Americans, your
objective is to steal it, it’s the only
weapon to kill people like ME, any
project of the Green Goo or the power
serum will be in danger if that sword
isn’t in the Allies’ possession” then they
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disappeared and the woman went
away, the other man didn’t talk…

Since that night at the “Alps”, the
whole world knew that “Frankenstein”
killed a monster of the aliens and this
rumor spread like a virus, whenever a
crime happen anywhere in the world
they do it in the morning but that was
rare and made catching human
criminals easier, but they had to do so
because “Frank” became a horrifying
monster to all of them, this reduced
crimes and terrorism in police and
agencies’ records to nearly more than
half, many thugs hid or retired
criminality, any terrorist, mafia or
triad guy used to fear mentioning
“Frank’s” name in front of them during
interrogations, when they hear his
name coming; they admit everything
and tell the authorities everything
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they wanna know, which helped in
reducing criminality and terrorism
more and more, besides to the new
weapons like the cryoguns and the
Artificial Intelligence which was
nearly watching every event on Earth
for the “CIA” & “MI6”, and for the
“KGB” too…

For over 2 years things have been
calm, few missions here and there but
nothing so serious, during one of those
missions in “Vienna”, “Frank” used to
bring the sword with him in case they
faced anything abnormal, the sword
fell on the ground and “Frank” was
busy shooting; during these moments;
the weird woman could switch swords
and disappear fast before anyone could
notice her, “Frank” didn’t realize that
the sword was a normal one and his
enchanted one was gone, later on when
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he realized that the sword wasn’t
enchanted; the twins thought that the
sword lost its magic somehow, the twins
agreed to hide “Death War” from sight
forever based on “Dr. Frank’s”
advises…“Berg” & “Henley” were added
officially to the “Sentinels” team that
time…In November 2025, when
suddenly satellites spotted the alien
ships too close to the atmospheric air of
Earth, “NASA” & the “ESA” were
ordered to send shuttles to them to
examine their intentions, the shuttles
were driven by robots, 2 shuttles went
there but the alien ships didn’t give
them much time and shot them down,
which was a clear sign of WAR, it was
globally known that the ‘End of Days’
had come; all armies all over the world
got ready with all hands on deck, the
scientists’ researches didn’t reveal any
weak spots to kill them yet, they needed
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more time, but Earth had no time,
“Frank” put on his mask again and
waited for the end, “You think it’s the
end?” “Jenny” said to him, he replied
“No, we’re too far away from the end”
depending on seeing his kids in 2022
coming from the future and looked 30s
and the horsemen of peace who were
coming from year 3000, that gave him
hope and strength but he didn’t tell his
women anything about their kids from
the future and told the others not to tell
them, so “Jenny” asked him “What
makes you so sure?” “Frank” replied
“Because I Frankenstein, and I won’t
allow Earth to fall under my watch”,
when he was done talking to her, news
reported thunders coming from the
ships hitting several places on Earth,
thunders of “Zeus”, some places were
historic and others were just streets and
buildings killing millions in 3 hours,
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“Deadshot” took his wife and daughter
and told them that they were gonna
travel to “London”, he was gonna let
“Ivy” protect them and he was gonna
volunteer to service again, his wife was
worried and asked him not to do so but
he knew that he should go; telling her
“This might be the last good thing I will
ever do to write down my last chapter
in this cruel world of war, I have to go”,
“London” was hit too; a thunder took
the “Scotland Yard” building to the
ground, when “Deadshot” arrived, he
saw the place and said “May God have
mercy with us, it looks like a Global
War will break out”, everyone else like
[Agent X, Hylaria, Ronda, little Magnet,
Dr. Frank, Judge, Chen and everyone
who knew Frank] saw the ships in the
skies and witnessed the heavy hits with
a despair look in their eyes, like all
humans on Earth, “Chen” was holding
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her little girl and said with tears in
her eyes “If Earth survived, we’ll leave
you a shattered planet, I hope your
father can save the world; just for you,
for your brothers and for every
innocent life on Earth” to her child,
“Ai”…“Frank” went to his twin brother
and they discussed what they should
do then “Death War” said “What about
our ladies? There’s no safe place on
Earth anymore” “Frank” said “Ivy can
handle their security, and hers of
course” they looked at each other for a
moment then “Frank” said “I know
you’re asking mainly to check on her, I
love her too, we both shared half of a
full life, but we couldn’t share her love”
“Death War” said “We’re too young for
her, she sees us as her younger brother
or friend, but you’re right; there are
some things in this world we can’t
share, like love, our ladies must never
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know anything…” “Frank” continued
“Or we’ll lose them and our kids forever,
I understand”…

The scientist-who took
“Jenny”-had 100s of very sick and old
people to be experimented on in the
future but there was a problem, the
experiments went bad and results were
disappointing, till 2069; when the
face of the world changed forever and
humans had to face a past powerful
friend and a present mighty enemy…
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{Album}

(Black Mask’s mask)

(Viktoria’s new truck)
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(Conquest’s Bow)

(War’s Sword)
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(Famine’s Scales)

(Death’s Spear)
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(The Sand Clock & Sand of Time)

(Deadshot’s AR15)
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(Ferdy’s pistol)

(Ferdy’s cane)
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(Frankenstein’s new suit)

(Floyd’s new motorbike)
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(The Golden Skulls)

(Cerberus creature)
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(Deadshot’s wrist magnums)

(Deadshot’s Plymouth GTX 1971)
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(Frankenstein’s new Dodge
Challenger)

(Himeji Castle in Japan)
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(Acropolis Temple in Athens)

(Vinson Massif mountain in
Antarctica)
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(Frankenstein’s Katana)

(The Infinity Stones)
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{Abbreviations}

1] Jesus Christ
2] Everest Mountain
3] Joker
4] Magnitude Between 5-5.9
5] French Intelligence (Directorate
General for External Security)
6] Military Intelligence of “USA”
7] Jesus Christ
8] Ares: The God of War and Violence

Heracles: Son of Zeus & Alcmene
Artemis: Goddess of Hunt, Archery,

Moon & all animals
Perseus: Son of Zeus & Danae
Hecate: Goddess of Magic
Eileithyia: Goddess of Childhood

9] Atlantis
10] North America
11] European Space Agency
12] Degrees Of Freedom
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13] British Antarctic Station
14] United Nations
15] The British Intelligence since 1909
till 1920
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{Notes}

1. For full understanding of this novel,
the past 5 parts must be read…
2. All the 6 parts of the “Markenstein”
Legend are written by one Author:
Mark M. Isaac…
3. All mentioned names and events
have no existence in real life and all
‘future’ events are from the Author’s
imagination…
4. The novels are all published on the
official Facebook page “Novels from
Nowhere” and on the official websites:

[1] www.markisaac010.webs.com
[2]www.magdymark187.wixsite.co

m/markenstein010

Written by:
Mark M. Isaac

http://www.markisaac010.webs.com
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Behold the upcoming parts
of the Legend for more
about The Global War,

The Origins of
Frankenstein and much

more…


